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Class Offerings.Waldo
\,,n Veterans’ Meeting.
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The Red Cross.
Societies—Bov Scouts.
i, churches.The B. H.
ll(ert.. Personal.
Alanson Tucker
HIs

County Veterans’ Meeting.

County Veteran Association
was entertained by Thomas H. Marshall
Post and Circle at the Red Men’s Hall
in Belfast, April 4th.
The traveling
Pigs...Maine Boys was very bad yet some forty of the boys
ami.
,.rIs to Raise 1,000 Pigs... got together for a pleasant meeting. In
i, ,i fur Farm Worktpoem).
the absence of the
J. G. Trask

president,

Time Recipes....Transfers
Estate.. .Boys’ Workserve....The Honor Roll
Honor Flag....The Seed
Maine Women Have
pm
R.,) Organization for Third
,-tv 1 nan. Geo. A Gowen.

s

the forenoon meeting to order and appointed the following committee on next
meeting, Comrades Whitcomb, Putnam
and Stinson, who subsequently reported
the May meeting to be held at Ritchie

of Belfast,

British Shipping
Doubled.Maine
An Urgent Appeal,
oldening Fact....Patriots
Get Gardens Going.
,rts.

is

..

Loan and Business
Wheat for Maine Fami-

bertv

Correspondence ...Life
Hope and Liberty tpoemi
1
v
tary Necessity.... Departly

of Agriculture....Ameri.brary Association War
..Our Potato Column

Stockton Springs
Married.. Died.. Market.

port.
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the Colonial Thea-

Matinec and

Evening.

Barrymore supported
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imings
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is offered in the five

Wed'
1

a

compli-

Comrade Stinson thanked
Belfast.
the Circle, Post and all for their fine entertainment. Three comrades were reported as having passed over the river
einoo
ho lact moot in
fninraflp R fi.
to

born

it

brothers,

died in California a number ol
a8o and Fred in Thorndike on the

f

old home place about two
years ago. Hex
husband, their only son, Arthur F. Brown
of Mechanic Falls, his

wife, formerly
Miss Eula Stickney of Augusta, whom
the deceased always regarded as an own

to

came

Belfast,

j

be

American—so

Mallory is hired to marry
.it once, enabling her to
However, in real life
sometimes happen, and
.limes
happen in good^
unax of this fascinating
itainsa genuine surprise,
: happily forever after.”
an in "The Further Adugaree” and Mr. and Mrs.
a Metro comedy, cornable program.
..plant Billie Burke, in
is
Miss Terry," is as
ruling as ever and from
wene that Hashes across
picture holds the breath.iid interest of the spectare attraction is for Friday
lious Miss Terry” is an
story by Gelett Burgess,
author and humorist,
■nuance into the field of
ig. His remarkable literbrilc- past points to a
t his line which is more
his opening production
as Mavis Terry, cleverly
novel method of linding
-and a Husband,
the
by a process of elimina'he goes incognito to a
.g-house where she takes
;

an
n

-•

ly

ordinary working girl
reality an heiress. Here

young men who promptth her.
is poor and struggling
uough far superior to the
.ung men she has known
Finding out the
sphere.
is of each she is able to
nd thus discover w’hich is
ule and in earnest.
ing this purpose, the deheroine involves herself
ng and humorous situauarrow escape from being
bing her own house, and
g away some of her own
Humorous episode and
lure follow in rapid suclie heels of each other unand unexpected denoueu e which clears the atves just the right “happy
(-

in

■

m

_

1

[S

f
;

ih Death” is the happy
f!ixed to the Bluebird enbe presented by Herbert
Brow nie Vernon on Satsensation and excitement
way with thrills to the hapHost romantic venture in“Sky High” Wardwell
lghter of an inventor who
easy way
(jrop t0 earth
p
“Sky High” not only
company to manufacture

er,

i“iis

"in

goes

into

uie

air

Comrade Putnam; song, Comrade Anderson: reading, Mrs. Dora J. Bridges; remarks by Comrades Stinson, Wentworth,
Fletcher and others; Sisters Bridges,
Russ, Bowen and others. Much praise is
due the sisters and comrades of Belfast,
who made this one of our best meetings.

pillow,

were

beautiful,

and

were:

daughters; wreath, brother; large

spray, grandchildren; spray, great grandchildren; spray, Cecil and Fred Gay and
Frank Currier; spray, Mr. and Mrs. T.
W. Nickerson; flowers, Mrs. Annie Clement; large spray, Mr. and Mrs. A. W.

Leonard, Mr. and Mrs. Orrin Thomas,
Mrs. Susie Farrar, Mr. and Mrs. F. B.
Paul, Miss Myrtie Weymouth, Mr. and
Mrs. F. R. Weymouth, Mr. and Mrs. R.
M. Jackson, Mrs. Ladonna Jackson, Mr.
and Mrs. S. W. Shibles, Mr. and Mrs.
John Berry and Dr. and Mrs. T. N. Pear-

to

f' visibility.
From thrilling
P'1 makes a sensational drop inJOSEPH M. MASSURE.
lie girl he loves, winning
® l""
nd happiness for all conThe friends of Joseph M. Massure will
f \-Film two-part comedy
Bang” will complete the learn with regret of his death, which oct-fnd hill
curred in Winterport, March 31st, at the
1,. rge Beban in one of his
age of 84 years. The deceased was the
Ameri“One
More
tions,
late Peter and
part Paramount play, and last of the family of the
',tr‘1
ipin as Abraham Lincoln in Abigail Haynes Massure of North Searsmories,” the fifth story of port. Mr. Massure’s wife died in 1914.
“Tender
Democracy.”
since that time he has been gradually

Lincoln torn between
mother who taught
nil a people who cried for
ng drama of a nation in the
ws

J"u|;

a

work of the sewing department is much
less than in previous months on account
of the lack of workers. The surgical department has reached its highest mark

’’

tj( ***

Un<ler her guidance.

Their many friends wish
them |mucb |happiness in their newly
wedded life.)

seven

property bags have been made.

The Tuesday evening class of surgical

dressings, etc.,

opened

was

at

Memorial

Hall April 9th under the direction of Miss
Lena A. Sanborn and Mrs. Fred R. Poor.
There were
!

and there was

an

inter-

15

present,

not

including

many who have expressed their intention
of assisting in this most necessary branch
of Red Cross work. Miss Annie V. Field,
chairman of the committee, most urgently requests interested girls and women to
feel perfectly free to attend any of the
as the ample hall will
large number.

classes,
date

a

accommc-

Word has been received Irom Boston
that Miss Parsons, the trained nurse who
was to spend several days in Belfast to

give instructions in the surgical department, would not be able to come as she

n a

trade

'io. 7 Court street.

leader,

Elmer

Ellis,

iNathan

Read,

he

few weeks.

of heart disease
about two

and worked with his

j father until about 14 years ago, when he
bought a farm in North Searsmont of
Charles Thompson, later he bought what
was formerly the Dell Higgins farm adSept,
I joining him and carried on both.
i 23, 1899 he married Miss Elnora Higgins

At the Colonial Theatre

Names of three new members were presented and the announcement was made
af the organization of the new patrols,
Fox and

Eagle.

It

Scouts should take

|

was

an

voted that the

active interest in

W. O. Colby, Sr., has closed his home
on Market street and gone to Baltimore,

Md., where he|has employment.

■

cause of illness of a number on the decree staff, the degree was not worked on
he class of candidates at this meeting.

family of eleven children. Several years
ago she came to Belfast to live with her
daughter, Mrs. Jesse H. Webber, with
whom she had a comfortable home and

A stated communication of

transmission is one of the

features of a three-wheel
farm tractor described in the April Popular Mechanics Magazine. A small-bore
reciprocating pump, driven by a gasoline
engine, forces oil at high pressure to two
five-cylinder rotary motors that are incorporated in the driving wheels. There
are no external gears, sprockets or chains,
and therefore little power is lost in transmission. Because the driving wheels are
independently controlled, the tractor can
turn in a small area.

vas

den tnd LincolnviUe.
i

worked upon two candidates.

An

nspection was made by Clifford J. Patee, past grand warden, in place of Ralph
5. Pendleton of Dark Harbor, the district
leputy, who is in New York at present.
V banquet was served, and visitors were
1 iresent from about 15 out of town lodges,
1

outstanding

Mrs. Vera H. Andrews and little daughter Hope H.'are visiting relatives in Cam-

Phoenix

jodge, F. & A. M., was held Monday
‘veiling, when the Master Mason degree

Tractor.

Hydraulic

friends.
Mrs. Stephen S. L. Shute of- this city
has been offered a lucrative position at
the Department of Agriculture in Washington, D. C.
Mr. Arthur F. Brown of Mechanic Falls
called to Belfast last Friday by the

was

serious illness of his

Tarratine Tribe of Red Men will work
he Adoption degree at the next meeting
>f the Tribe and all the members are reluested to be in attendance. It is the

] iresent plan of the Tribe to have an en, ertainment at some time in the future
vhen the members of the Pocahontas
1 rill be their,
guests. The Tribe haB made

good gain in membership this winter,
the war conditions and
1 t is expected to continue for sometime.
i

, lotwithstanding

Mrs.

Eugene L. Stevens will

leave the

1 ast of the week to visit her sister, Mrs.
< Jeorge F. Reynolds, 46 Eastern Prome-

nade, Portland.

j

mother,

Mrs. Arthur

I. Brown.
Mr. and Mrs. D.

H. Strout and Miss

Mildred I. L. Demmons returned Monday
from

Lawrence, Mass.,

___ul

where they spent

—1„+:-

Miss Hannah Holmes, who has been
the guest of her aunt, Mrs. T. B. Dinsmore, several months, left last Friday
for her home in Ellsworth.
Mrs. Frank L. Towle spent the past
week in Boston with her daughter, Miss
Isabel M. Towle, a teacher in the Danbury, Conn., public schools.
Misses Clara B. Marsh and Florence M
Brown of the Western Union Telegraph
office attended a conference of Western
Union employees in Bangor April 3rd
Mr. and Mrs. William Walker of Castine were in Belfast last Saturday
their way to New York to visit their

Donald, who will leave

soon

on
son.

for France.

Mr. and Mrs. Charles Bradbury left last
Thursday for an extended visit in New

York. They spent several days at theCopley-Plaza in Boston. Miss Anne M.
Kittridge accompained them to Boston
On her return home she spent a few days,
in Portland, where she was the guest of
Mrs. E. R. Estabrooks.
Friends of Miss Sadie M. Nickerson,
who has been training in the Beverly
Hospital, Beverly, Mass., will be pleased
to

learn that she has completed her course

and is at present visiting friends in Boston, Haverhill and Rockland, Mass. Miss.
Nickerson plans to be in Boston for the
State examination for registration of
nurses

April 9th and 10th, then will

re-

turn to Beverly, where she has accepted
a position as head nurse in the hospita'
from which she recently graduated.
Dr.

and Mrs.

Eugene D. Taplfey left

their annual trip to Newt
York city, where they plan to spend the
The Tapley Hospital will
rest of April.
last Monday

on

Miss
be closed during their absence.
Georgia Blake with her mother, Mrs,
:rine Brown, accompanists, were highly
John Blake of Morrill, left yesterday tc
:omplimented on their work.
visit relatives in Boston and vicinity.
Miss Plummer’s ’cello numbers, TrauMiss Lucina Ide will visit in Bangor and
nerei and the Angels’ Serenade, were
Winterport before going to East NorthShe is graceful and
leartily encored.
port, where she will be the guest of Mrs.
lignified and evidently, in love with her Lulu C.
Hills, the special nurse at the
I nstrument, which is always a general
hospital.
Her improavorite with the public.
vised obligato to Miss Morgridge’s solo
SWANVILLE.
ilso showed rare ability for a High
nent.

j

New Farm

E. Sullivan, the Western Lnion
Telegraph ope'ator at Rockland, arrived
Monday to spend a vacation with Belfast

occa-

Strangers-in town especially incited to worship with us. The newly or'anized Junior Dorcas Guild, Mrs. Martin,

Misses Julia Littlefield and Kath-

ichool student.
The auroral display last Friday
unusually brilliant.

Miss Morgridge’s clear, sweet soprano
was d lightful in the new song,
iring Back our Boys, and in the three-

Mr. Morris Thayer has gone
port where he has employment.

jart popular song selection. She very
fracefully responded to the earnest call
’or more.

r

ight

was

■roice

j

High Efficiency Claimed for

at all times and on all

lions.

!

thoughtful attention. The funeral took
place at her late home Friday at 2 p. m.,
Rev. J. Wilbor Richardson of the Baptist church officiating. The bearers were
Messrs. Frank O. Whiting, Leonard O.
White, Alonzo H. Robbins and Thomas
B. Flanagan. The interment will be in
the Webber lot in Grove Cemetery.

people,

The B. H. S. concert given last Thurslay evening in Odd Fellows hall with
Scouts themselves, all. of whom are inhe assistance of Miss Amy Morgridge of
terested in the work.
he Dexter High and Miss Ruth Plummer
There was a large attendance of the if the Newport High furnished an evenBoy Scouts at the meeting Tuesday even- I ng of rare delight. The program was
ing and an interesting program was innounced by Principal Louis J. West
given. Mayor Clement W7. Wescott spoke ind the chorus music was conducted by
heir teacher, Elbridge S. Pitcher. The
an the Liberty Loan, in which many of
the boys are interested and County Agent irst part was a miscellaneous program
N. S. Donahue of the University of Maine j Tom their regular school work and be>an with The Star Spangled Banner. The
Extension Department spoke on the different clubs which should be carried on Dance of the Goblins from Rccker-Loby the boys and particularly the pig club ain, by Miss Julia Littlefield, piano; Ben
which is financed by the Belfast Board of Darker, taps, and Dean Knowlton, xyloITade.
Frank I. Wilson, the Metropoli- )hone, was received with rounds of aptan Insurance agent, was present and
ilause. It is also a credit to the school
hat Mr. Knowlton made his own instruspoke on the War Savings Stamps.

weeks. He was born in Belfast, Feb. 31,
I 1875, the son of the late James W. and
Mrs. Augusta Lear Wood. He learned
mason

Mr. and Mrs. William A- Coombs of
Camden arrived Saturday to visit relatives.

The People’s Methodist church, Rev.
Charles W. Martin, pastor. Parsonage,

Scout work in this loan can be secured
from Scoutmaster Orrin J. Dickey or the

George Wood died at his home in North

the

W. Clark has returned from a

ton.

tonight, Thursday, at 7.30 o’clock
Pitcher’s, Church street.

Mrs. H. C.

pn

GEORGE WOOD.

been ill

Harry

business trip to Boston.

( Juild Mother, will meet at the
parsonage
Saturday evening a pretty testimonial ■'riday afternoon from 3.30 to 5.
Senior
Lo the
Boy Scouts was given when Juild will meet for their
regular meeting
Rev. W. T. Hawthorne of the Congregatext Tuesday evening at 7.30 at the home
tional church, assistant scoutmaster of >f Mrs.
Swett, Union street.
:he Boy Scouts of America, on behalf of
First Baptist Churcb, Rev. J. Wilbor
the Treasury Department of the United
Richardson, minister; residence No. 1
States presented War Service Emblems !
^orthport ave., telephone 212-3.
This
to Rudolph H. Cassens and Luville Woods
j pf this city in recognition of their having :hurch extends a cordial welcome to
ihose without a church home to worshin
:
sold more than ten Liberty Bonds in the
with them. The sittings are free both
last drive made some months ago.
Scout
norning and evening. Sunday morning
Cassens was in the South and his badge
services at 10.45. Minister’s
will be sent to him. The little bronze reaching
“A rhetorical picture of the hypo;opic:
service emblems are of especial value and
:rite, self deceived and the mere blunderer
t is a credit to any boy in the city to
n religious affairs.”
An answer to the
have so worked for the government that
leculiar people in Belfast who are so
he was able to be recognized in this manond of calling others hypocrites. The
ner. The presentation was most pleasinglypocrite so you will know him. At 12
ly made by Rev. Hawthorne and Scout
n., the Bible school begins in the vestry.
Woods stepped forward and received the
Diasses for all ages. A cordial welcome
has
Woods
secured
token. Scout
already
:or visitors. At 6.30, Young People’s meethalf enough subscriptions for another ten
ng in the vestry. All young people eordialbonds and when that number is completed
y invited to a splendid service.
Sunday
will receive from the Government a bar
ivening preaching service at 7.30. Miniswhich will be attached to the original
,er’s topic: “America with her back to
;mblem. Scout Cassens is the son of
he Wall.” “Her dangers within her
| Mr. and Mrs. Rudolph H. Cassens of this jates.”
A patriotic
address.
This,
; ;ity and Scout Woods is a son of Mr. and
rhursday, evening, at 7.30 the weekMrs. Maurice S. Wood of this city, now
These services are
y prayer meeting.
an Union street.
Many other boys in the
ipen to the public and a cordial invitahard
for
success
are
the
working
IToop
;ion is extended. Preaching at the Northj af the Liberty Loan and it is hoped that jort church Sunday at2:30.
they will receive the assistance of friends
in making their work a success in the big
The B. H. S. Concert.
All information regarding the
drive.

1

totalling 2,090 pounds.

31st,

leld
; it

patrols will complete their organization

The last shipment of"ch illing for the
Belgian and French relief was made April
3rd. Seventeen cartons have been sent

with which he had

busi-

a

Guy L. Peavey left Tuesday to visit
Service will be held in the Congrega- relatives in Chelmsford, Mass.
tional church next Sunday morning at
Mr. and Mrs. W. A. Nichols returned
10.45 o’clock. Preaching by the minislast week from a visit in Dixmont.
ter.
The music will be led by our chorus
Miss Edna Hopkins left recently for
:hoir. We cordially invite you to worBoston to consult a nerve specialist
ship with us. Church school will meet
Mayor C. W. Wescott returned Friday
it noon.
Please make an elfort to be
iresent. The mid-week service will be from a business trip to Portland and Bos-

Perm Arnold, George Randall, Ora Penlergast and Paul Tuttle, members. Other

had been called to service in France.

Searsmont March

Elmer O. Hall left Monday on
trip to Boston.

ness

nvited.

J

lit.

PERSONAL.

CHURCHES.

Unitarian church, Sunday morning at
10.45; Rev. A. E. Wilson will preach on
the subject, “Spiritual Aviation.” Sunlay school following. All are cordially

:

!

Florence, Leverne, Carl, Olive, Clarence, the War Stamp sale and they are already
Clyde, Ruth and Anna. Two brothers ; assisting in the Liberty Loan sale. The j
and two sisters also survive, Gilbert L., program announced fi r the next meeting j
! Engene and Mrs. Letitia W. Emery of : will include stories by Scouts Fletcher,
fast, Sept 21, 1851, the son of the late
KenBelfast and Mrs. Anna W. Lear of North- Knowles, Keene and Boardman.
and Esther White Wiley.
Charles A.
port Mr. Wood joined Equity Grange neth Colcord will speak on “What Con- ;
Later his parents moved to Montville,
or three
many years ago and retained his mem- stitutes a Patrol Leader.” Two
then to Searsmont. Many years ago Mr.
He drills a week are being held at the Belfast
i bership after moving to SearsmoDt.
Wiley returned to Belfast which has
Dpera House afternoons under the direcwas a good husband and father and found
since been his home.
He was a meThe tion of Scoutmaster Dickey and the
: his greatest pleasure in his home.
chanical engineer and had been at dif\ funeral took place in Morrill April 3rd Scouts are making a good showing in that
ferent times in charge of the engines in
j and the remains were placed in the tomb direction. Scoutmaster Dickey has con- j
nearly all of Belfast’s leading manufac; in that cemetery, where they will be rented to be the Club Leader for the
turing plants. He was a member of Phoe- I KuriA/l 1 q♦ or
ocal clubs which will be conducted under j
nix Lodge, F. & A. M., and of Corinthian
the direction of the University of Maine, i
HARRIET G. DEAN.
Royal Arch Chapter. He was devoted to
his home and family and found his real
SECRET SOCIETIES.
pleasure with them. He is survived by
Harriet Dean died Wednesday, April
his wife, formerly M>as Ada V. Riley of 3rd at 3 p. m., at the home of Mr. and
1
A stated conclave of Palestine ComMonroe and their two daughters, Mrs. Mrs. George E. Benson in East Belfast
was held Wednesday evening
nandery
Mattie Esther Varney and Miss Bertha after a brief illness, the effects of a
with work in the Order of the Red Cross.
Alice Wiley, both of whom had always cerebral hemorrhage. For about twentyThe regular meeting of Aurora Rebekah
was
an
invalid
lived at home. Two brothers and two five years of her life she
sisters survive: John H. Wiley of Marl- and never recovered fully, although she Lodge, I. O. O. F., was held last Tuesday
boro, Mass., Mrs. Clara F. Edmunds of I was able to care for herself in a measure, evening and refreshments were served,
Lawrence, Mass., Herbert A. Wiley of She was born ip Sedgwick in May, 1868. rhe committee in charge were Emma
Belfast and Mrs. Mary A. Hallowed of i the daughter of Archibald and Melinda Small, chairman, Flora Heath, Elva JewSt. Paul, Minn. One brother, William Blake Dean, and was the last of their :tt, Lucy Peters and Emma Skay. Below and did not

resist the rapid
action of the poisoning which filled his
body. He was born at Poor’s Mills, Belwas

and[on their return
housekeeping.

vests were sent in from Stockton Springs,
the first made by the chapter. They are
used by the aviators especially. Ninety-

of North Searsmont. She survives him
Several times in recent years he had been
wit1' their nine young children—Hazel,
j
critically ill and this spring his vitality

^

won'anly, and has a dei,f humor.
The Maine Federtain to grow in strength and

paas, ziM bandages oi an tunas. Among
the articles contributed are 104 patch
Twelve kid
work quilts and afghans.

was

■

a[‘d

iistant

outside of Belfast

hand for the socks needed and all knitters are urged to come for yarn. The

acts were the placing of her personal effects where they would be most needed.

1

^’tr'sc

principally

done

were

vuv

failing and the past year has been confined to his bed. Through all his suffer'■
ings he was patient and cheerful and
l'
waited for the end with perfect resigna- Axel
Wiley of Belfast, died in November
'-lit on appears on Tuesday in
J"1'''m Nan”
to
based upon “Calvary tion trusting in his God. He leaves
1906. The funeral took place at his late
Welden
of
five
children:
mourn their loss
Megan Rice, author
home Wednesday at 2 p. m., Rev. Walter
s of the
Cabbage Patch.” and George of Winterport, Sarah and
T. Hawthorne of the Congregational
-ode of “A Daughter of
Noah of Boston, Mass., and Mrs. Adolf church
mil be shown also.
officiating.
to his
Wednesday a bargain ten- Lesser of Chicago, 111. According
.Madge Evans in the five- wishes a prayer and a Psalm was read at MRS. IRENA BUTTERFIELD BASS.
l
The Gates of Gladness,” his
grave by Rev. Mr. Knowles. Interwo-part feature, “Fatty”
,
ment was in the Winterport cemetery.
Mrs. Irena Bass died April 5tb at the
a
the
and
wo-reel comedy
,.
s' lithome of her son-in-law, Rev. William
News.
WEDDING (BELLS.
Vaughan of East Belfast. She had failed
■Pile L. T. 'White of Presque
since the death of her only daugha very pretM rapidly
THOMPSON-BOWEN.
,,cwly elected president of the
ter, Mrs. Amanda O. Vaughan, Feb. 10th,
occurred
8tb,atthe
Monday,April
Oration of Women’s Clubs, has wedding
i
and passed away in her sleep. Her age
imlities which go to make a home of the officiating clergyman. Rev.
was 89 years and 8 months.
She was
flicer. She has a splendid David Brackett, when Elmer C. Thompbom in East Wilton, the daughter of the
was united in marriage
son
ofJSwanville
been superintendent of
late Beniamin and Ina Butterfield and
Miss Mary E. Bowen also of Swan[ * ,r|h Aroostook for many to
was the widow of J. Moore Bass of Farmwas used.
ville.
The
service
ring
single
r,,vnly speaker; has traveled
ington. She had been a life-long Uniin
pale
attired
The
Ins country and
bridefwas becomingly
abroad; is a
tarian and Rev. Arthur E. Wilson of the
^ k,r"blue silk. The groom wore dark blue.
woman, very practical and
and is em- Belfast Unitarian church officiated at the
Mr.
a
machinist
""1 is in
is
Thompson
very close touch with
^
and funeral which took place at her late home
‘‘deration. She has been re- ployed in a machine shop in Dexter,
Saturday at 4 p. m. The remains were
h
tary for the past two years, Mrs. (Thompson also has employment
taken Monday morning to Farmington,
t 1
hairinan of many important club there. They will visit his parents, Mr. where
the interment will be made in the
^
t,s. has shown marked ability. and Mrs. E. W..Thompeon of Swanvilie,
lot.
family
to Dexter will go to
of

:

1

Secretary of State kept him in Augusta
and Mrs. Brown always accompanied him
due largely to the increased work in the
For ten years they spent the
there.
town branches.
Mrs. Durham reports
ouminei
vaiiiyn.x□ ai xiarv
634 absorbent
dressings,
gauze
18,251
about
four miles from
Cobbosseecontee,

She

CENTS

Leon T. Shiite of the Naval Reserve
Telephone, 213-11.
Sunday morning, 10.45, preaching, topic, station at Rockland was a recent guest
‘Figs of Thistles.”
Sunday school at of Belfast relatives.
2.
All are invited.
Sunday at 7.30,
Miss Grace Packard, a student at
’reaching, “Musical Hearts.” Prayer Shaw’s Business College in Bangor, is
pert Snow, members. The Fox Patrol
neeting this, Thursday, evening, sub- the guest of her aunt, Mrs. Arthur W
pas made the following selection: Walter
»
ect, “The Great Physician.” People’s Morse.
asWhitehead, leader, Leroy Bradford,
] :hurch extends a cordial welcome to all John

owing to Belfast’s lack of funds. Belfast now has a good supply of yarn at

For 15 years
Mr. Brown’s duties in the office of the

nun

THE

esting program with the stories by. the
boys. Mayor Wescott, who was to have
spoken on the Liberty Loan, was in Boston and there was disappointment at his
absence’. He will probably be present at
some future meeting.
Percy Boardman
the skirt. We also ask everyone to wear was elected to membership. Ralph Mcthe white head covering. This may be Cabe gave a story on his recent visit in
economically made by two persons buy- i Bath and the work of the Boy Scouts
The camping fund is steadily
ing a piece of white muslin approximate- j there.
1
ly 36x36 inches though a few inches less growing and the Scouts are looking foris of no consequence. This may be cut j ward with much interest to the proposed
in halves diagonally, thus making two bike across the country in June. Two
veils. Or a man's large-size handker- patrols in the Belfast Boy Scouts have
chief may be utilized as a headpiece. If ’e-organized in the following order.
one has been exposed to a contagious disEagle Patrol, Kenneth Colcord, leader,
ease or has a cold she should not work on
lames T. Durham, assistant leader, Frank
surgical dressings. Tables should be kept j Oownes, Luville Woods, Forest Woods,
free from purses, bags and handkerchiefs.
Charles Robbins, Wyville Vose and Her-

Eight hundred and eighteen knitted
are reported for the month of
March by the Belfast Red Cross Chapter
secretary, Mrs. James C. Durham. They

which has since been

loyal to her friends whose love
she enjoyed for a lifetime. Always a
great reader, she was familiar with the
best of literature, the current political
news and business interests, thus making
Closed by singing God be With You Till her opinions a very strong influence in
husband’s political and business
her
we Meet Again.—Alfred Stinson, Sec.
careers. She was a promotor and charter
NANCY E. CUSHMAN.
member of the Children’s Aid Society
of Maine and served as its first secretary.
Nancy E., wife of Thomas Cushman, She never lost her interest in the Girls’
died at the home of her daughter, Mrs. Home or in the Belfast Home for Aged
Emma Woodbury in Morrill April 5th. Women. She was one of the earliest
She was born in W aldo 77 years ago, the graduates or Seaside Circle, C. L. S. C.
daughter of the late Nancy and Richard For years she was a member of the BelGay. She is survived by her husband, fast Improvement Society and joined the
two daughters, Mrs. Emma Woodbury of Red Cross although failing health did not
Morrill and Mrs. S. B. Place of Mont- permit her to be active in its work. She
ville. Eleven grandchildren, three great was a Unitarian in belief and during the
grandchildren, one brother Elijah Gay of pastorate of the late Rev. James M.
Montville and one half-sister, Mrs. Amy Leighton she united with the First Parish
Vickery of Providence, R. 1 also survive. church of Belfast. For years she was an
Mrs. Cushman was very devoted to her inlluential member of the Woman’s Allihome, and had a large circle of friends, ance of that church. Always genial and
for, “none knew her but to love her.” companionable, a woman of high moral
Hers was one of those sweet, quiet, character, she will be missed and mournpeaceful lives, which always was a help ed by many outside of the home circle.
to others, as they came in contact with The funeral will take place at her late
her.
She united with the Morrill Baptist home tomorrow, Friday, at 2 p. m., Rev.
church fifty-nine years ago, and was one Arthur E. Wilson officiating.
Although a
of its esteemed members.
shut-in for many years, yet she always
FRANK E. WILEY.
aided and took a deep interest in all
church work especially the Missionary
Frank E. Wiley died Monday afternoon,
Dept. Services were held Sunday after- April 8th, at the Waldo County Hospital
noon at the home of her daughter Emma,
of blood poisoning, with which he had
Rev. Nathan Hunt officiating. Mrs. Hunt been ill for about a week. He was emand Mrs. Roy Paul sang tw’o of Mrs. ployed ai the Pejepscot Pulp & Paper
Cushman’s favorite hymns, “Safe in the Co.’s plant, when he scratched his right
Arms of Jesus,” and “Some Sweet Day.
hand near the thumb with a rusty nail.
The flowers

j large attendance

articles

their place of residence.

ovoduu

Scouts.

The postponed meeting of the Belfast
Boy Scouts last Thursday evening had a

—

nderplay, “An American
Ames of Searsport, Co. I., 4th Maine;
ire containing no sorrow,
the most
Henry York of Monroe,Co. A., 13th Maine; Augusta, and these were
an Widow” Miss Barryivy Carter, a rich, viva- Comrade Watkins of Northport, service pleasant of their happy and devoted marnan who has everything
not known. The program was as fol- ried lives. Mrs. Brown was always loyal
it she can think of—exto Belfast and its best interests. In a
Solo, Mrs. Della H. Frisbee;
decides to buy that, in lows:
of
he Ear! of Dettsminster. reading, Mrs. G. W. Frisbee; singing, very quiet way she did a great deal
the will demands that Hold the Fort, by the audience; reading, charity work all her life and her last
<

wband

An evening class of Surgical Dressings
will meet from now on at Memorial Hall
on Tuesday .evenings at 7 o clock. -In

this connection please bear in mind that
Thorndike Jan. 18, 1845, the daughter ol i all are requested to wear aprons. The
the late Charles and Martha Shibles Pat- large apron with long sleeves is the reguterson and was the last of their family ol
lation one which we prefer everyone to
five children. Her sister Ellen died in adopt, but if not practicable, please wear
youth. Her
Charles H. and a wash waist and a small apron to cover

Robert,
i

m.

a.

at her home on Millei

Grange Hall, Waldo, and the report was
accepted. After a few remarks the din- j daughter, and their three children—
The good ladies of the Helen E., Doris H. and Arthur I.—have
ner call sounded.
Circle with others of Belfast were a little met with a deep affliction and an irrepainconveniened in not being in their old ble loss. She began her school life in
hall yet they were equal to the task. Thorndike and later attended the High
The boys were hungry and never did schools at Unity and at Newburg. In her
food taste better. The dinner was fit for early womanhood she was a most successful teacher in the district schools of
a king with enough and some to spare.
After the usual smoke talk which is al- Thorndike and vicinity. August 30, 1871,
she married Mr. Brown, who was then
ways enjoyed by the old veterans, Comrade Crockett had to leave on the after- the principal of a private school at
Past President Putnam pre- China, and for seven years she was his
noon train.
sided at the afternoon meeting. It open- able assistant. About 40 years ago they
ed with prayer by Mrs. Gracie Bowen. made their home for a short time in
The program included singing America; Thorndike, but about 38 years ago they
address of welcome, Comrade L. C. Putnam, who gave the boys a warm welcome

CLASS OFFERINGS

;

1918.___FOUR

Arthur I

street after a long illness with
cation of diseases. She was

of Newburg, who was in Boston, Past
President J. S. Crockett of Brooks called

jals.. ..Brooks.County
-pondence.Wood Cut\ews

nesday, April 10th,

Waldo

11,
Boy

The Red Cross.

HARRIET L. BROWN.
Harriet L., wife of Hon.
Brown of Belfast, died at 2

aPrTl

Miss Marion Walker

was

to

Sears-

home from

Her solo work in the second

Farmington for the Easter vacation
>art of the program on Flotow’s Martha
Mrs. Ada Billings is visiting her sister,
was simply wonderful for a High school
Dr. Carrie Bradford at Portsmouth, N H.
lupil and recalls the compliment paid
The many friendsof Mr. Ralph Seeley,
ler last summer by Joe Mitchell Chappie,
radio operator, are sorry to hear that he
He
the
National
of
Magazine.
sditor
is seriously ill in a foreign land.
laid: “When Miss Morgridge as Lady

The blue-birds came in March this
Many
year. Something unusual here.
of the small birds are much in evidence.

darriet sang ‘The Last Rose of Summer,’
thought of Nordica, whom I had heard
ling this very ballad as a swan song beher last tour around the
of Maine
a State

Robins, blue-birds, sparrows, juncoes
and chickadees make it very spring-like

diss—and I thought that perhaps from
lere might be recruited a prima donna of

Mrs. Ralph Murphy of Brocks and Mr.
Charles Riley of Monroe visited their
sisters, Mrs. Eddie Walker and Mrs.
Charles Thayer just before Mr. Riley

bre she left

on

vorld—Nordica

was

vorld fame.”
Mr. Chappie also complimented Mr
’itcher on his handling of the school left for Camp Devens, Ayer, Mass.
ihorus at Bangor.
Miss Hope Dorman read a brief sketch
SPECULATORS IN SEEDS.
if the Opera Martha, combining with it
report of its production in Bangor.
Speculators in seed stocks will be sePhe text showed a blending of childish verely dealt with if identilied and appreinthusiasm and a mature mind. It was hended, says an official notice from the^
i nstructive even to those who had previ- United States Food Administration just,
< msly enjoyed the opera.
The solo and j received by Leon S. Merrill, the Federal.
ihorus—We Anne, Queen of England, Food Administrator for Maine. The Food
vith Kenneth Merriam as sheriff, Theo- Administration co-operating with the
United States Department of Agriculture
< lore Bramhall and William Pendleton, as
is making every effort to prevent extorj armers, and Miss Cathleen Colcord, tionate charges or other obstacles to prellice Roswell and Thelma Smith as ser- vent an adequate and prompt distribution
vants was a delight and pleasure to all. of seed.
All wholesale seed dealers, and retaildaster Merriam was a credit to himself,
ers doing business of one hundred thoulis teacher and the B. H. S. The pro- ! sand dollars a year or others who handle
Tam closed with Jingle Bells, a school peas, beans and corn seed are now operavorite. A social dance closed the even- i ating under Federal license. Resales at
unreasonable prices are held by the adng’s pleasure.
ministration as particularly objectionable
at this time when every effort is being
Frank L. Orser, who has been employ- j
made to encourage the widest possible
some
was
a
refor
( d in Augusta
time,
cultivation of the soil.
Reports have
He will j been received from various parts of the
( ent guest of Belfast friends.
extortionate prices
f oon leave for Massachusetts, where he country, indicating
for seed corn. Tbe Food Administration
1 rill be employed on a large farm.
such transactions on
frowns

j

upon any
the ground that they are inimical to the

Mr. and Mrs. L. C. Putnam will leave
1 oday for
1 Its. T. A.

public welfare and will be treated as
a visit with their daughter, such, should agents of the government
Mitchell in Roslindale, Maas. establish proof of willful speculation, ft S
1

&

“1
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H

LAUNCHING MERCHANT VESSELS ON BOTH COASTS

ENROLLED FOR FARM WORK.
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And

Republican Journal Pub.

Hie

Co.

as

Instead of fine

WE

Will busy nimble fingers
In weeding garden sass.
She’ll turn from golf and tennis
To make potatoes grow
And exercise a’plenty
In playing with a hoe

PLOW.

very hopeful and optimistic
The cheerfulness of the Demoparty has always interested and

was a

all air.
cratic

delighted us.
Facing, as they do,
overwhelming defeat next September its
present serenity seems little less than
an

chairman of the convention
somewhat lengthy and a very
Mr. Pierce is an able
readable speech.
man and would become what we someHoulton

was

and made

a

it has been evi-

the plow.”
dent for some time that
hand is

on

!

wartime agriculture was not being carried on in a
manner likely to produce an entirely satisour

ers

! lie- eat go steamSite is the li. I
Above is tlie Coyote gliding down tile ways at the Passaie liver shipyards.
l'.elou is the lanm hing of Hie l aitli,
building tinder tite Emergency Fleet corporation's wooden ship program,
She is tilt) feet long and her gross burden is T.lHKi tons.
concrete ship in the world, at Redwood City, Cal.

factory crop and we are glad that the
for this has at last been officially
We

stated.
tion that

we

have definite informa-

now

..—

--—

I

!

Fop

have had somebody flourish-

Piles

External or Internal, Blind

ing the goad stick and nobody holding
the plow. Ill other words there has been
plenty of “hawing” and “geeing” while
* he
plow has been yanked along behind a

Bleeding, Itching

or

Stiin;;!c

31, 1917
Real estate.$

919 805 35
44,215 14

Admitted assets.
Liabilities December 31. 1917.

875,590 21

unpaid

or

Ta

li .htHties

Joshua

pic,
‘.he

save

Humphreys* ff'imcM, Mcdldn

ROBBING THU

Williafti Str"*'t, .V

(

on

I
;

c.ncern

one

j

which

was

seven

L’nited States

years,

Assets

capitalized at $10,000.
and pa d the following yearly salaries:
To lie President, $9,524, to the Treasurer,
$4,110 and to the clerk, $2,334. All these
officers were stockholders and particiTim

ompany

There

are

We presume that this ingallon will drag along till it wears
out and, that nothing effective to

vest

it.-,

stop this robbery will be done. This is
but one example of the extortions which
are being practiced in food trades ail over

Congress of ihe United States have

no

end to these combinations of the few for the purpose of robmake

bing the

an

'The methods of

many.

these

business highwaymen have beer: practiced
for many years but never so badly as

shows one of the most powerful French guns, operating from a railroad truck,
The gunners and the men watching have stuffed their
moment that the shell left for the Kenuun lines.
of the explosion, although their ears have h-'en already
ini,I their eats to prole.-! tln-nt from the great uois
;
injury from tin1 ronrii^slon

remarkafpicture

Tills
just a: •!

a

».

I

free country but

some

people should

freedom through grated windows.
If these practices are to be allowed to
too long,
America is likely
become Russianized.

continue

TWO

BIG

to

TREES.

i he General Giant Park is the smallest
of our scenic national parks. It contains
only about 2,500 acres of land and was
created to protect a tree, which has been
This
named the General Grant tree.
tree is 35 feet through from bark to bark,
is 264 feet high and is about 4,()00 years
'There is only

one

tree in the world

larger than this, the General Sherman
ree In the Sequoia National Park, a few
miles
tree

is

distant.
a

The

foot and

feet

a

General

Sherman

half thicker and 16
are the

These two trees
higher.
oldest living things in the world

It is rather surpiismg that the Kaisea
has not conferred the iron cross upon
“Gott.”
Do not forget to pay your dog license.
Time expires April 10th.
The Test.

Gross assets.
Deduct items not

17,266.408 19
1,225,144 13

New Man—I found this live dollar bill
desk, sir.
Employer—I’m glad you are honest, I
rat it there on purpose to test you.
-New Man—That’s what I thought, sir.
Those Dear Girls.
Nell—Mr. Highbrow told me my face
What is classic?
was classic.
Edith—Oh, ’most anything old.

Green’s

August

Flower

Has been used for ailments that are
caused by a disordered stomach and inac■

tive liver, such

as

sick headache, consti-

admitted.

Admitted assets.
Liabilities December

mental

spent in a realm into
lind entrance, and here
much which was hidden from othlife

which few
he

saw

was

men

less favored.

He found poetry as he
looked from his office window, when he
ers

heard

so

little.

|

PIGS.

SCHUMANN.

ALANSON TUCKER

Asst

1*

Gross assets.

Deduct items not admitted.
Admitt d ass 18.
Liabilities December 31, 1917

The first consignment of the 2,000 pigs
to be brought into Maine by the Agricultural and Industrial League have been
bought and will soon be here.
From fhe enthusiasm already shown, it
is certain that we have among us many
young farmers who will eagerly adopt
All that they
the pig investment idea.
While the young
need is a little advice.
pig up to 60 or 70 lbs. weight is surest to
thrive upon waste milk product (such as
skim milk, sour milk, butter milk, etc.*,

perfectly possible to grow thgm
rapidly and safely w'ith the right mixture
of grain feeds, especially if they are alit

is

a run of sufficient size to encourage
them in habits of foraging for green stuff.

The old-fashioned notion that swine of
Upon the corner of a village street,
dose to the limits of my homestead lands,
all ages should be condemned to solitary
An unpretentious upright (irmly stands,
in prison-sized pens has been
In workmanship plain, commonplace and confinement
neat.
i thoroughly exploded in modern practice,
To make its purpose clear, its form com- ! but it is hard to drive long-seated preju-

plete,
Below its top, like (ingerless still hands,
A lettered board, transversely placed,

commands
To the right path the stranger's doubting
feet.

dice out of

conservative New Eng-

our

More than almost any other

land minds.

the growing pig needs abundant
exercise.
He also needs pasture.
About all fear and bad results of recent
'
And when the vision widens, and the
diseases among hogs spring from the use
stars
j and abuse of the old-fashioned “hog-pen”
move
across
the
Majestically
night,
And God seems near in their eternal idea. To all those who participate in tiie
glow—
distribution a circular of instruction will
When no harsh voice the sacred silence
be issued, backed by any necessary perma rs,
I see, beyond the structure’s slender sonal service and advice to insure com-

height,

pieie

The shadow of
nPA

a

Cross upon the

snow.

WP'C

i went for acorns one October day
Into a grove—Deane’s Grove we called it
then
It was my time of happy childhood when
All sounds were welcome and all sights
were gay.
With the kind patient trees I had my
way,
My eager way. Good trees, unlike to
men,
Each journeying year you gave to me
And seemed to join

me

in

my

rugged

play.
Now 1 am old Iseek the grove once more,
To find the .trees that were my joy are
few—
And they, alack! are old as well as I!
Some leaves are barren that were green
before—
But as each year their tops their life renew,
The fruit they bear is nearer to the sky.
The

SDimal,

Shipyard

Workers.

It will not take many jolts like that
contained in the war news of March 30th,

success IUI

muiviuuai.

CUCU

There is a far-sighted and well-considered method in this work, and the public
it grateful allegiance and every
awes
form of cooperative service in its power.
The direct and immediate result of all
this

will be

an

What could be
ar

increased

of
a

farm

and

an

im-

kitchen

line of conservation
though to the

hitherto not considered,
same ends as the above.

Third, it should result in becoming a
turning point in the lives of many an

are

All other

Keep

House

WITHOUT

p|gDICIK|£

140,658,883 07
74,438 16

office and hank.
Agents' balances.
Bills receivable.

529,822 69

For further in-

Interest and rents.
All other assets.

779 413 99
2,873 61
43,293 60
174,049 71

Annual Statement

Washer.

electric-driven revolving brush,
supplied with water through the hollow
handle, saves time and labor as a motoroar washer, says the April Popular Mechanics Magazine.

Flexible-shaft

hose connections arc made with a motor
and pipe at the ceiling. The latter is a
horizontal arm that carries the motor at
It is pivotally connected
that it may be swung in a complete

circle, anti is supported by
that travels

on a

a

Total

and1

trolley hang-

circular track.

A remedy of the Old School, where
60
merit counted. For more than
its
has
performed
medicine
years this
mission of correcting digestive disorders, headache, biliousness, constipation,
manner
and kindred complaints in a
medithat makes it a most desirable

Net

cine
Try it once on our Say-so ;
will comwe feel sure its efficiency
mend it for a place in your family
medicine chest. Sold in a large bottle,
and
fifty cents each, by druggists
free.
general storekeepers. Sample
The “L. F.” Medicine Co,
II7I7I
Portland, Maine.

unpaid

All other liabilities
Cash capital,.
Surplus over all liabilities

The

Standard

Fire

Insurance

Assets

Cross assets.
Deduct items not admitted-

Admitted assets
Liabilities December 31, 1917
Net

j

losses.

Deposit capital..
Surplus over all liabilities.

Company,

Total

liabilities and surplus.

National
Nil

$

Estate..
Mortgage loans
Collateral loans
Stocks and bonds.
Cash in Office and Bank...

unpaid

Unearned premiums,
AM other liabilities.

December 31, 1917.

I Real

31. 19:

tat.**

Stocks and bonds...
Cash in office arid bank.
Agents balances.
Bills receivable.
Interest and rents
All other assets..

Hartford, Connecticut.
;

mm

Mortgage loans.
Collateral loans.

.$2,960,556 01
liabilities and surplus
Frank I. Wilson, Agent, Belfast, Me.
3wl4

Nil
Nil

Fire Insurance L
of Hartford.

Assets December 31, 191
1.356,026 33 Real estate.
*
77,033 75
Mortgage loans.
122/ 83 65 I Collateral-loans.
Nil

Stocks and bonds.
Cash in office and bank
Agents’ balances.
Bills receivable.
Interest and rents,.
AM other assets.

17,236 93
10.000 00

Cross Assets.
$1,681,380 56
Deduct items not admitted.
107,107 06

$1,474,273 51

Admitted Assets.

December 31, 1917.
Net Unpaid Losses,.

Cross assets.
Deduct items not admitted

Liabilities

Unearned Premiums.
All other Liabilities,

Cash capital.
Surplus over all Liabilities.

84,308
602,448
16,393
600,000
271,122

97
75
43
00
36

Admitted assets.
Liabilities December 31, 1917.
Net

unpaid

losses.

Unearned premiums..

Attorney at Law

462 00

BELFAST, MAINE.

11,060,27840
1,8(8,532 17

40
17
40
26

|
■

Courts.

Probate’ practka
2ft

specialty.

F. W. BROWN, Jr.,

| Attorney and Counsellor

Total liabilities and surplus.$ 9,241 746 23
James Pattee & Son, Agent, Belfast.
3w 1

Practice in ali
e

at Law,

BROOKS, MAINE.
1

Practice in all of the Courts of Maine

i

I

Deposit capital
Surplus over all liabilities.
Total liabilities and

GEO.t. JOHNSON,

97,926 99
9,850 09

Albert M. Ames, Agent,
Stockton Springs, Maine.

Assets December
K*>mI

Total

3wl4

assets.$ 9,241,74^23
Liabilities December 31, 1917.

/

25
22
84
20

Total Liabilities and surplus.$1,474,273 51
Frank I. Wilson, Agent, Belfast, Me.

906,093
5,651,800
164,429
2,519,423

V-

All other liabilities.

Admitted

Net unpaid losses.
Unearned premiums,.
Ail other liabilities.
Surplus over all liabilities.

surplus

U. S. Branch of
Union Lire lnsuran

Norwich

168.455 32
1,169,130 37
39.746 54
1,000,000 00
583,222 78

losses.

Unearned premiums

December 31, 1917.
8,797,176 20
694,843 11
1,450.030 01

Gross assets.
Deduct items not admitted,

Total liabilities and

$2,360.565 01

Admitted assets
Liabilities, December 31, 1917.

S. Branch North British & Mercantile,
75 William Street, New York City, N.Y.
Assets

assets.

Liabilities December 31, 1 L
Net unpaid losses..
Unearned premiums..
All other liabilities
Cash capital.
Surplus over all liabll.tns

3 521443 51
560,888 50

Cross assets.
Deduct items not admitted

liabilities and surplus.$5,005,254 05

Stocks and bonds. .$
Caed in office and bank.
Agents' balances
Bills receivable.
Interest and rents
All other assets.

Admitted

Limited, of Norwich, Lngl

Annual Statement of the

j U.

assets.

Deduct items not admitted.

56
28
01
00
66

of

Stocks and bonds.$3,034,503
229,297
Cash in office and hank.
222,571
Agents’ balances
35.071
assets.
All other

3wl4

j

Interest and rente.
All other assets.

I he Mercantile Insurance Company of
America.

B. f*. Colcord, Agent, Searsport, Me.

\

December 31, lb

Agents’ balances,.
Bills receivabfe.

3wl4

assets.$5,005,254 05
Liabilities December 31, 19*7.
Net unpaid losses, including expanses. 1,388.306 90
Unearned premiums.
1,444,607 65
All other liabilities.
301,231 01
Cash capital. 1,500,000 00
Surplus over all liabilities.
371.108 49

Founlain Brush Automobile

Assets

.$
Heal estate...
Mortgage loans.
Collateral loans.
Stocks arid bonds, (actual market
value Dec, 31. 1917),.
(fash in office and bank.

Total liabilities and surplus.. $140,584,444 91
Chas. U. Sawyer, Agent, Sears port, Me.

Agents’ Balances,
Bills Receivable.
6,301,668 58 ; Interest and rents
296,314 53 All other assets

Gross assets.
Deduct items not admitted_...

Insurance c
80 Maiden Lane. New Y<

Gross

6.259,628
5.206,803
All other liabilities. 110.588,841
5,000,000
Cash capital.,...
13,529,172
Surplus over ail liabilities

i-.

The Continental

$140,584,444 91

unpaid losses
Unearned premiums.

Admitted

Revolving

er

Try

Cash in

formation write to State Leader Boys’
and Girls’s Clubs, College of Agriculture,
Orono, Maine, or to your county agent.

facing slow starvation.

To

Gross assets.
Deduct items not admitted.

Net

7,500 00

assets..

The list includes canpotato, sweet corn, flint

other clubs.

ning, garden,
corn and poultry clubs.

so

123,759,717 89

Massachusetts Accident Company,

“Pigs believe in the gospel of the clean
Gross assets.
382,825 56
plate” according to the story of one of Deduct items not admitted.
24,274 36
Another boy, the
last year's members.
Admitted assets....$
368,551 20
State champion, ended his story as folLiabilities December 31, 1917.
lows: “Many people said that there
Net unpaid losses.
42,041 94
could not possibly be any profit in pigs Unearned
premiums.
64,693 12
differI
learned
All
but
other
with grain so high,
liabilities.
31,816 14
Cash capital.
150,000 00
ently.” His profit was $23.17 on his pig Surplus
over all liabilities.
70,000 00
Another
which weighed 315 pounds.
Total
liabilities
and
115
to
surplus.$ 868,551 20
pounds
boy grew a pig “Rouser”
3wl4
in eight months. The pig brought his
The average profit
owner $21.17 profit.
Massachusetts Bonding & Insurance Co.*
for all pigs last year was $9.29. It’s a
Boston, Massachusetts.
good investment to join a pig club.
Assets December 31, 1917.
All ttie boys and girls in the State will
Real eBtate.$
14,813 36
For these there Stocks and bonds. 3,757,301 62
not want to grow pigs.

Total liabilities and surplus.

i60.737 22

Interest and rents.
All ther assets.

organized

comes.

All other liabilities.
Cash capital.
Surplus over ail liabinitn s

Liabilities December 31, 1917,

liabilities and surplus,. $16,041,264 06
& Son, Agents. Belfast, Me.
3wl4

Boston. Mass.
throughout our State.
Already in Aroostook county the organiAssets December 31, 1917
zation is nearly completed and it is evi- Real
None
estate.
dent that the boys and girls of this Mortgage loans.
None
Collateral
None
loans.
at
least
raise
300
will
pigs. stocks
county alone,
and bonds.
$336,7(0 00
Other counties are being organized and it Cash in office and bank.
23,325 62
9.229 83
is hoped that the boys and girls will be Agents' balances.
Bills receivable.
3.543 30
prepared to enlist when the opportunity Interest and rents3.526 81
are

its outer end.

to make this a very uncomfortable country for shipyard workers who, already
receiving much higher wages than they

pation, sour stomach, nervous indigestion, fermentation of food, palpitation of
ever received or expected to receive bethe heart caused by gases in the stomach.
fore in their lives, adopt the disloyal
August Flower is a gentle laxative, regucourse of striking because they don’t get
inand
in
stomach
both
lates digestion
The time is at hand when such
more.
testines, cleans and sweetens the stomach fellows will have to be given their choice
and alimentary canal, stimulates the liver between remaining at work and going
to secrete the bile and impurities from into the first-line trenches in Europe.—
Manchester Union.
the blood. Sold by W. O. Poor & Son.

The members of the Boys’ and Girls’
Pig Clubs this year are going to be part
of the “Army of Pork Producers” which

ambitious youth, facing him back toward
the farm and farm life—for the lack of
which the State of Maine is.now actually

Don’t

Total

Company,

Liability

Admitted assets..

James.Pattee

An

Second, there will thus be saved
waste, which is

MAINE BOYS AND GIRLS TO RAISE
1,000 PIGS.

desirable, practical

more

amount

I

food supply.

patriotic?

mense

cultural League,
i land, Maine.

losses.

Llnearned premiums.

Assets D center 31, 1917.
9,618 93
Heal estate..$
3,324,390 00
Mortgage loan*..
2*2.380 00
Collateral loans.
7.304.943 40
Stocks and bonds,.
3,115,577 49
Cash in office and bank
2,660,324 39
Agents’ balances.
Bills receivable and suspense ac41.193 75
count.

00
79
73
00
54

unpaid

Net

Department
650 Main St.. Hartford, Conn.

$16,041.264 06

..

......

.$6,307,915 54

Insurance1

and

DcCcinber 31. 1

..

Agent, Winterport. InsurLowest Compensastate

Aetna Life

t-;

...

3W14

Accident

31, 1917

Net unpaid losses. .$ 4,149.695
Unearned premiums,.
6,101 802
All other liabilities.
956,044
Cash capital.
3,000,000
Surplus over all liabilities
1,833,721

For further information address AgriFidelity Building, Port-

1

lowed
GUIDANCE.

again,
upon your

$

1

•:

gaze at

old.

and Heal

tion tates.

December 31, 1917,

Collateral loans..
Stocks and bonds..
ash in office and bank.,.
Agents’ balances
dills receivable.
Interest and rents.
All other assets.

■

Mm..,-

mingled with his fellowmen and when
We
now
If this is a government of the he sought solitude in the woods.
people, by the people, for the people a dif- take pleasure in publishing two of the
ferent style of doing big business should many little gems written by this Maine
be discovered and put in practice. This poet of whom the people of Maine have
is

J. Treat, Ji
ance

Mortgage loans..

Probably few of our readers ever beard
of Ibis quiet and studi. us man who died
made
the United States.
Congress has
in Florida not long ago. He was by prosdme investigations but nothing prevenfession a physician whose life work was
jve has been done.
It is possible that
done in Gardiner, Maine, but much of his
the legislatures of the States and the
to

Co.,

740,445 48
24,800 00
87.286 04
10,718,015 41
2,101,463 12
2,961,436 85
2,100 00
135,791 uO
495,069 69

limit

power

Guaranty

Real estate.

about

pated in the dividends.
tO similar concerns doing business at the
fisli piers and are thus robbing the fishermen with one hand and the public with
trier
'This is profiteering pushed
the
the

&

Surplus.

Ileal estate....
.lorigage loans
(’-ollateral loans..
.-'locks a- d bonus
t ’ash in
ffice and bank.
Agents' balances.
Bills receivable
erest and rent-.
i
All other aost ts...

was

4

to

Fidelity

Baltimore, Md.

134 per cent annually.

about

iota! Liabilities and

insurance Company of Nort
Brd and Walnut >t$:, Liiifat!

Admitted assets.$6,3( 7.915 54
Liabilities December 31, i 17.
Net. un .•id losses.$i, 701 :.o8 25
Linear: d premiums. 2.114,187 60
922,377 00
All (»ther liabilitys....
1.600 000 *H)
Caeh capital.
570
0P2 60
liabilities..
all
over
Surplus
Total liabilities and surplus

that the company had paid
in dividends in

..

>

!

One day last week
'll- from consumers.
it w '> shown from the actual records of

i

December 31. 1917

Net Unpaid Losses
Uncart ed Premiums..
Ail other Liabilities.
’ash capital
Surplus over ;•!1 L;• :T»

...

urupany

;

Admitted Assets.

Stocks ard bonds.$4 649.006 09
and bank..
541,694 77
('ash in uffi
1,lot.761 89
Ag :ii •’ hulam-t-s.
1.059 6
Bills receiv.u.; ■.
66,035 09
late; "St ami rents
174.320 48
Allot! r assets

York.

treatment of Horses, Co*a
Sheep, Hogs and other animals, se
free
Humphreys* Homeopathic Ve
e.rinary •' hulicines. 15h vBHiai.. St, N. 1

seseral weeks been investigating the affairs of the fish combine which fixes the
price of fish and forces unwarranted pro-

«Mf. per cent

Gross Assets.
Ibduet items not admitted

.6,583.877 38
Gross a<F.i ts.
275.96184
Deduct items m*t adni'icd.

Massachusetts: has for

State of

<■

21

Liabilities

PUBLIC.
BOOK

I

\v

Conn.

(’ash in Office and Bank.
Agents’ Balances.
Interest and Kents
All other Assets

Assets December 31. 1917.

(■">«)

>

31, 1-'
Heal Estate. i
Mortgage loans..
tCollateral loans,.
Stocks and Bonds.

New Yoik N. Y.

men

■

I__

Hartford,

3wl4p

we

those fix

Assets December

Koval Indemnity Company.

the country, hut
who have been doing our
,;.c will
he discharged as soon as
present contract has expired.
amt

war

in-

:h11..- Die

i?:-..

394,935 27
875.590

are

Commissioners.

Surpks lor Po'icy Holders,$ 13.
Losses paid in 99 years, Ido.L

Jr., Agent, Winteipoit.

Treat.

to

It is not too late to win

plow."

suranee

James Pattee & Son, Agents, Belfast,

••

f.e

statement is b.-:*ed

21 532 59
100 000 00

$

Riirn'iN

..

Ag^re^ate. iucludir g capital ar
surplus..
Note—The security valuation

8.916 45
350.206 20

losses.

Unearned premiums.
All other liabilities.
Cash guaranty capital.
Surplus over all liabilities.

losses

Unearned prern urns.
All other liabilities.
Cash capital.
Surplus over all liabilities.

30 122 18
H 575 38
1.100 26

Gross assets.
Deduct items not admitted.

Net

unpaid

Net

...

assets

Liabilities December 31, 1917

86,000 00
787.264 00
3.743 53

Sticks ard bonds...
Cush in office arid bank.
Agents’ halances.
Interest and renta.
AII other assets...

Burning

f Ointment

Admitted

Salem. Mass.

mailed.
Send I'rce

December 31, 1!>

Gross assets.
Deduct items not admitted....

Assets December

One application brings relief.
Price 23e., at all druggists or

strong team composed of the loyal people
,f ■>
United States, without anybody
bav ,ig hold of the plow handles. We
an glad to know that, "now our hand is
in

Assets

Holyoke Mutual hire insurance Company,

Hemoprhoids,

op

«

Real estate. }
Stocks r nd bunds.
Loans on collateral.
Cash in office and hank.
Cash in hands of age..te and ii
transit...
Interest and rents.
Bills receivable.
Other admitted asst ts.

Bros.

Owen

(COMPOUND)

—-

31st day of December, Uir
the State of Maine

Dwight P. Palmer

WITCH HAZEL OINTMENT

JUST AS ITS SHELL LEFT Fun THE GERMAN LINES

reason

fO.MpJ

CON'

Incorporated 18j9 .Commenced i
Wm. B Clark, Presidt
E. J. Sloan, Secretary
Capital paid up in cash, $r>,tn

SoLD^Jfe^ Br

HUMPHREYS’

largest

the

3

.....

The butterflies of fashion
Will cease their fluttering ways
And strenuously farming
Will have no idle days.
With perspiration beaded,
The sweet society girl
No one will hear complaining
Her hair won’t stay in curl.
—Georgia While in Springfield <"Vt.) Reporter.

times designate as a “coming man” in
his party if the party had any future except that of a mere existence. He paid
a glowing tribute to the President on his
conduct of the war, in the course of which
he said, “We have been long suffering,
we have been slow to anger, but now our

On

I HATS I

We’ll see once more Maud Mullers
Who on a Summer’s day
Are vigorously raking
The meadows sweet with hay,
In countenances glowing
Will be the priceless wealth
Of simple radiant beauty
And perfect rustic health.

Hon. Leonard A. Pierce of

marvelous.

Statement

INSURANCE
HARTFORD,

From out the realm of story.
With all the old-lime grace,
Will step little milkmaid
Whose fortune is her face:
Hut on close inspection
One possibly allows
’Tis after all the damsel
Who used to shriek at cows.

The Democrats of Maine held their
State Convention in Portland last week
and it

/ETNA

ILAHSONl
IhubbardI

embroidery,

The patriotic lass

months,

MAINE.

Abstract of the Annual

man.

laj|

Apis, General

I

in fields professional

To any hired

For nne square, one
adver.iSING Terms.
.rcb length in column. 25 cents for one week
*cd 25 cents for eaeh subsequent insertion.
Subscriptiin Terms In advance. $2 00 a
three
year; $1.00 frrsix months! 50 cents fur

NOW

C-

1

BELFAST,

She’s triumphed, so again
She’ll show that she is equal

BROWN, Editor.

A. I.

M

Will don her overalls.

THURSDAY BY

PUBLISHED EVERY

Quiijl

Field &

Discarding lacy dresses,
Forsaking routes and balls,
The female of the species

surplus

?

Westchester Fire Insurance c
100 William St., New t
Assets December

31, 19

Real estate.
Mortgage loans.
Collateral loans
Stocks and bonds.
Cash in office and bank.
Agents’ balances.
Bills receivable.
Interest and rents.
All other assets.
Cross assets.
Deduct items not admitteu

Admitted assets.
Liabilities December

>

31, 1917

Net unpaid losses
Unearned premiums.
All other liabilities.
Cash

$

4

capital.

Surplus

over

all liabilities.

Total liabilities and surplus.$•

jfljl

vanishes'

Catarrh
,m.

reatment That All Sufferers
(an Rely Upon.
i

with parsley

drive catarrh and all its
(..ms from your system
ssible time, go to your
..
for a Hyomei outfit to-

I

or

iC..-

..

i

PERUNA Best All
Around Medicine

egg.

UC81'

W h1

Reserve.

AUGUSTA, April 8. (Official.) Can the
boy who works on his father’s farm this
year get credit as a member of the United States Boys’ Working Reserve? At
pure pleasant antiseptic, the headquarters of the Maine Division
into the lungs over the
of the Reserve, letters are arriving reme. it kills the catarrh
to that question.
ilt, sore spots, and heals questing an answer
These letters show a gratifying spirit of
,itier day with catarrh;
patriotism on the part of the boys who
-mgerous and often ends
write them. Boys who will work on the
Mart the Hyomei treat\,i stomach dosing, no farms owned and operated by their fathjust breathe it—that’s er’s naturally desire to receive proper
Co.
\ Howes
credit for the work they will do in raising the war-time crops. They are going
to serve'in the Army which will fight for
7 mie Recipes.
,
freedom by waging battle in the furrows
Prof. Frances R Freeman, of the fields as other armies are fighting
States in the trenches. The anxiety that these
.nomics Director. United
youngsters show as to their standing is
fration, Orono, Maine.
one of the hopeful signs of the times.
They make it clear that they look upon
Salads
,:.id plants, lettuce, cab- the work they will do as a patriotic ser-

1

r

|!
■

law

I

»

v

f

nay be
1

salads,

..hi

!

served with salad
or

they

may be

fruits,

vegetables, meats,

eggs

for heavier salads,

mould be cold, crisp and

generally

re

combined

ggs

Will
IrUOllSn
m>

L,

you will

•

1 MS

publish

this .letter for the

benefit of others who

suffer._

Those who object to liquid medl*
cines can procure Peruna Tablets.

T nt-t/w
JUeaer

THE HONOR ROLL ANO KOKOR FLAG
#•

Form the Chief Prizes of the Third

Liberty

Loan

WHICH TOWN IN THE COUNTRY WILL FIRST TAKE ITS

QUOTA?

Federal

or

if for any

reason

e dressing.
messing:—3 tablespoon
i. I tablespoon vinegar

hlespoon flour,
icspoon fat, 1 teaspoon
mustard, 1-2 cup vinegar,

,

i

young patriots at rest. The boys working on their father’s farms may become
members of the reserve. But they must

I

bonds,—the men
ing their aid.

be regularly enrolled at the first of the
season.
They must fill out the enroll-

m

j

1

The adoplion of the Honor Roll an
the Honor Flag for communities in
the Third Liberty Loan campaign
promises to add an element of competition in service throughout the
whole country, to the sale of Liberty
Bonds, which was seen in neither of
the earlier loans.

gets some tilings wmen cannot be provided for the boy who enrolls to
work at home. The volunteer is given
the benefit of preliminary instruction in

8

for keeping the dressMix
indefinitely.

i.

seep

I

ream

l

rlain

or

cream,

when ready to

ii.

serve

If he is

boys working in the
in

live

may

a

of

one

What the Honor Roll did at Cedarthe
hurst. Long Island,
only town
which employed it on the Second
Loan proves the tremendous force of

neighborhood

camp

all summer.

does or not' he will be

Whether he

stantly under the guidance of
lected

as a

l.

pared

Dice

Salad:

Nut

for the task.
all the boys

Arrange neatleaves and serve with

that make

t

e

messing.

A

Date

1

b

the

chopped dates using

dd

f

To

Salad:

nuts.

as

To diced

elery Salad:

ilf their amount of chopMix with
small pieces.

:

pile in the center of a
with celery tips.
iieese Salad: Core and
! cut into rings one-third
■..ms.
Arrange rings on letplace small balls made of
and chopped nuts in the

r.

bib
It:
1
t

*

}

nogs.

Serve with salad

Is'1.
1

2 tablespoons gelaold water, 1-2 cup vini lemon, 1-2 cup sugar, 2

Salad:
1

ip

1
i',:

a,; water.

gelatine in cold water; add
uice, boiling water and

■

h-

-■,

*'

vegetables.

■

IB

Turn into

Serve

a

Uncle Sam intends to give
chance to help win the war

..

B

v

on

^■•lixturc

or cream

some

to

things

strong appeal to them

a

!

Deeds for the week ending April 5,
1918:
Frank S. Emerson, Liberty, to Willis

of

Fairfield, to
Haverhill, Mass.;

Mix

one

cheese with

an

of salad dressing. Press
Mirough a seive over the

H*,yt,le

slices (canned) served

B115' leaves.

Serve very cold.

r.

r>

1_a

/-a

Whether it is one $50 bond or 60
bonds at $1,000 eaoh, the same credit will be given on the public Honor
Roll. The name of the subscriber beneath this caption.
THEBE ARE THE PEOPLE OF
OUR TOWN WHO ARE HELPING
TO WIN THE WAR BY INVESTING
IN GOVERNMENT BONDS OF THE
THIRD LIBERTY LOAN.
This Honor Roll will be displayed
It will be rein some public place.
produced from day to day in news-

Elinor M.
and
land

D_:_1__

lnnJ nn#l

buildings in Freedom.
Lemira
U. Miller, Lincolnville, to
Myrabelle Russ, do.; land and buildings

The Seed Problem.

in Lincolnville.

Laura Knox, Seekonk, Mass., to Ardry B. Stevens, et al., Palermo; land and
it into pieces about one
buildings in Palermo.
can equal amount of canIf! !B
Cora A. Goodwin, Montville, to Zelinda
ut in small pieces and H.
■
Hawkes, do.; land and buildings in
1
over with salad dress■B
Montville.
H ’'"oil crapes halved and seeded Hosea B. Buck, Bangor, to Wm. H.
(he delieacv of this salad.
Jones, Unity; land and buildings in Unity.
Nut Salad: Removeskins
V

^P1'
tH’

,i„:.10

Peel and divide oranges

nanas,

'Jb

v

'B

•'

s'i :

^F

and add salad dress-

cold boiled potatoes,
eggs, 1 small chopped
iJl: diced celery or 1 teaspoon

ingredients with salad
,s,

.j^Bv'‘*

"

'H,'

well

ad

^^■^'" 'slad

serve.

Salad:-1 can tomatoes,
’’
1-2 tablespoons gelatine,

1,11 l°tnato juice.
'111,1

11*1

let-

Shred cabbage finely,

dressing and

ii

on

s'uin tomatoes, add salt and
gelatine in cold water and
"

Bh

and serve

sugar.

I^K

which much has been
to be neglected, yet

Away.

GREAI REJOICING BY
RfflUMAIIC CRIPPLES

n

■

^Bi>‘

Packed

Over and over has the lesson of buying
early been urged, but somewhere the procrastination bug gets in its work, and
The seed situation, about
men delay.

place halves on a letHe—I flatter myself that I have a wellplate, cover with stored mind.
S[>rln*t*e w‘t*1 chopped
She—Did you ever take it out of storage?
| CUp chopped raisins,
peanuts, 1 cup celery, 1

■>i.m;

salt,

Evidently

locality.

fruit

its

S
B,

through the

Somehow, I cannot shake off the conviction that some things call for immediate action on the part of growers in every

se,

a

B
Bt
fl>

slice

Serve

on

Pour into

lettuce and

Msyonnaise dressing.
—1 cup cold-cooked

j,^1

cold-cooked peas,
eM*> if desired, 1 cup

cup

If So Crippled You Can’t Use Anns

Legs,

place.

scriptions.

in Monroe.
Matilda B. Joy,

a

in the ranks of army or navy.
Those who enlist money in the
a
will have
service
Government
symbol to display in the form of the
Honor Flag. This is like a Service
Flag in design and in spirit. It Is
rectangular, with a broad red border
surrounding a white field, the field
bearing three vertical blue bars,
marking the Third Liberty Loan.
There will be no provision on the
flag to show the amount subscribed.
The slogan "This flag in your window
will help win the war” is counted
npon to point the way to win sub-

E. Turner, do.; land and buildings in Liberty.
to
Nellie Burgin, Brockton, Mass.,
Walter A. Clements, do.; land and buildings in Belfast.
Abbie M. Mosher, et als., Unity, to
Etta A. Tozier, do.; land and buildings in
Unity.
E. A. Carpenter, Brooks, to Geo. H.
Ryder, do.; land and buildings in Brooks.
Edward W. Gilkey, Searsport, to Erma
Barker Blodgett, do.; land and buildings
in Searsport.
Walter Bartlett, Monroe, to Clinton A.
York, do.; land in Monroe.
Willie E. Wing, Monroe, to Albion P.
Ritchie, Winterport; land and buildings

a

scrure

To the Honor Roll idea has been
added for the whole countrv for the
Third Liberty ixtan the SerVfce Flag
Those who acknowledge their
idea.
debt to the nation by aiding with
their money will receive widest pubEnlistlic recognition for their act.
ment among bond holders will get
credit Just as if it were enlistment

Tedford,
lettuce leaf
buildings in Freedom.
Elinor M. Tedford, Haverhill. Mass

'-ssings.
•: Cheese Salad:
e

man se-

The following transfers of real estate
were recorded in Waldo County Registry

beginning to set add de"f

All that the Liberty Loan Committee did was to make public day hv
dav. acknewledgement. not of money
subscriptions but of the list of those
who had answered the call of the
nation, and by giving this list the
honor that was due, persuaded others

con-

TRANSFERS IN REAL ESTATE.

it nuts.

ilr

a

small means.

but the boys who volunteer for service
wherever needed will find that there has

with one-fourth their

x

On the First Loan Cedarhurst took
$175,000 worth of Liberty Bonds
through 350 subscribers; on the Second. 3400 subscribers took $1,200,000.
Yet Cedarhurst was just an average
American community with perhaps
more citizens of foreign birth than
of
citizens
the average and
many

director because of his litness

fallen to their especial lot

|p:

the idea.

group of

a

same

Rheuma Will

Help

or

You.

:

said,

is too serious
we get wild over
some political scheme,
foisted by selfseeking men, and let go the vital subject
and
butter.
of bread
One fact is certain, Maine must this
its share, not of regular
produce
year
products, but of increase demanded.
With a tremendous shortage of labor
because of drafted men, enlisted men, and
the demand of the government for labor
in
every other direction, nothing but
bountiful harvests in every direction can
save, and every man must do his best.
For this to be possible, the seed problem
looms big.
Little seed is to be had, and
that threatens to be low in vitality.
Some seeds cannot be obtained at any

price.

There’s an urgent cry for flint corn
from western States, where they harvested the biggest crop last year ever dreamed of, yet where it is so soft and immature that it cannot be shipped, and germination runs as low as five per cent.
This certainly spells shortage another
that you will be forever free from rheu- [
matism, get a bottle of Rheuma from A. j winter, and we, so dependent on western
to feed, must hustle to grow more;
corn
A. Howes & Co. or any druggist at once.
It must give the joyful relief expected or we surely must see to it that seed is
secured for planting all we can take
money refunded.
Rheumatism is a powerful disease care of. One carload of flint corn seed
strongly entrenched in joints and mus- has lately gone out of New England to
cles. In order to conquer it a powerful help the western growers. Officials in
other western States are begging of the
enemy must be sent against it. Rheuma
is the enemy of Rheumatism—an enemy State departments in the east for help in
that conquers it in nearly every instance. getting flint corn for their farmers. This
Judge John Barhorst of Ft. Loramie, seed problem is startling when one gets
Ohio, knows it. He was walking with inside, and it'will be well if we drop
crutches; today he is well. It should do theories and cease complaning about
politics and get right down to brasa tacks
as much for you; it seldom fails.
If you want relief in two days, swift,
certain, gratifying relief, take a small
dose of Rheuma once a day.
If you want to dissolve every particle
of uric acid poison in your body and drive
it out through the natural channels so

eagerly accept-

—send it to your friend
at the front:

2

handiest.

2

the

2

2
2
2

re-

he can

freshment

4

carry.

4

CHEW (T AFTER
EUERV MEAL
I

The Flavor Lasts

or

RIGHT TO FLY THIS FLAG.
With the slogan will be displayed
Honor
a picture of the
Flag. This
will be the same symbol awarded to
Individual subscribers, but no town
will he permitted to fly the flag untfl
it has exceeded its quota of the issue
of the Third Liberty Loan. The quota is proportioned upon the wealth of
the town. Every community thus hat
an equal chance to win the right to

gg
2

longest-lasting

circulars, so that the whole
community may know who has joined
the Honor Roll.
Roll
the
An
appeal to join
from motives of local pride will be
the second slogan on the Honor Roll!
HELP 01’R TOWN TO WIN THE)

j papers

—has made it the favorite "sweet ration"
of the Allied armies.

—it’s

most severely felt.
Mrs. John F. Hill of Augusta, chairman of the Woman's Liberty I-oan
In
Is
close
Committee for Maine,
touch with Mrs. F. L. Hlgginson of
Federal Reserve Chairman
Boston,
for New England, and has under consideration. with her able vlce-chalr-

the State

does there.

are

have shown themMaine women
selves resourceful In devising ways
to reach prospective purchasers, particularly in the farming sections,
where the mothers and wives stand
ready to back up with theii last available dollar the boys from the Pine
Tree State, for it Is on the farms the
crsuoltles which must come will be

■

wherever the reserve may send him within

he
uents, add to heated eggs
until very
ir and cook
A glass can is
nd cool.

;

England.

I

His
the training camp at Winthrop.
course there includes not only instruction
teaspoon pepper.
in the work he will do,but he gets a taste
li dients into a bottle or
drill under an army officer.
ke well. This thorough-; of military
It is stipulated
He receives a uniform.
i.edients.
on a farm that he shall
is
when
he
2
placed
or
3
Yolks
ii.
eggs
1 table- receive fair wages for the work that he

(i

MRS. S. L. HIGGINSON.
Reserve Chairman for New

Because of the record then made,—
the womeji selling at a conservative
estimate over a million dollars In

are

tes, add this slowly to
as the oil alone was

r

1
I

■

,.

Llborty

Mr. W. H. Edgar, 49 Cooper St, Atlanta, Georgia, writes:
"I suffered for fifteen years with
rheumatic symptoms. Peruna cured
the best all
me and I think it Is
around medicine ever made. I hope

Vfifl
±

vice.
The answers that go out in response to
the letters of inquiry set the minds of the

nearly always ment card which may be obtained from
the superintendent of schools, the princischool or some other remore than two or three pal of the High
cruiting agent. And the boys must be
s are used in one salad
seashould not be added to a prepared to show' at the end of the
a
son that they have actually worked for
: before serving.
be arranged neatly and period of at least six w'eeks.
What is said here as to boys who reMii nl Dressing:—Yolk of 1 main on the home farms applies with one
n
lemon juice, 1 table- exception to boys who enroll to work in
their
I cup oil, 1-2 teaspoon other industries w ithout leaving
homes. These boys, in order to obtain
n salt, few grains papbadges, must show that they have workmustard, if desired.
ed for a period of at least ten w’eeks.
add
and
a
in
licnts
cup
Add the oil Uncle Sam wants the help of all the boys
.on juice.
been made to
•he egg, beating with a and arrangements have
As give the boy who cannot leave home his
Dover egg beater.
kens add portions of chance along with the boy who can.
But the boy w'ho volunteers for work
The oil may then be

F

novo

Ever Made

I Hope

and it will rid you of
such quick relief that
,|,e |jrst time are as-

pre

larri.

Boys’ Working'

woman

■tlon for Third

l0

If

iripioo wr*«™
Loon.
Practically thre^ times as many
towns have a Woman’s Liberty Loan
Committee
organised for the Third
Liberty Loan drive, which opens April
t>, as there were in the last drive.
maim

cold-cooked potato cubes, 1 cup coldcooked string beans, parsley.
Combine ingredients and serve with
French or mayonnaise dressing. Garnish

j
Phenix

MP CALL’SMAGAZINE

fly the Honor Flag.

Company}

Insurance

Fire

of Paris, France.

Assets^December 31,

1917.

$646,078 19
66,603 61
154,272 6i
16,14395

Stocks and bonds,
Cash in office and bank,

....

As a further honor a city or town
lhat buys double its quota of bonds
will receive the right to add a blut
star to its
flag.
Every additional
100% will mean another star.
Tlie proof of ihe power of communMRS. JOHN t*'. HILL,
Chairman for Maine.
ity pride lies in the competition already begun to win the first Honor
man, Mrs. G-rce A. Wing of Auburn(
Flag in the country' by securing tho
plans for a state conference which!
first complete quota. Dozens of cities
will give the women "Liberty Loan!
or
towns have announce^ that they
workers an opportunity to meet Mrs.1
are out to get It.
Hlgginson and catch the inspiration
The Government encourages this
or ner faith in the success of the
competition by promising to make the
Liberty Loan and our winning of the
award of the first Honor Flag an lm- j war.
It Is expected
portant official event
A. Gowen.
that Secretary McAdu^ will attend
the first ceremony and raise the Hag j
The late George A. Gowen, whose death
with his own hands.
occurred at the Clara Barton Hospital in
The towns of the West and South
Los Angeles on the 10th of March, was
com- j
are especially keen about this
born in Montville, Maine, on the 22nd of
1
realize
the
honor
It
They
petition.
March, 1832, son of Deacon Benjamin
official
will he to have
proclamation and Sarah Messer Gowen, who were
among the earliest inhabitants of that
of the community first to respond to
town. Mr. Gowen married Mary Louise
the nation's call for funds.
Clement in 1855, who passed away twenThe competition should not only
ty-lour years ago in Maine. The deceased
the
total
»ubadd enormously to
in the
was for years actively engaged
it
to
of
the
rolling
Loan,
up
scrlptlon
carriage business in the town in which he
show the soldiers how the country ii
was born, and became widely known as a
backing the war. but It will aid In : fine workman and a man whose word was
never questioned. He was a veteran of the
cementing individuals Into communiinto
States, end Civil War, taking part in the siege of
ties, communities
Port Hudson under General Banks, and
♦
States into a truer nation.
was always loyal to the flag for which he
The Honor principle will be carThe
/ flight during the dark days of ’61.
All the towaa
ried right to the top.
death of Mr. Gowen removes one of the
that have won the Honor Flag
as
well
earliest Republicans in the Nation
He
have their names
as one of the oldest Prohibitionists.
permanently reof
Honor
at
tjiw cast his first vote for President in 1856
ported on the Roll
ior John C. Fremont, and in 1884 he voted
record of
The
tf.<
State Capitol.
for ex-Governor John P. St. John, ProState will be set down In the sanv
hibition candidate for President, and for
way on a grand Honor Roll at the
over a generation he voted no other party
Treasury Department.
ticket in State and National elections,
Once won, the Honor nags arid
He has been a Prohibition candidate for
the names on the rolls of honor a e
State Senator in Maine and was always
historic mementoes that will not be ; deeply interested in the welfare of this
party.
the least of the family treasures when
Mr. Gowen was a resident of Hynes
the relics of this war for human libei
for live years. He was very active for a
ty are displayed to future generation ■> : man of his advanced years and highly
by those who helped to win It by pur- j respected by all who knew him. He is
chasing Liberty Bonds.
a daughter, Mrs. Osa Gowen
survived

Fashion
Authority

Nearly

For

j

50

(jSfej
'5££E?£z

Agents’ balances,
All other assets,

Yearsl

....

883,100 96
4,492 30

Gross assets.
Deduct items not admitted,

Join the 1,200,000 women who turn to
McCALI/S every month for correct fash-

ions, for patterns, for economical buy;n*\
for fancy needlework, for good stories—iu*
pleasure, for help, fer style.
UcCALL Patterns fit.

Admitted assets,
$878,608
Liabilities December 31, 1917.
Net unpaid losses.$ 63,568
Unearned premiums,
365,247
All other liabilities,
55,281
over
all
394,510
liabilities,
Surplus

|

J
t

(

j

66
37
64
8C
85

Total liabilities and surplus,
$878,608 66
R. W. Rogers, Agent, Belfast
3wl2

J

;

_____

....

George

Wanted

FREE! SEND A FOSTAi CARD AND ASK FOR
SAMPLE COPY Cf :: -CAT.r/S; or flO.O® FIN-

I. -ft of Gil- i'Sgiv. a
offer to Roys a*;d
without co:-1:
Girls: or latest PATTERN CAT ALOGUE; or Big
> AGE..It; or
vMsh Offer
$iuU.OO Prize Offer to
MONEY

Offer

to Yv'oni-n:
or

j
i

your

CUUBCX

IE£ McCALL C3..23G

<

WoYtffJS

A.Mres3
::G 'As! 374

wood;

What Could He Expect.
this globe is an* inch
said the school inspector, draw-

“The dust

thick,”

on

ing his finger over the round surface.
“You’ve drawn your finger across the
Desert of Sahara,” replied the quickwitted janitor.

Children Cry
FOR FLETCHER’S

CASTORI A

dull,
heavy
eyelids, itching of the nose,
itching of the rectum, short
dry cough, grinding of the teeth, little
red points sticking out on tongue, starting during sleep, slow fever. Grown
folks are subject to worms alBO.
The one best remedy is Dr. True’s
Elixir, the Family Laxative and Worm
Expeller. Good for adults also. Mrs.
Curtis of Houston, Texas, believes this
and writes that she will be glad to tell
her friends of the benefits she has received. Get a bottle today at your dealers. 40c, 60c and
(1.00. j Write for DR. J.F. TRUE fcCO.
further information.
Auburn, Maine.

also,Jbirch,',maple

and oak logs not less than
Ihe

Republican Journal land

18*inches|in
small end,

the McCall

Magazine lor One Year for $2.25.

diameter at

length

any

from 8 foot and up.

BlltS

pay* market

Niagara

j

Fire Insurance Company,
New York.

31, 1917,
0
Re tl estate.. $
233.000
Mortgage loans.
0
Collateral l*oans.
Stocks and bonds. 7,213.993
826.161
Cash in office in bank.
Agents' balances. 1,048 445
0
Bills receivable.
54 006
Interest and re its.
66,291
All other assets,.

Will

price, spot

cash.

;

MATHEWS BROS.

Assets December

1

Gross assets....$
Deduct items not admitted.

00
27
61
70
93
79

9,441.899 20
166,821 45

by
Admitted assets.$ 9,275.077 75
Chalmers; a son, Mr. Frank W. Gowen,
Liabilities December 31, 1917.
known
well
advocate,
the
temperance
;
681.836 43
: both of Hynes; a granddaughter, Mrs.
Net unpaid losses.
and a great-grandson, Unearned premiums. 4.480.3..4 52
; Lester B. Tozier,
119,244 00
Master Bradford Tozier, both of Santa All other liabilities..
1.000.000 00
Paula, Cal.; a sister, Mrs. Eliza A. Young Cash Capital.
over all liabilities.
2,923,672 80
of Concord, N. H., who was spending the Surplus
| winterwith him. One son, the late Elbane Total liabilities and surplus.$ 9 276 077 75
L. Gowen, died at Long Beach, Cal., in
James Patlee & Son, Agents, Belfast
Hie uriHrtw
Mrs. Millie I.ane (low*

and find out what we, as individuals,
will need the coming season for seed, and
then go to work immediately to secure
the same.
We are threatened with something
bad as they
worse than party politics,
are.
Pres. Schurman of Cornell says:
“We are creeping close to the inferno of
starvation.” The shortage cf grains and
meat products, available for food, is far en, resides at Long Beach.
The funeral, which was largely attendbeyond our realization. If there was cerhome in Hynes
tainty of a bumper crop in all cases this ed, was held at his late
March 12th, Rev. Mr. Logan
year, the cause for fear would in a meas- j at 2 o’clock
ure be removed,
but, with three hard ; of the Presbyterian Church officiating.
of beautiful flowers.
years behind us, the fear must cling that There was a profusion
The interment was at Sunnyside cemewe will not be so favored as to remove
responsibility for doing all in our power. tery at Long Beach.
Thus a noble man has been removed by
There was never such demand for care
his
in ordering to conserve the stock on death in old age, but the memory of
hand. This is the year when one must good deeds will be an inspiration to those
behind.—California
left
grow all he can care for and not waste of us who are
seed in any way. Get what you need and Sugar Bowl
no more, and get it today. Still more is it
Thousands of Children Have
well to remember that we mbst this year
cut out the least valuable and necessary
Worms
cropk and grow only those best adapted to
our soil, most certain to mature, and deTheir Parents Do Not Know It.
manding the least labor per acre. There
Symptoms of worms in children are:
is no other way to hope for inerease.
Deranged stomach, swollen upper lip,
Here, brother farmers, is the commandsour stomach, offensive
ing problem facing us for 1918.' Don’t
breath, hard and full belly
but
prepare,
put it one side for anything,
with occasional gripings and
food
sup-for
a
possible
prepare, prepare
pains ahout the navel, pale
in
the
Twitchell
in
G>
M.
1919.—Dr.
ply
face of leaden tint, eyes
Maine Farmer.
and
twitching

g

cord

dry

carloads

Ten

J'.rccl, New York, N.Y.

3wl4

The corporate title of this Company beginning
January 1, 1918, will be
“Great American Insurance Company

The following clubbing offers are only tor
subscriptions to I he Journal paid one year
in advance:
S2.0C
The Journal and Farm and Home,
2.25
The Journal and McCall’s Magazine,
The Journal and Woman’s .Magazine, 2 3c

Gross Assets,. 28,225,128 98
Deduct items nt t admitted. 4,770,139 76
Admitted assets..$23,454,989 22
Liabilities December 31, 1917. f
1,361,121 00
Net Unpaid Losses.
Unearned Premiums. 11,084.308 26
481,840 66
other
Liabilities.
All
Cash capital. 2,000,000 00
{Surplus over all Liabilities.... 8,527.719 81
Tctal Liabilities and Surplus....$23,464,989 22
Tames Pattee & Son, Agents, Belfast.
3wl4

ferent addresses.
Send in your subscription now

REPUBLICAN JOURNAL PUB. C
Belfast, Ma

ne.

WANTED
HAND GOODS of every cNserip

SECOND
tior
Furniture, heeding, carpets, staves
It

you.
etc. Antique furniture a specialty.
have anything to sell drop me a postcard anc..'
cell.
h
prompt
you will receive
WALTER E COOMBS
Main Street, Belfast.
64
249-3

Seth W. Norwood
Attorney at

Law,
MAIM

BROOKS,

eThTboyington.

For Sale
My store tod cottage at horthaort Caaipgraaad. To ha told with all of the fare 44
J. W. PRICE,
I thing*,
Apply to
15 Pearl Strati, Belfaat Mo.

■

The publications included in our
clubbing offer may be sent to dir

German American Insurance Company,
New York.
Assets December 31, 1917.
Real estate. $ 2,682,385 69
26.150 00
Mortgage loans.
9,510 00
Collateral loans.
69
21,220,193
Stocks and Bonds,.
Cash in Office and Bank. 1,930,680 59
2,136.913 96
Agents’Balances.
21.294 16
Bills receivable.
177.249 93
Interest and Rents.
20,851 02
All other assets.

BATES

WING

Eye-Sight Specialist
OF THF

BOYINUTON OPTICAL CO.,
Soath Main Street. Wlatarnort. Mala*
DATS
OFFICE DAYS. MONDAYS AND TUBS

The

BELFAST,THURSDAY. APRIL 11,

Sam Ryan spent the week-end with
friends in Belfast.
John W. Hobbs was a business caller
in Waterville Monday.

1918

PUBLISHED EVERY THURSDAY BY

Republican Journal Pub.

The

Co.

Frank H. Lane was
Waterville last week.

BROWN, Editor.

A. I.

YOUR UVER NEEDS

bk'/OKs.

Republican Journal

Harry B. Bradford

a

Stirring Up

sawing wood

with his machine in town.
For one square, one
ADVERHSING Terms.
week
Irch length in column, 25 cents for one
•nd 25 cents for each subsequent insertion.
a
SUBSCRIPT! IN Terms In advance. $2 00
50 cents for three
year; $1.00 frrsix months;

Miss Thelma B. Spaulding visited in
Harmony the last of the week.
Mrs. Helen Wells of Boston is visiting
her sister, Mrs. Merton L. Fogg.

months,

on

are

the way. They were
The men are a

quartered in the forts.

America is in the
remember the old

Most of

war.

us

will

medicine.

song of Civil War
“We Are Coming Father Abrawill
ham 300,000 Strong.” The new song
be “We are coming butcher Raiser 3,000,000 strong and more.”

nic supper

few days.
Mr. George Beers has employment in
Waterville with the Waterville Motor

angry.

Union.
W.
The cases of 113 members of the I.
the
before
been
have
W. for disloyalty
the jury
court in Chicago for a week and
At last
lias not yet been impannelled.
and
accounts only four had been chosen
“Let everything
these only tentatively.
man
be done decently and inorder”as the
boots
said when he stopped to black his
the
before he went to kick a tramp out of

The Brooks branch of the Red Cross
have

a

room

in Union

Hall formerly

Ira W. Bowden and son Earle arrived
home Friday from Palatka, Fla., where
they spent the winter.

Frank W. Gibbs attended the funeral
of his nephew, James Gibbs, in Old Town
Thursday of last week.

j

C.

]

kitchen.

During the prolonged absence of Secretar> of War Baker our war ureparations

former

to be

about

progressing

as

usual.

be

to

no

is needed there.
1 he Germans claim it was not the Allies
but the weather which stopped their
drive towards Paris.
the Kaiser at a critical
Now is the
year

by

a

Has “Gott

Wood

Shibles of

Willard E. Streeter delivered

full,

a

country.

j

|

.continued

j

——

Mrs.

STEVblNS.

—

Edward J. Stevens died in Shirley,
21st of pneumonia, aged 68
Mass., March
was born in Swanville, Me.,
He
years.
the son of John and MarMarch 26, 1861,

earlier part of his life
tha Stevens. The
Belfast with his grandEast
in
■was spent
Mrs. John Stevens. On
parents, Mr. and
Belfast, he went to California

leaving
west several years enand was in the
After his return East,
mining.
in
caged
Mary E. Howard of
Miss
he married
and loBrookline, Mass., Sept. 7, 1891,
where they recated in Shirley, Mass.,
Mr. Stevens was
sided until his death
having served
prominent in town affairs
selectman and filled
the town 18 years as
was honest,
offices of trust. He
He leaves

a

fearless and conscientious.
in his home town,
Wife and many friends
Stevens and a cousin Wm.
an uncle, Wm.
Mass., and
Stevens, Jr., of Beverly,
cousins in

Swanville._

MEN AND GIRLS—SSL

shST-a-a
ssj*,iwa
girls;

men

and

making rubber soled

place to live. Fine bathing.boatS«« Live
minutes walk
and seeehore resorts ten
"nK
fare to heart of New
from factory. Five cent

Twenty
York City. Five cents to Jamaica.
hueioees, growing
cenU to Coney Island. Big
Don t
advancement.
for
chance
Lota of
fast
booklet-A
decide now. Write for iloetrated
Tdp Notch Job at College
Dept., ColThe Top Notch Co., Employment8wl6
lege Point. L. I.

John

W. Hobbs is teaching

the!

been ordered
Tills
Ilian were distributed
Second Loan, and from all ifurther orders may have to

M. M. Grant

the 2nd Baptist

even

if

some

was

coconut!

remove*!.

in Bangor recently

Miss Louise Kimball went to' East
Boothbay last Saturday to resume her
Several Hocks of wild geese passed over
duties in the school room. Miss Margaret
here last Saturday.
Pendleton has gone back to St. Joseph’s
Mrs. Lucy J. Dyer returned Friday to
Academy, Portland, having spent the:
Winterport, after several days’ visit here
Easter vacation at home.

give the “new-form”; the
figure vogue of the raoment. Although inexpensive, are as faultlessly
fitting as the most costly
corsets,and are unequalled

j
i

*

;

for

last wreck,

1

Flora

Ferkins

spent last week

We are very
ny bunk to sit up-straight.
:omfortab!e and absolutely safe from

From #1.00

\

|

“To Befftn.”

Uhr Frenctnes

Sere
we

W. B. BRASSIERES

MISS HILTON’S
WiisI ddJ Spicidltv Shop.

^==============1
.

Jack Munrue. who gained fame as a
prize fighter when lie challenged Jef;
fries for the heavyweight championship of the world, only to he beaten
whet the bout was staged, is now in
the United States helping boost the
Liberty loan. He has been fighting

I

CANADIAN]

Two of the posters in whirl
white anil blue bull's eye tL
adopted by the 1.1b rty Loan
tee of New England as Us di
l.o
Third
the
emblem for

MARES

there with the. British army and
a commissioned officer.
His
right arm was wounded in battle nnd
he still carries it in a sling.
aver

is

now

The young, sound, rugged, hardy
kind, which are so hard to get. I
Birds and Boats.
have on hand a new lot of extra
In connection with the difficulty Asgood ones priced right.
sistant Secretary of the Navy RooseIf you
Come in and See them.
velt Is experiencing In providing apbuy elsewhere you and I both lose
propriate names for the new flotillas
money.
Have also on hand a few good
af mine sweepers it Is recorded that
!
acclimated horses taken in trade
>n one occasion it
was suggested to
at verv low prices.
he admiralty that one of the heavy
yrutsers should tie honored with the
tame of the great admiral Drake of
lie British navy.
After waiting a
Sprina Street.
ong time this admirer of the splenttd sailor received a reply from the
idmlralty gravely stating that it was
lot deemed expedient to bestow the
an^ 8t*ady work for girls
lauie of a male duck on such
itnpor- B|^ DAY
■
and women in large rubant Ships Ilf war.—New York Herald.
her shoe factory; experienced girls earn $10 to
j $18 a week; inexperienced ones paid a worth
j while salary and given f ee board and room
/
I while learning, which t kes about a month;
I*
j live town near large cities; good theatre; fine
working conditions; com; any furnishes hall
| for dancing, athletic fields; free insurance and

J

said,

#3.50

SOLD HE HE.

]

hink they are fine dpd say the next time
hey go they want some Americans to, go,
with them.
said just before we came

to

I

|

te

HONOR CARTLs

Corsets”

j

The lice and rats are not
lery friendly, sc- we are net bothered!
Pm .nst getting
rery much in that way.
iver'a black eye, which I received about
on
wo weeks' ago while
my way to this:
We were riding in side door PullI >lace.
nans and didn’t have much rrom.
Just
] is I was getting to sleep, an ir<*- hat fell
rom a nail and cav-ght me a good one.
|
You are undoubtedly wondering where
ve are,, well I can t tell you quite that,
>ut 1 can tell you that we are within twoniles of the enemy lines, we are in dug- ;
1 >uts en tile side of a hill, sheltered from
-|
* he large guns and nearly as safe as we
vere back in the towns where we were f
] mildiag barracks,nnale-sheds and bridges.
But Ma, 1 have seen more war in the
than ever before, and there .] ast two weeks
s
plenty ot excitement, ana ao. you
.now, I believe when we get back, to the !
: est camps, I shad be lonesome for the
loom, and bang of the big guns-over our
f
Most of the
leads'and in all d Sections
omjjany go up to the front and work all
lay. Our big guns are hammering in great
hape over our heads and the Boehe realiate at times bat it is only fun to see,
hem waste their ammunition, as they,
la ite done very little damage since wa
lave beeh here.
The Sammies haven't
ltaie verVmuchi yet, but give them i;
A
: ha rice an(J/ you'll hear a few things.
few of them. w.ent over and captured! a
asked,
few Germao$,_,;Qne of the officers
me of the f$Bowe where h* was going,
ioehe gunfire.

THE

W. B. “Nilform

f

_

and

Ask for

1

*

wear

-«

We show models for all

FRENCH^ACE”

I

comfort,

<

figures, for all occasions.

Pm lying on one elbow in my
bunk with the curved top of the fu gout will open her house for the summer.
about a foot over my head. Theve are: i
VISITS US
Hghteen in our rat’s hole m-the hill,, nine
.vide and two deep.
I'm lucky enough to
ie on top and have room in- one end: of

<>,

ing.

with her daughter, Mrs. Converse Grant,
at Cape .Jettison.
Mrs. Oritl»Shute, who spent tlnr winin Camden with her daughter, Mrs,
Nathan Hopkins, arrived Sunday and

kinks.

fl

1

‘‘new-form”shape-mould-

ter

stop

JB

the subscriptions, are amph
to make ilie distribution pAlmost every institution v
made its call for buttons up
the
nun;
1st had increased
quested over the number us
The button
Second Loan.
measures
the number of
substrib- rs to the Loan in «
Thus far, they have risen
order:
First Loan
Second Loan
Third Loan (called for) 1
At this rate one in every
New
7,000.000 persons in
will take a Liberty Bond,
kind, in the Third Loan

I

;

A number from here attended the RedThp following letter will be read with1
interest by Mr. Yeaton’s friends in Isles- Cross entertainment at Stocktsn village

Mrs

9

n

ihe l
Each subscnbei
receive a button when lie re
the
bai
subscription, and
trust companies, which wi

I

MUNROE A LOAN BOOSTER

for

IRRINE SAVED
HIM FROM DRINK

•»
s

lx>en
At the top .t bears the words
Card". Below the bull's
or
the words "Our Scon 100 PAll here have bough' Third
Bonds.” The “Individual Hone
has that title at th top. and
“1 have scored by buying Tt
berty Bonds

|

Lieut. Georges Flachaire (left), a
with seven German
i'reneh
“ace"
planes to his credit, and Ma]i Gen.
George O. Squier in Potomac park.
Lieutenant
Flachaire,
Washington.
who has had an experience of two and
a half years at the front, is showing
the capital the paces of a one-passenger battleplane, whose normal1 speed is
150 miles an hour. British and' American flyers are competing with him In

>

“Honor Cards”
One of these Is for rooms it
or entire school ttselt. for off
city building, or a home, or a
a
factory or any single bull
section or a building in whir;
persons using the room, o:
it, own Liberty Bonds of th

W. L. WEST,

i

that we weren’t soldiers yet, that
would have to be at the front and
under fire thirty days before we would, be
Dow Bachelder is teaching the Intermedi- real soldiers. 1 guess, he was right, we
ate schpol formerly taught by Miss Eunice have seen nearly half of that time, and
by the end of the thirty days will be well
Chase of Jackson, a graduate of B. H. S.
1
broken in, even now we can have ou;
last year.
daily exhibitions.
batteries firing over our heads without
!
isan eye.
1 have seen, several
Word has been received from Raymond winking
Boehe
and
mabattles
the
teresting air
This scientific preparation prompt!}
[,. Merritt, who was called for service chines came over red hot, only to b
ills all desire for whiskey, beer and
When the
the
22nd
ComHe
is
in
that
driven back by our guns.
recently,
ther intoiticants. It can be given in the
American planes get to working in earnpany, 6th Battalion Depot Brigade, Camp
ome secretly.
No sanitarium expense,
est, I’m thinking there’li be some fun.
o loss of time.
f
Devens, Ayer, Mass., and he would be Well Ma, don’t worry about me. I’m
shiver
in
If you
We
from
are
so
letters
sure
receive
that Orrine will benefit
to
anyone safe as can be and seeing history made.
pleased
weather, if you have cold hands t rat we say to you,
if, after a trial yot
I came near closing without mentioning
who wishes to jvrite to him.
and feet, if colds are stubborn ; f lil to get any benefit, your money wil
the cakes which I received the other day
refunded. Costs only it.00 a box. Ash
What might have been a serious affair and I really should devote a whole book
and frequent, then your blood es for
j
free booklet about Orrine. Read
occurred Saturday, Mar. 30th, when H. j to that one subject. Well, mother, dear
i
Hills, Main Street, Bedfast.
may be thin and impoverished,
could have seen us make way with
P. Hood & Son’s creamery caught fire on if you
you would have thought we were
It was discovered by them,
the south roof.
nearly starved, but the fact is we don’t
it
had
Master Gilbert Stimpson before
much sweet stuff and what we do
^ get
were
gained much headway and was soon ex- get is not mother’s cakes. They
as fresh as the day they were made,
just
the
employees.
Having sold our business, to take effec :
tinguished by
although they were a long time on the way.
lay 1st, we would request all parties in
and
John
and
Norton
mean
I
Hoy
Owing to the large number of students By we,
ebted to us to rail and settle by April 3Q
Tom Powers, I think 1 wrote you about
i n the lower schools, Miss Ethel Cochran
s after that date all claims due us will bi *
them, we share everything we get. I
as
of North Jay has accepted the position
also received the I. M. Burgess candy
:ft for collection.
5wl3
assistant teacher, having several classes before we started for the front. When we
has been correcting this condiBELFAST FUEL & HAY CO;
A.
M.
C.
Y.
are
from each school under her supervision. are in the big towns there
tion for nearly fifty years. It
we are able to get candy and cookies.
A large supply of new text books have
There is a co-operative canteen in a town possesses rare powers for
been purchased and the schools are pro- near here where we can get a few things
creating natural body warmth,
when we can get a chance to go down.
gressing finely.
matter it broken. We nay up to$12.0C
A fellow got me a can of peas for 3
for charging summer blood , Don't
ccording to value. Also eeah for Old Gold
April 2nd Camp Passagassawaukeag, francs <75c> which were mignty good.
with winter richness and J ewelry. Silver, dental crowna or bridgework
Well, Ma, I must turn in as I have toa
C. F. G. of Brooks held a ceremonial
Ve lend cash by return mail and will boli
both throat
strengthening
in the morning and have
early
get
up
node 10 days for aeodar’s approval of on
their
guardian,
meeting at the home of
it
althought
before
me,
hard day’s work
and lungs.
rice. Send by Parcel Post or write first to
Mrs. Amy Grant. The Misses Beryl Ginn is Sunday. Love to all.
Lant.
12wlG
cod
Norwegian
liver
oil
I
articulara.
The
in
now reined in our
Emeblsa
Scatt’a
ja
D.
A
and Mildred Hall were initiated, making
Yeaton,
Private
Domestic Supply Co., Dept. 32,
own American laboratories which
Co. A lOlat U. S. Engineers,
a total of sixteen girla in the camp now.
paakea it pure and palatable.
Binghamton, N. Y.
Am. Ex. Force.
Seatt k anwne. Bloom Beld.NJ. 17-12
After the ceremonies were over a fine pic-

Grammar school formerly taught hy Miss
Jlaribel Jones of Jackson and Mrs. Grace

Bull Associations Valuable.
Bull associations should be a potent
factor in the control of contagious diseases. according to the annual report
of the bureau of animal industry. United States department of agriculture.
One of the associations,, of which on
June 30, there were 3G actively operating in 17 states, has discarded all cattle
that reacted to the tuberculin test,
while oilier associations have been successful in avoiding contagious and infectious diseases uf all kinds.

Coconut Macaroons.
rnOne and one-half dtps shredded
eonut, one-half pound powdered sugar,
Heat the egg
whites of five eggs.
fold In
whites until stilt and very dry,
and the
earefullv the powdered sugar
Drop by
Mix very lightly.
bake in a
teaspoon fills on oiled paper;
out of oven
slow oven 20 minutes, take
when cold',
when n golden brown and,
the paper so
moisten the underside of
be
that the marearoons may easily

Richard Crockett of Winterport is here
a few days’ visit with friends.
Rain is much needed in this vicinity.
Cisterns have been dry for two months.

didn’t understand the

9

Here is wliat is claimed to be the greatest death-dealing war weapon yet
conceived and its Inventor, Levi \V. Lombard of Boston. The machine gun,
sometimes called the centrifugal gun, has n maximum firing power of 33,000
shots per minute. The ammunition is fed in a cuplike attachment at the left,
and emitted through the slot just to the right of the top of the receiver. The
it is claimed it has been proven practicable.
gun has been tested and

business.

on

B

,^B

more

Dawson Brewer spent the week-end in

change in time.

very instructive and interesting sermon
at the Congregational church Sunday, it
being Liberty Bond Day all over the

The season at which wood cutting for
But
fuel usually stops is approaching.
the outlook for coal for another winter
for domestic uses is not good. The Fuel
Wood Committee still urge upon residents gard to these Liberty Bonds, the allotof Maine that it is their patriotic duty ment for this town being $6,000 and the
to use the least possible amount of coal.
subscriptions Saturday were over $7,000,
Labor for coal production and particularly
.vhich puts this little town on the honor
rail transportation are still over taxed.
Three-fourths of the freight capacity of ist.
the great trunk lines is employed in war
Capt. Norman R. Cook was presented
work
vith a handsome military wrist watch
There is a very general belief in many
The watch was given by
localities that cordwood for fuel should : Saturday.
not he cut while the trees are full of sap
, Solder:
Crown Lodge K. of P., Silver
and
1st
between
July
1st,
April
—usually
Brooks I
It is believed that wood cut during this ! Drown Temple, Pythian Sisters,
period contains so much moisture thaf.it 3oard of Trade and Citizens of Brooks.
■will not properly dry out, and will there- <■ At the musicale at Mrs. E. A. Carpenfore be practically worthless for fuel.
efs Wednesday evening, March 27th,
Many of
This is not necessarily true.
26 tickets [were sold. Special music
Maine’s wood operations are continued
uninterruptedly during the spring and cas furnished by Mrs. Ada Stimpson and
The real reason why j
summer months.
■laster Kenneth Ryder.
Interesting re■wood cut at this time may be of inferior
1 narks were made by Seth W. Norwood.
quality is not that it contains so much
There was a good attendance at the
moisture, but that the sap, if the drying
process is too slow, may ferment and en- | ied Cross whist party and dance at
which
by
courage the growth of iungi,
(
causing the wood to decay reduces its j Irockett’s theater Wednesday evening,
be
overcome
This
can
fuel.
hy
for
ipril 3rd. Twelve tables of whist was
value
taking care that wood cut during the s et after which a social dance was enjoyIt
growing season dries out quickly.
e d by all
The net proceeds were about
should lie piled in dry, well-drained and
well ventilated places, where the sun -5 11.30.
may shine on it and the breezes may
The class parts for the Senior class of
strike it. A loose pile through which 1 I. H. S. have been awarded
to the folbe
is
to
prethe air can Ireely circulate
The sooner the 1 awing students: Valedictory, Thomas
ferred to a compact pile.
wood is split the quicker will it dry and j L Cook; salutatory, Hervey E. Bowden,
After i
the less will be danger of decay.
'he Senior play which will be presented
the leaves are opened out, drying can be i
> he last of the term is entitled “Nan the
considerably hastened by letting trees lie !
*
'untrimmed for several days after they 1 lascot.'
The leaves in wilting draw a
are cut.
uonn uidds naa tne misfortune 10 tear
great deal of moisture out of the tree.
The State Fuel Wood Committee urge : ligament in his leg last Tuesday while j
that wherever poswj'ie, wood cutting be ^ ilaying. ball on the school grounds. No.
‘trough the spring and sum- ^ lones'-'Wfere.'broken but the ankle was
inner,
coal will be scarce next winter,
get un- ladly twisted. The accident was caused
I'nd dry wood will also be hard isto cut
tnis
>y a runner sliding into him while be was
less a great deal more wood
spring.
j« in lirst base.

other

scnooi or

boro and vicinity:
Alex [Stevens ,has gene to East New- ;
At the Front .Somewhere in France.
port, where he has a position as foreman
February 28, 1<*1S.
of a spare crew on the railroad.
Ralph
Dear Ma: I haven't the most comfortfor
H.
Murphy is at work in his place
able place in the world to write, but will
H. Webb on the railroad here.
make an attempt although I may have
Brooks is proud of its citizens in re- to
once in a white to kick out the

Cutting.

EDWARD J.

Bangor.

B

liave

A. F. Ellis and wife spent Monday in

ter, Mrs, Edith Tehan.
The Sunday

Monday.

dangerous.

and Mrs. James W. Libby from
attended church April 7th after an
absence of several weeks on account of
Mr.

church gave a fine concert Easter which
was enjoyed
The church was
by all.

Capt. Norman R. Cook, who enlisted

period?

Daniel Hustus.

Bangor

Guilford,

of B. H. S. was the guest

in the Medical Corps about a year ago, j
has received his call and reported for
service at Fort Williams, Portland, last

for grass (ires. Kvery
serious losses. Driven
are

principal

Rev.

failed

season

they cause
high wind they

H.

of Mr. P. H. Grant and family recently.

good reason why
There
as he
be should not remain abroad as long
seems

—

Capt. and Mrs. Frank Grindel of Glen
Cove, Rockport, are visiting their daugh-

l

England will com
ol the Liberty B.-,

than ever before in its li
Tills is because the bun
Third Liberty Loan bears
of tlie
famous
Philadelp
wliieli was rung to mark t!
of (lie Declaration of indep.:
It lias a border of brlllinr
Held bell, and the Libertywords "Third Liberty Loan
Already 1.6A0.000 of rites'

Mr. Harold Kitchen of Branch Mills
bought of Charles Bryant the handsome
span of gray horses formerly owned by

week’s vacation.

WyllieB

Isi

Schools in town opened Monday after
a

Mrs. Fannie Hall of Fairfield visited

Lester

New

piclures

Woodman McDonald had a very
severe attack of acute indigestion April
3rd, but is better at this writing.
Mr.

SANDYPOINT.

friends and relatives in Auburn.

■

in5p

OVER 1,500,000 LIBERTY
BELLS ON BUTTOM

Mrs. Frank Tyler, who fell a short
time ago and cracked three of her ribs, is
getting along nicely.

was

I
1

their pictures taken.

——..<■.

cordially

invited to

6th to have

1SLESB0R0.

Mrs. A. E. Kilgore and daughter Dorothy have been spending a few days with

her parents, Mr. and Mrs. William
Rowe, the latter part of the week.

seem

oc-

cupied by the grange.

Mr.

graduating

Si

of

Corner Cedar and Pearl Sts

class

enjoyed by all. The C. F.
Girls have make 620 (4x4) gauze com- sicsness in their home.
presses and one knitted ambulance robe,
The Freedom Lumber Company have
which they have given to the Red Cross.
twenty-live men in their employ and are
March 30th Brooks Red Cross sent the trying to get more.
They have to run
following articles to Boston: 20 infant their mills night and day in order to
quilts,6 quilts,5x7,2 pairs pajamas, 6 pairs meet their demands.
wristlets, 3 helmets, 12 pairs service socks
Mr. Mark Whitcomb, who has been
and 1000 4x4 compresses. They fitted
farm work for Florian Small for
Raymond L. Merritt with 3 pairs service doing
the past two years, iias moved his family
socks, 1 pair wristlets and 1 muffler.
to his home in Morrill and Henry Clark
There are at present ninety "members of
has hired with Mr. Small to work on his
the Junior Red Red Cross of B. H. S.'
farm.
enrolled and several others have signified
their intentions of either joining or helpMiss Myrtle Turner, 11-years old, has
ing in this work. If any of our men and knit for the Red Cross 12 squares fo
boys from this town that are going into slumber robes and has made 4 squares of
service will call at Mrs. Kate A. Lane’s, patchwork towards a quilt, besides knitchairman of Brooks branch, A. R. C., ting 1 scarf, 1 pair of wristlets and 3 pairs
of stockings and has attended school and
they will be given a service outfit.
had good rank in all of her studies.

hung
Collinsville has telegraphed to Senator Company.
Overman, chairman of the Senate judiciMrs. Gertrude Maddocks of Waterville
urging the
ary committee of Congress,
was the guest of Mrs. F. H. Lane a few
a
immediate passage of a law imposing
last week.
Congress days
severe penalty for disloyalty.
J. Roberts had his arm woundThe
Stanley
this.
should lose no time in doing
badnot only impatient ed in the sweep of the hay press and
becoming
are
people
bruised.
not
does
ly
If the government
but
is not
German propagandists, the time
an exfar distant when it will be done by
in the
asperated public, in every State

The students of the

are

Mrs, A. B.

Unity

Roberts & Son have their motor installed and will be ready to begin work in a

with the
adequately and promptly deal

You

Dodge.
went to Waterviile April

styles

Dm aid Spirt

Mr. Joseph H. Saywards has gone to
Swanville to work in a lumber mill.
Mrs. Arthur Sampson from Bath is
visiting her parents, Mr. and Mrs. D. W.

last week.

a
mob
April 4th, in Collinsville, Ills,
The mayor of
a disloyal German.

The latest

Mr. Jerry Haile who has been sick
with pneumonia is convalescent.

Any one of the three medicines
will do you good—the use of all three
will accomplish wonderful results for
you. Try this fine course of treatment this Spring.

Daniel B. Plummer and wife attended
the Democratic convention in Portland

times.

gusta.

Then you may get the splendid
blood-enriching qualities of Hood’s
Sarsaparilla and the iron-building
effects of-Peptiron into the combination, and the three medicines working together give the grandest healthuplift it is possible to have from

J. E. Ellis has a night crew at work
sawing lumber for Melvin W. Roberts.
came
credi* to the State from which they
Mrs. Harry W. Littlefield of Waldo
anxious to
Station called on friends in town Friday.
and seemed in good spirts and
If plenty
go across to meet the Germans.
Mr. L. C. Jones of Augusta visited
not
of transport ships can be had it will
relatives here in town a few days recentbe long before the Huns will learn that, ly.
and others

milliner!

n

—

Mr. Isaac Reynolds is working in Au-

in the

weakening.

Seth W. Norwood was a business caller
in Belfast the latter part of last week.

Fourteen carloads of soldiers from Illinois arrived in Portland last Saturday

Stimulating

8pring.
Its sluggish lack of vigor is a large
factor in causing the dullness, depression and weakness that hang on
to you like lead in your shoes from
morning till night.
Hood’s Pills are the best liver
stimulant and family cathartic,—best
because they do their work well and
do not deplete the blood like purgative salts and waters, which often
leave a woful train of catarrhal discharges that are unnatural and

business caller in

is

and

NEW 6UN TO REVOLUTIONIZE WARFARE

FREEDOM.

*

i

TWf

"LIBERTY"

*

'"■J
*4-

DOOR

>

j

medical attention. Don't decide now, write to-

day for illustrated booklet— ‘A Good Job at
Beseon Falls,” address Employment Dept.,
BEACON FALL-* RUBBER SHOE CO Beacon Falla, Conn.
4wl5p

SUFFERING FROM CfltD ;
frosty;

■

J'

scorn

NOTICE

EMULSION!;

Cask for Old False Tasik

I

PROSPECT FERRY.

gSch

>o 1 began^at Mt. Heagan last Monday, Mrs. El ward Avery teacher. ]

Mrs. James Clifford of

visiting her
Gerry Harding.

Y.,

is

Brooklyn, N.

sister-in-law,

Mrs.

Mr. Ed. Gilkey of Searsport was in
town last Sunday and called on Mr. and
Mrs. Rufus Harriman.

Mrs. W. D. Harriman and
visited Mr. and

Mrs.

J.

son

A.

Evander

Pierce

in

Sandypoint last Sunday.
Mrs. W. H. Harriman entertained the
H. H. Club April 3rd. The afternoon
was spent in doing Red Cross work.
Mr. and Mrs. George Grindle went to
Brewer last Saturday to stop for a-while

with their niece, Mrs. Herman Avery.
Mrs. J. D. Holbrook visited her daughter, Mrs. Cleve Hooper in Brewer last

week, and also another daughter, Mrs.
Guy West of South Orrington.

A unique feature of the rami'" 1
In
for the Third Liberty Loan
England Is a paper reprodm'ti"r
rod, white and blue of the
Bell hanging from a circular *" f 1
o,8‘ 1
paper which may be slipped
door knob.
“Ring Me Again" are the words
the »trlp that goes over the
On the bell Itself Is "Third 1 l»‘r! :
Loan. Buy U. 8. Government
These are
going far and
j

>'s |
J

k,u)\,|

tu!•J1

among the cities and towns
the local oommlttee, and the P1"1
the
men will he asked to assist
frr
mlttee by distributing them

1

I

Miss Alice E. A born went to Castine
last Tuesday in the interest of the suit
department of James H. Howes’ dry

IT
WILL

OUR LINE OF

The W. C. T. U. will meet Friday at 2
p. m. with Mrs. Ida E. Aborn, Cedar
All members are requested to
street.

the best

special

knitting needles to work
bring No.
for the Belgians.

special

orders.

a

The North Church Guild will have

AGENT
of the United States
••

(

TREASURY DEPT.
--

4-A

F?ed D. Jones,
Belfast.

ot

Patriots Day and an earm the Public Safety Comiiled on the sixth page of

more

larey has a beautiful pink
hi bloom with 32 clusters

just showing

were

in Belfast

lieir first snoppmg mp
froze over in January,

j

Harvard Kay and family
from the Spring street

the Lancaster house on
urner of Commercial street.
10

L. Paul has been teachmar Grade in East Belfast
e

The Dickey-Knowlton Real Estate Co.
have rented the Hoag house on Bay View
street to Mr. and Mrs. Fred Davenport.

sale

Windsor
to

1I11CIU,

ivvu-io;,

XI.

x

UNITED STATES
government

It is

an

home

her

tis vacate it. Ralph M. Carter has moved
from Upper High street to the Frisbee

in

Miller street last

on

Charles street and

unusually good
fell

house.

morning. She dislocated her
There were 18 present at the story
iIder and bruised her face. She
hour at the Peirce school last Saturday
o dizzy spells and probably had
afternoon. Miss Melvina V. Parker was

■

nine

of the accident.

entered in the civil
cases

unable to attend and Miss Annie L. Barr
substituted with the story of the Nerenberg Stove, by Kate Douglass W'iggin.

docket,

will be few.

White

s-isting Mrs. Dutch were Mrs.
trter, Misses Florence M. Kimslice E. Simmons.

The after-

-pent on Knitting a Ked Cross
heir business meeting later
received for the recepMary E. Tarbox in

w'as

Mrs.

d

iie next meeting of the club
il 17th at the home of Mrs.
>utch with Mrs. Ethel Whiting,
Sprague and Mrs. Lizzie Clary
l

asw

A. Parker and Miss Mel-

k

In the roll of honor of Maine teachers
their country issued
from Augusta April 6th are the following
of interest in Waldo county:
in the service of

Harold W.
Arthur

Irish, superintendent

school.
Carl J.
school.

Whalen, principal

Harry M. Woods, principal
Academy.

One of the newest and fastest additions
Dr. Stacey J. Noyes, dentist, has taken
to the Quoddy fleet of herring lishing'
the office in the Howes block for so many
the former yacht Calumet II
1 boats is
I which was purchased by MacNichol Pack- years occupied by Dr. W. C. Libby. He
ing Company who own and operate an has been associated the past year with
Dr. E

1

will all be

from Class No. 1 in
Waldo county’s exemption
board will arrange for the call of 22 men.

Change

HEAR IT
i.
V,111 an<* hear the
l>e a revelation
ob|igati0n whatever.

The annual meeting of Pythian Building Association for choice of officers and
other business that may legally come before said meeting will be held at the office
of James Pattee & Son, Tuesday, April

Practically all of the ice left the harbor last Wednesday and Thursday and
the coming and going of the boats and
shipping is a welcome sight. The steamer

16th, at 3 o’clock p. m. Bonds No. 5 for
$500 and Not 18 for $500 have been drawn
by the trustees and are payable at the

City of Bangor arrived at about 5.30 last
Waldo Trust Co. August 1.
This is her first
Saturday afternoon.
time interest thereon shall
visit for

New Edison.
to you. No

about nine years as she has been
on the Boston and Kennebec run.
She is
in command of Capt. Edward Raleigh of Hampden. She has been retopped and is in fine condition. She renow

AUTHORIZED
-AGENTflfthe United Stales

mained at her wharf here until Monday
at 2 p. m., when she returned to Boston.
The boat will leave Boston Tuesday

treasury dept
1.

night and will go up to Bangor. It is understood that she will be taken off the
foute soon for a

general cleaning and
the City

overhauling, being replaced by
of Rockland.
..

y

,-u

•

1

in The Clouds

PLAY^

Thrilling

author

S:ea»_>< 1

Fox Film T*o-Rijl

E?UoUs

C>n;dy

MONDAY

T0E8DAY

GEORGE BEBAN

ANN PENNINGTON

IN

lN

"ONE MORE AMERICAN"

“SUNSHINE NAN"

Benjamin Chapin

-rr—,
as

Abraham Lincoln

j

Love’s Adventures

STAR

V
LIIU
I llllluUO

**

Drew

BY ALICE HEGAN RICE.
in

_

j

“Tender Memories”

“A

Daughter of Uncle Sam”

in “The Gates
of Gladness”
“Fatty” Arbuckle in Two-Reel Comedy
Hearst News
O’Henry Story

Dainty Madge Evans

WEDNESDAY
10-REEL BILL

i

I

**

will be

given,

j
j

followec

1918. at which
cease.

THE Schools.
The teachers and
pupils are earnestly working for the sale
of thrift stamps and Supt E. E. Roderick reports the sale as <1,507.Miss
Florence M. Kimball, teacher of the
fourth grade in the McLellan school is ill
at the home of her sister, Miss Gay E.
Holmes of Waldo....Miss Mary Jordan of
Biddeford has been engaged to teach the
Grammar grade in East Belfast. Mrs.
Clarence Paul is teaching until the arrival of Miss Jordan.

j

romunerafinn

the Lathe National President of
a most
dies of the G. A. R., was given
chamber
Senate
the
at
brilliant reception
Thursat the State House in Augusta last
of Gen.
day evening, under the auspices
now

one

to her many Belfast

|
i

Fresh

Opened

{

n.V.

from serving as officers in the
merchant marine these crucial days.
New students enrolled this week are:
F. Lester Shaw, Milbridge; Frank Rossicomes

ter, Jr., Vinalhaven;Nelson Lash, Friendship, and Henry J. Libby, Warren. Meantime in Bangor the federal steamboat inspectors are examining six graduates of
the same school: Thomas A. Kelley of
Bernard, George R. Bickford of Camden,

George A. Lawry of Vinalhaven, and
Millard Rowe, Fred Winchenbach and
George W. Gray of Rockland.
Capt.
Benjamin W. Punton, formerly commander of the steamer Mineola, has been
assigned to the steamship Magdalena, one
of the .Holland ships recently seized by
the government, and has the rating of
chief mate. Reddington R. Robbins of
Tbomaston has been appointed third
mate of the steamship Ossa bow, and will
*
probably soon visit France.

was

{

j

Olams

Islesboro

(

WITH GENUINE CLAM LIQUOR

$

New

Alewives

{

{

|

St. John’s

f

at

f

BRAMHALL’S MARKET
CITYPOINT

EAST BELFAST.

Beverly Staples is recovering from

has recently
Capt. R. W. Pattershall
sold off his line herd of cows.

an

attack of grip.
Miss Annette Brown is staying at her
home here after spending the winter in

avenue
Mr. Ned Frost on Swan Lake
reports his tulip beds as doing finely.

Belfast.

the
Fred Tompkins is recovering from
Thurseffects of a shock sustained last

day.

The ice went out of the river April
7th and the season, of flounders is here,
likewise the trouting season

has
Mrs. Andrew Staples of Rockland
on
moved into the Coe-Mortimer house
Bridge Hill,

Mrs. Kllen L. Shorev returned to GardFriday afternoon, having received
news of the illness of tier son Theodore.
iner

who have

Mr. and Mrs. E. P. Frost
fectly
are
had experispent the winter in Daytona, Florida,
ing Maine milliners and has
She expected home this week.
ence as a trimmer in the South.
ill ai
illustrated her talk with photographs,
Mrs. Lizzie Bassick is seriously
and with hats and materials from her her home on Swan Lake avenue, followShe illusMonday
own carefully selected stock.
ing an attack of heart trouble
trated the work from lining a hat to the
returned
wife
Rayvaughan Pierce and
Miss
fastening on of an auto veil. She also
a visit in Camden.
from
Saturday
ladies the benefit of
home,
them
gave these practical
accompanied
Leota Pierce
well
what she learned from Ora Cne, the
MISs Christie Bickford of Camden and
who
cap
known b'rencii aftist in Boston,
Etta Monahan of Waterville were
Miss
make a dress out of 3 1-4 yards of yardof Mrs. Donald B. Rogers last
guests
wide material.
week.
tlT_
tWrit VaiKfhnn
The Chapman Concert. The date I
in
■of the Chapman concert to be given
Jr., returned Tuesday from Wilton,where
the Unitarian church Tuesday evening,
they took the body of Mrs. Irene Bass
April 23rd, is well advertised by the for interment.
fact that everyone is going. It is a quesMr. and Mrs. Byron Hart returned
tion in many places what to do with the
home
first
Saturday night after spending two
out
the
hall,
! people, for after selling
first advertised to
be given, they were obliged to secure in
churches in
many places larger halls or

I

thp

a

where the concert

Admission 10 cents.

roaninrf

Mrs.

burg,

Mary Eleanor Tarbox of FryeBelfast resident for many years,

j

Mrs, .!. VV. Vaughan arrived Friday
night from New York State, where she
has been visiting relatives in her old

j

weeks with their
Edwin Flanders.

granddaughter,

home.
W'jrrl

j

liau rpprtvprprl from

recent attack of appendiciti® and has returned to her work in the Western Union

| office

at Belfast.

H- fi. Mosher who has been confined
j

[
j

r»

j

anH

has moved from
Mrs. Samuel Johnson
street to
the Seekins house on Congress
of
corner
the
the E. J. Tilley house at
streets.
Grove
Court and

Miss Louise H. Ferguson was the guest
Monof the Castine Woman’s club last
on Practitalk
a
She
gave
day evening.
cal Millinery, an art in which she is perfamiliar, as she is one of the lead-

the Baptist vestry next Tuesday evening.

by games.

street.

Miss Julia Littlefield, piano.

The G. G. Club will have a sociable in

A good program

has bought the
Mrs. Gladys D. Rogers
on Union
Mrs. Edmund P. Brown house

chaperones
Mrs.
Camp Fire, Mrs. A. E. Wilson,
James Howes, Mrs. Clement Wescott,
Grace Lord.
Mrs. Irving Dinsmore, Miss
Music was furnished by Dean Knowlton,
violin and xylophone; Ben Parker, drums,

who has bad the satisfaction of seeing it
outstrip similar schools in many largei
ports on the two coasts. Twice each day
and will make only occasional visits i the pupils assemble in the city council
here. Their son, Joseph Wilson, is now J rooms to engage in the fascinating study
somewhere in France in the service of of navigation, spurred on by the double
t
incentive of doing their patriotic duty,
this country.

They have recently

sold their cottage at Northport to Mr.
and Mrs. Robert P. Coombs of this city

taken

IN

Terry**

mi AIM

I

“Stingaree”

invi ation
The Camp Fire Girls gave an
in Odd Felmasked, fancy dress dance
The coslows Hall, Monday evening.
and
many
and
pretty
varied
tumes were
The
of the disguises quite complete.
Guardian of the
were the

1

their order.

Miss

True Boardman in

port, a pleasing
friends.

S. Webber.

Charles H. Walden.

Widow*1

Sidney

Rawlinson

"Hill HI'

Phil Sheridan Circle and allied patriotic
in its
The Journal will print
bodies.
Journal’s renext issue The Kennebec

i

Freedom

for must be entrained probably between
April 26th and April 30th. They will go
to Camp Devens, at Ayer, Mass. They

perfected result of Mr.
inventive genius.
A re al
instrument that gives to
overs, at last, a tone that is
■ntely true to the original. The
is
the wonderful diamond
J,us which creates
that" human
peculiar to the Edison.

\

worth.

j

The City National Bank,Belfast

Monroe High

for 13 per cent of the first gross quota of
7064, without credits and the men called

'he

L it.

TREASURY DEPT

f

Morrill Monday.
Liberdoubled her allotment. Yesterday
went on the county
Searsmont
and
ty
is $143,000, of
| honor list. Belfast's total
sold
up to Wednes; which $98,850 were
Anne C. Crosby of
Miss
m.
5
at
p.
day
in
Boston, an
Belfast, now visiting
of Belfast, now in
Ralph M. Johnson
taken $10,000
New York, have each

Albion-

State, from Provost Marshal General E.
H. Crowder at Washington. The call is

Bianoid Disc PboDoerapii

^y.O.O.

of the United States

Hidut
UUnl\t

IN

Mr. and Mrs.

Herbert

one

Cobb, sub-master Belfast

Presson,

EDISON

to

will
expected that Waldo county
county
of the first, if not the first,
its allotment for
in Maine <o complete
Liberty Loan bonds.
: the sale of the third
their alSearsport and Brooks exceeded
Knox Sunday and
lotment last Saturday,
Morrill more than
be

Let Waldo County be the first County in the State
to complete its full allotment.

Unity-Troy union.
Cyril M. Joly, principal. Unity High

I

SATURDAY

nlLLIF

Comedy Drama

I

7.00 and 8.30

It is

I

Alien L, Curtis, Commander of tht
Mr. Edmund Wilson has been appoint- Maine Division, Sons of Veterans, has
fbr the 36th annual encamped to collect for the city aii unpaid last issued orders
ment to be held in Portland June 12th
year’s taxes, in place of Mr. S. A. Parand 13th with headquarters at the Falker, resigned. He will be at the City i mouth Hotel.
He makes an eloquent
Clerk’s office all w eek days except Sat- j and patriotic appeal for the Sons to asurday from 9 to 11.30 a. m. and 2 to 4 p. sist the Comrades in the G. A. R. Memoconnection with the construction of St.
and Saturdays 9 a. m. to 12 m. and rial Day exercises with a renewed rem.
Margaret’s Episcopal chapel.
all whose taxes remain unpaid are re- sponsibility.
Maine was called upon last Saturday
quested to call during those hours.
Twelve applications within the past
for 919 more men under the selective
Mr. and Mrs. J. Wesley Jordan of Low- week are reported by Capt. Charles R.
service law, according to telegraphic orders received by Adjutant General George ell, Mass., are spending a few days in Magee, who conducts the government’s
free navigation school in Rockland, and
McL
the provost marshal of this this city, the guests of Mr. and Mrs.

Tie

No Needles

supports)

High school.

independent sardine factory at Deep
Cove, two miles out island. The steamer
will be stripped and made into a sardine
carrying craft for their business and will
hold nearly 100 hogsheads of fish later.
The Calumet was well known in Belfast,
where she was a frequent visitor bringing her owner here on special business in

N EW

Third

Searsport and Brooks completed {their allotment
Saturday; Knox, Sunday; Morrill and Searsmont,
Monday. Belfast, on Tuesday night, had $78,500
of her allotment of $143,500.

vina V. Parker will entertain.

Barker Tent, L). of
sewing club last Wednesday
of Mrs. Myra S. Dutch. The

a

when Mrs. S

of the

“In Heaven’s Name” Wake Up
Sleep After the War is Over.

session of the Waldo County
ludicial Court will convene
lay, April 16th, with Judge Mrs. Willis S. Hatch read Flower Fables
Hanson of Calais presiding, from Louisa M, Alcott. Next Saturday
an unusually large number
will be the last story hour of the season,
inal

r.nmoanv

late! Do not
Help and help now before it is too
the
be a BURDEN and DRAG on those defending
is
investCountry and your home. If your money
it.
ed borrow and buy bonds. Others are doing
conand
down
sit
to
for
you
This war won’t wait
men are
sider or hide behind your shadow. Our
behind
stand
must
We
Trenches,
Front
in the
c r we are not worthy
them
for
and
them
provide
GREATEST
of our names. We are facing the
and
property
immediate peril to the life, liberty
of every man, woman and child.

Knight,

will take possession as soon as the present occupants, Mr and Mrs. Earl L. Cur-

Twombly

A.

wife and two children,

m DO IT sow

on

on

Carleton

“FICHT OR BUY BONOS"

held the audience with interesting mesLast Saturday evening he spoke
sages.

the Burkett house

the

in

Congress street Tuesday afterfrom Portland and
He came here

on

j

Four Minute speech in the campaign at

nt, L)x20inches, of the late
Pilsbury, framed in a heavy
,1

broken

4-A

who has been living
a number of years in the George W. Frisbee house on Congress street, has bought

has been hung in The Jourroom with the permission of

a

severed bruised
injured. He was

He was

luuijinr,

the Colonial Theatre on Saturday evening, in a series of four nights when he

Herbert R.

car.

Ethel Barrymore
Metro

Shows,

FRIDAY

?

THURSDAY

i

only by

’■MSSfS!"

Gentlemen—Mr.
Miss Annie Perrine.
W. O. Colby, Dick Goodere, Roy M.
LIU

noon.

has

the Belfast

will hold drills this
Maine Regiment
1
Opera House on
Belfast
the
at
week
evenings. Lieut,
Thursday and Friday
i Le0 g Dunn of Augusta arrived in the
! city and conducted a drill last evening
Thursday and Friand will remain over
is an able officer. He
Dunn
Lieut.
day
home from service at
has just returned
and is well versed in
the front in France
I the military instruction. Two drills were
the direction of
held last week under
The
; Recruiting Officer Orrin J. Dickey.
to organize.
ready
about
is
! company

fee
cl authorized
▼T.3.O. “AGENT"

Greer,

position in the Brewer

as a

|

Mrs.

ADVERTISED LETTERS. The following
letters remained uncalled for in the Belfast post office for the week ending
1913: Ladies—Mrs. Mabel

m

a' freight

i house

Mary Edwards of Ellsworth.

April 9,

on

were

TTTni' i|f

the Buz-

and

Neilson, conductor
was injured at 10
Burnham R. R,
in a fall from
Tuesday
in Burnham

and both feet
home
brought to his

with the

the subject of the Liberty Loan. These
Four-Minute speeches are authorized by
the government and are interesting

of Miss Ethel

in place

,-k

cure

arches (without

fish may be taken.

tenement

and'
a

Gripper

They

from their 800 girl

Y C

;

cure

relieve out-growing joints
and make short work of
those tender corns. For

The Sophomore class of the High
Harry M. Prentiss have school is studying the use of reference
Court street home for the books at the library. This class numMl Prentiss is now confined bers 46 and is divided in four
divisions,
v itli a severe cold.
one division coming to the library each
These lessons will continue
4uerite Owen is taking a morning.
.k work in the Belfast Free for a month, giving each division four
Vill assist the librarian, Miss lessons.
lhe coming season.
Rev. A E. Wilson will deliver his last
I

shoes.

|

the trip.

i.

Ground

!

employed

women employes.

1

a

weight of fish is 25 trout or 15 pounds by
one person in a single day, but when the
25 do not equal 15 pounds in weight no

zell

petals.
.no
people

i

D.ifoet

will be served. Please bring cup, spoon
and sugar. Five cents will be collected
from all to pay for the coffee.

Mr. Davenport has employment
elch of Bangor has rented Paul
garage in the rear of the
on
Spring
House, so-called,
Hotel. They have also rented
house for
open a boarding
on Court street

many more

They
j.
! Cross society

box picnic in the church vestry Monday
evening, April 15th, at 6.30. Hot coffee

A

as

positive

nurses

Chocolate Co. of Bostory of the Schraff
a
Red
are now organizing

j

The brook trout season is now on. The
limit in size of the trout that may be
taken is six inches and the number and

i.KAST, MAINE.

News

m

East Belfast, which they will enlarge and
make their summer home.

AUTHORIZED
••

! two trained

of Mr. and Mrs. Fred
Louise, daughter
city m one of the
this
of
Waldo Brown
at the fac-

1

for all foot ailments if you
will try a pairol the famous

Mr. and Mrs. Charles R. Catell of Bangor were recent visitors here, making
the trip by automobile. They recently
purchased the George R. Poor cottage in

books

photographer.

most cases a

13

10c., 12'c. to 50c.

i

—

COLONIAL THEATRE | Evening

remain with Mr. Thompson

present.

pleasant, please,” said the

about killing me,” was
the answer.
But don’t be discouraged—there is relief and in

insurance.

oOO rolls in stock

for the

has sold bis restaurant

MCon TSZttg

| vesterWw.H

“How can 1 look pleasant when mv feet are

A. Stinson lost his new cottage, The
Beaches, at the head of Swan Lake April
1st by fire. It was a total loss, nothing
being saved and was partially covered by

Wall Papers
j

will have

Colonial dance in Red Men’s hall
Wednesday evening, April 17th. McKeen’s orchestra will furnish music.

YOU

I

V.,

of

a

PAY
TO SEE

Clarjt Camp, S.

* °tt0

"LOOK

goods store.
A. E.

j f Sylvester

I

the house for the past, two weeks with
aMcNere attack of bronchitis is improving anti will soon be able to resume his
to

work.
Fred Keech who is employed
veyor

as

sur-

of lumber with the Otis Allen Ac

Lowell, Mass., returned Monday after spending a two weeks’ vacation
with his family here.
Son Co. of

i

Ralph Bailey, only son of Mr. and Mrs.
F. M. Bailey, who for the past few years
has been employed in the Park National

Mrs.

Bank of New York city, has enlisted in
Mr. Brown of Augusta, who is working
the Navy and arrived Sunday morning
order to accommodate those who wish at the electric light station during the ab- |1
for a short visit with his parents before
is
Vernon
C.
boarding
Murch,
M.
Mr.
sence of
to hear America’s greatest tenor,
entering upon his duties
Stiles, whose fame has gone before him, with B. M. Rogers
New
York’s
Harriet
McConnell,
Miss
Swan
and
The Phoebe Staples place on
The Thompson Manufacturing Co. have
foremost Mezzo-Contralto, together with Lake avenue has been sold to R. W. Pat- I
increased the wages of their
voluntarily
Mr. Chapman at the piano, whose name tershall. It will be occupied by Rev.
help 10 per cent to begin April rtth. This
[
could All a hall with any artists, fof he Jlahlon Curtis who will move in this
afreets tilt* Wages bt about 4(3 people.
would not select a poor one. Secure your
I

|

week.

tickets at once, if any are left in your
Mrs. Frank Towle and Mrs. Hbrheft
town, as in most tbwn and cities, houses
Snow returned Monday from Boston
fOR FLETCHER’S
are sold Out already.
where they spent a week with the forI
new Advertisements. Buy a Lib- mer’s daughter, Miss Isabel Towle. They
erty Bond...;.Bfsmhall’8 market has fresh returned to Portland Saturday where
opened Islesboro elafilS With genuine they stayed over Sunday.
clam liquor, also new St. John's aleWiVeS.
News of Robert Innes, son of Mr. and
Whereas Leiand L. Hamlin of Jackson,
.The Ground Gripper shoes are sold
Mrs, George Innes of this city,states that in the
County of Waldo and State of
only at The Dinsmore Store. If you have his
regiment has arrived safeiy in France. Maine, by his mortgage deed dated the
trouble with your feet step in and let
Mr. Innes, who enlisted three years ago, twenty-sixth day of March A. D. 1914,
them fit you to a pair.If you have an
has been stationed at Portland until he and recorded in the Waldo County Registry of Deeds in Book 305, Page 436, conElectric Radiator you will be ready for recently went across with
Battery D, veyed to me, the undersigned, a certain
any sudden changes which come at this 54th
Artillery.
parcel of real estate situated in JacksonFor sale by the Penobscot Bayseason.
aforesaid and bounded as follows: A cerMrs. C. Y. Cottrell received a beautiElectric Co.Mrs. E. P. Carle has for
tain lot or parcel of land with the buildful magnolia bud Tuesday from her daughings thereon, situated in Jackson aforesale a show case nine feet long.The
Diamond Disc Phonograph is the perfect- ter, Mrs. Evelyn Frost. The flower was said and bounded as follows, to wit: On
in excellent condition after its long jour- the north by land of Oscar Jones; oh the
ed result of Mr. Edison’s inventive genius
South by road leading from Monroe to
which
is absolutely true ney from Florida and is now opening af- Thorndike past the house formerly occuand gives a tone
ter
in
water,
it
a plant
is
being
placed
pied by Oscar Jones; on the west by land
to the original. This wonderful instruof Mark Pease, containing fifty acres,
ment may be heard at the store of Fred of rare beauty and fragrance and the
or less, and being the same property
more
in which it was careD. Jones. Also look over his line of wall southern tree moss
conveyed to Leiand L Hamlin by George
is
also.
fully packed
very pretty
L. Hall by his deed of warranty dated
papers, 20,000 rolls in stock at prices from
News has been received here of the September 1, 1908 and recorded in Waldo
8 to 50 cents and books for special orders.
death of George Otis, April 1st, from the Registry of Deeds in Book 293, Page 44;
and whereas the condition of said mortthe Belfast
The annual meeting of
effects of a shock. He was 78 years old
gage have been broken.
Savings Bank was held April 10th and and is
survived by twosons and a daughNow, therefore, by reason of the
the following officers and corporators
breach
of the condition thereof I claim a
ter living in Massachusetts.
His wife
were elected: Pres., James H. Howes;
foreclosure
of said mortgage.
Mrs. Abbie Otis died in 1916. They were
LUCY E. GOULD.
treas., Wilmer J. Dorman; asst, treas., well known here where Mr. Otis owned
Belfast, Me., April 10th A. D. 1918.
Fuller C. Wentworth; corporators, Aland operated the Stock Farm for many
H. C. B.
bert C. Burgess, Arthur I. Brown, Fred
For the last few years he has
years.
T. Chase, Robert P. Chase, Wilmer J
'vcd in Everett, Mass., where his death
Dorman, Robert F. Dunton, Thomas B.
occurred. He has been in failing health
Dinsmore, Ben D. Field, Chas. H. Field, for about
five years.
All unpaid last year’s taxes are to be
Herbert T. Field, Chas. W. Frederick,
paid to Edmund Wilson, the new collecOrlando E. Frost, Virgil L. Hall, Asa A.
The outer section of the wharf at Tem- tor, on account of the resignation of Mr.
Howes, James H. Howes, Ralph H. ple Heights was carried away in the S. A. Parker.
You will find me in the City Building
Howes, Ralph M. Johnson, Geo. E. John- rush of the ice as it went out last week.
(City Clerk’s office), all week days, exson, Wm. C. Libbey, Samuel M. R. Later it was towed to the shore where it
cept Saturday, from 9 to 11.30 a. m. and
Locke, Wm. A. Mason, Ralph I. Morse, remains in a ruined condition.
2 to 4 p. m; Saturdays 9 a. m. to 12 m.
Clarence O. Poor, Thos. W. Pitcher,
I would respectfully ask all good and
law abiding citizens to call at once and
Israel W. Parker, Wm. H. Quimby,
pay their accounts as the city needs the
Ralph D. Southworth, Geo. C. TrusseJI,
FOR FLETCHER’S
EDMUND WILSON,
money.
Leroy A. Webber, Fuller C. Wentworth.
15
Tax Collector.

Children Cry

CASTO^IA

Notice of foreclosure.

NOTICE

ChildrerTcry

CASTORIA
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Patriots

Day.

Patriotism and Food Production.

v®

^A

^B ^B

■

™

A

^B

%

The State Public Safety Committee oi
Food Production through the county am
town .committees is arranging for meet
ings to be held in each community i- V
State on Patriots Day, April 19th.
This day was made a holiday a
w.. ..
years ago in the place of Fast Day
When the battle of Lex
was abolished.
the
Stab
now
ington was fought what is

of Maine was the Province of Maine am
a
part of Massachusetts. So the annl
versary of that first battle on this conti
We havi
has borne thesignanent for liberty is rightly ours.
The Kind You Have Always Bought
not made much ot the day in the past
has been made
ture of Clias. H. Fletcher, and
This year, in which our liberties are fa;
Allow no one
personal supervision for over 30 years.
more
seriously threatened than the]
and
this. Counterfeits, Imitations
were in 1775, we should gather in thi
the
ami
endanger
schoolhouse, the grange hall, the G. A
“Just-as-good” are but Experiments,
Experiment.
R. hall, the church, the town hall oi
against
Children—Experience
of
health
wherever it is most convenient, ti
strengthen and hearten one another fo;
the effort and sacrifice that the hour de.
MS
A_—
—.£
mands. Many can serve in special activities at this time of stress. But to al
of us it is given to economize on the materials necessary to the prosecution o!
the war, save our money to loan to ths
Government, and do our most to increasi
food production within our State. In th<
1
past we have produced only a half ol
what we eat and wear. Let us try t<
be self-supporting by growing at leasl
enough for ourselves. To bring food anc
fuel to us uses transportation needed foi
moving war materials. Everything tha1
* i
at home tt
we can produce leaves money
be saved for National use and releases
MAINE ITEMS.
labor, capital and equipment elsewhere
ALL SORTS
for war needs.
The Governor will issue a proclamaRobert L. Bean, a Camden shipbuilder,
President Wilsor
tion to the people.
Small Pox.
is defendant in a 364,000 suit brought
will write a letter to be read at these
There are still some cases of small in the United States district court at
Your local Public SafeWhile there is no need Portland by W. & S. Job & Co., Inc., of Maine meetings.
pox in Maine.
ty Committee on. Food Production will
n «•
for general alarm, there is an added
New York City, who claim that a vessel
in each community
children Bean built for them last year did not arrange for meetings
son for vaccination of all school
the town or city.
within
small
of
had
cases
Bean
the
While
in the State.
come
up -to specifications.
Whether we are asked to build ships
are very
pox which are now appearing
agreed, they allege, to construct a vessel enter the Army or the Navy; buy Liberty
mild in most instances, severe cases oc- that would be placed in Class A-l by the
Bonds and War Savings Stamps; concasionally develop in the same epidemic Bureau of American and Foreign Ship- tribute to the Red Cross; the
M. C.
it
failed
was
it
When
completed
without apparent reason.
ping
A., the k. of C. and other charitable orto reach these requirements and they
ganizations that are such powerful facwere obliged to build it over, a considerPublic Health Lectures.
the prosecution of this war; or tc
time and money being tors in
of
able
outlay
Stale
the
in
j
we should heartily' and unreThe Division of Fducation
food;
grow
ansan
liled
Bean has
made necessary.
all that we have, physical,
Department of Health is daily receiving.,
put
servedly
that
claims
he
which
wer to the bill in
calls for lectures or public health exhibits.
material and spiritual into this world
to
the
indebted
plainhis
instead of
being
These calls come from all parts of the j
struggle for democracy' against feudalism.
: tiffs they still owe him $7500.
State. The division is prepared to send
out lecturers with or without lantern ,
Mrs. Mary Smiley of Fayette writes
Get Gardens
A considerable number ,
slide exhibits.
date of April
of granges are listed. Churches, clubs ; the Kennebec Journal under
their
follows:
as
ollered
2nd
and other organizations have
The American people responded splen“1 read in yesterday’s Journal of the
co-operation in the public health work
to the call last year to increase proto didly
Rocks
belonging
90
flock
of
lecturers
reprePlymouth
visited
will
be
and
by
duction of foods by w idespread individual
Mrs.
Charity
Hanks,
friend,
mvparticular
the
department.
senting
effort. Owners of magnificent estate;:
laying 1658 eggs in the month of March. who formerly raised a great tumult if a
flock
of
It’s a good record, but 1 think my
The Money Comes Back
single dandelion dared to raise its head
a shade bettter; for
The cycle of money invested in Liberty Rhode Island Reds go
on the lawn, heroically plowed their front
818
1
Reds
R.
I.
44
got
of
Bonds is short and complete. The people from a flock
yards, and potatoes, beans, and onions
of
March.
month
the
lend the money to the government, the eggs during
appeared where the velvet green had
government lends some to our Allies, 1 Twin brothers were born recently, one reigned supreme. Others, with only a
and our government and our Allies
few square feet of opportunity and only
in Auburn and the other in Lewiston.
a few’ hours a week to spare, also dug
straightway spend the money, or the j The
Mr. and Mrs. Clyde
are
parents
of
the
The aggregate
of
people
it, among
and watered.
greater portion
j
Auburn. On and planted
In some instances Brown of 330 Main street,
the United States.
results w’ere really worth while, even
Brown
Mrs.
to
born
March 21st a son was
the money paid in by wage earners on
in many cases there was a crop
at her home.
She was removed at once though
The physical benefit and the
one installment of Liberty Bonds is paid
in failure.
General
Hospital
to
Maine
the
Central
by the government to their employers,
feeling of patriotic endeavor was, howa second
hour
an
within
whew
and by their employers paid back to them Lewiston,
Both ever, well worth the work.
into the world.
son was ushered
in the way of wages before the next
And now, as another planting time is
at the
still
older
are
the
being
boys
well,
Buy Lib.rtv
Bond installment is due.
at hand, the effort should be repeated
in Auburn.
home
To those whose
Bonds.
and largely increased.
was disappointing, there is the word
crop
a
veteran
L.
Abbott,
Capt. Melvin
What War Has Done For People.
of encouragement:
Many soils were
steamboat officer, died at his residence on
what the farmers call “sour,” a condiAn editorial in the February Woman’s Verona island recently after a long illtion often cured by simply' turning it over
Home Companion says:
The deceased was one of the best
ness.
and rain can do their work.
“At resisting ‘the importunity of the known officers on the boats of the East- sc sun and air
Some soils needed only a little fertilizing
present pleasure’ we Amer cans have had ern Steamship Co.’s fleet, and his many
consisted of a few’ inches of
little schooling in the past. Our whole friends in Portland and all the coastwise and some
black dirt covering sand, bricks, and
thought and training have been to get towns to the eastward will regret to hear
But
We still have far to of his death. He commenced going to other rubbish left from building.
and to consume.
will be more re.iravel before we shall have achieved that sea when a young man, and about 32 even the poorest soils
of
planting,
sponsive this second year
me&Sii'',‘ of self-control that is character- years ago began service on the Boston
the yards and gardens
Other peoples. But we have and Bangor boats, and continued in the and in any event
istic
will
return
which will yield a profitable
rhe war 15 recompany’s service until ill health obliged total thousands of acres, and every pound
made a start, at
last
his
of
fall
in
the
retire
1915,
that.
him
to
sponsible for
add just
have service being as first officer on the steam- which can be raised at home will
“Men and women who, for years,
that much to the canning factories to be
without
his
steamer
of
table
most
the
from
BeifflSt
During
risen
er
have never
abroad, Toconsciously hold- service he was in the pilot house, begin-- put in shape for shipment
a feeling of surfeit, are
j matoes, carrots, beans, beets, are all easy
And |
a little m check.
as
their
quartermaster.
ning
appetiteb
ing
to raise, and the humble cabbage is not
in so doing they bid fair to win the re- j
to be despised, for it is one of the most
on
ward of Luigi Cornaro, who, centuries
/ campaign to make Patriots Day,
in the war
of
discus- nutritious vegetables; early
.ago, proved that under-eating is one
April 19th, a meeting day for the
the Russian army had little else than cabthe choice secrets of longevity.
sion of food production throughout the j
for a long time, and fought hard.
“Men and women who never saved a ( State was started recently by a commit- bage
Let
all who can, join in the work; even
few
a
Woods
D.
Charles
are
Dr.
lives
paying
penny la their
j tee consisting of
the cliff dwellers in apartments can help
And
South
of
bonds.
J.
for
Thompson
Liberty
dollars a week
of Orono, William
their friends w’ho have y’ards. A wellwith the knowledge cf that gradual ac- i China and A. M. E. Soule of Augusta,
a luxury—should be
cumulation of money which, so long as J appointed by the Maine Committee on kept garden—always
a mark of distinction in tnese days. —By
they live, will be bringing in its interest, ] Public Safety. The committee intends
H. H. Windsor, in the April Popular Meare finding that the world takes on a j to have a meeting in every hamlet and
chanics Magazine.
wholly new’ aspect.”
I schoolhouse district in Maine to arouse
interest in the production of food.
During the month of January $11,787,United
the
out
tofannersof
.517 were paid
AN UKUfcNl ArrcrtL.
FOR FLETCHER'S
Slates by the Federal land banks on long- J
a (
to
according
loans,
first-mortgage
time
alloted for RecruitMaine’s
quota
just
statement by the f ederal Farm Loan j
second class, for
total j ing Stations 500 seamen
On February 1st, the
Board.
Naval Reserve Force, Class 4, General
THE LIBERTY LOAN AND BUSIamount of money paid out to farmers j Service.
alert men from 18 to
Active,
NESS.
Federal
the
since the establishment of
58, for intensive training for three months
land banks was $50,782,432, covering 34,- | in
for
Guns’
and
Gunnery,
Seamanship
020 loans closed. The total amount of I
“What has the Liberty Loan to do
crews of transports and other vessels enJoans applied for up to February 1st, was j
the refrigeration business?” was
with
in
active
duty.
gaged
$260,556,081, representing 112,146 appli- : Are you with us on the new firing line? asked by a subscriber in the fastnesses of
of the editor of the
cations.
Can we in Maine, the old Sailor State, the Rocky Mountains
The answer was
whose men have sailed on every sea, fill Refrigeration World.
25 Planes Instead of 12,000.
500 strong by June 1st? Yes, we sound and patriotic:
bill
the
by
The inquiry into airplane production
“At This critical time the success or
can!
the Senate Military Committee March ,
of the impending loan have more
failure
are
in
Stations
Maine,
The Recruiting
30th behind closed doors, brought out, ac- ■
with
refrigeration than even the
to
do
her
bit
do
shall
by
Maine
that
determined
cording to senators, the fact that while June
and chemicals used in producan
machinery
to
make
and
are
beginning
1st,
If the loan fails,
training machines have been going over
intensive drive with this object in mind. ing refrigeration.
All
and'fighting planes have been made in An enlistment of 10 or more strout lads a everything else will fail with it.
France by American mechanics from j
in order to make business will eventually be prostrated;
be
will
necessary
day
American material only about twentynothing could thrive.”
Maine go “over the top.”
five American made fighting airplanes
It is the business of every business and
active duty required only
Remember,
in
France
July
1st,
by
will be delivered
States to see
for the duration of the War. Then re- business man in the United
under
as
of
about
propose*
instead
12,000
Loan does not fail.
the
that
Liberty
civil
turn
to
pursuits
Two fighting
the original program.
They should buy Liberty Bonds; they
W. R. A. ROONEY,
planes have been shipped to France, the
should encourage and assist others to
U. S. N Ret.
Commander
Lieutenant
witnesses told the committee, fourteen j
buy them. No business in the United
Officer.
Recruiting
a
more are ready to be sent and about
States is going to succeed if the Liberty
of
dozen others are in the final stages
Loan fails—If the Nation fails.
A SADDENING FACT.
construction. Fighting machines suffiIt is better business to buy Liberty
of
three
squadrons
to a viccient to compose
The havoc of airplanes, on both sides, Bonds than to pay indemnities
conbeen
each
have
machines
eighteen
torious Germany; it is better business to
is terrible, and the knowledge that many
structed in French factories from'Amerito have our foreign
more of the German than of the Allied win this war than
the
materials and by American mecan
docs not re- commerce subject to the dictation of
been
downed
have
machines
chanics. Statements made on the floor
move the fact that the loss of 361 Allied Potsdam Government.
sa
motor
of the Senate that the Liberty
The welfare, the success, the prosperin a month is apparently conof
far has been used only in bombing ma- airplanes
ity, the liberty and the happiness
fessed by the British authorities.
not
do
which
other
bound up in the
chines and
planes
It is a matter for congratulation that every true American is
not
need extraordinary speed of the little sinWe are
fighting
the Allied air service was better than the Nation’s success.
gle seated fighters, are understood to have German in the recent drive, and that it alone for material interest, for annexaare
been confirmed by the witnesses though
We
fighting
materially contributed to the checking tions or indemnities.
and humanity
they praised the work of the motor.
of the German onset. But how remark- for freedom and justice
we are also lightis that a country like Germany, and civilization. But
it
able
^
anirrinu
BKlHan
of our commercut off from all connection with the ing for the maintenance
DOUBLED.
the rights of our citizens
greater part of the world, and long since cial rights, for
lawful journeys on the
supposed to have been confronted with a to pursue their
LONDON, Wednesday, April 3. Mer- great scarcity of airplane material, seas and transport their commerce to
chant tonnage built in shipyards of the should be able to keep up a great pro- foreign markets.
United Kingdom during the year ending j duction of fighting planes, while AmeriIt is patriotic, and a duty, to buy LibMarch 31st was double that built in the I ca, with all the material in the world at erty Bonds. It is also good business to
In the last:
year ending March. 31, 1917.
her command, and with every resource do it.
year, according to a table issued Wednes- of ingenuity and mechanical ability,
day night by the British admiralty, 1,- should have been able to send but one
237,315 tons were constructed.
such fighting plane to Europe in a year
The monthly figures for the last three of war!—Boston Transcript.
months are: January, 58,568; February,
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Infants and Children.
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loXeiveToTin

The Kind You Have
.«

Always Bought

|I

|

In Use For Over

30 Years.

iGlenwoodr I
Are You Wasting Good Coal

in

an

old, burned out, troublesome

range when

Glenwood

a new

from 100 to 500 lbs. in every ton? Just figure the
saving in dollars for one year and then for five or ten years, and
you will quickly see why it will pay now as never before to trade
that old stove for an up-to-the-minute Glenwood.
There are hundreds of models to choose from at fair prices.
Get a Glenwood and let it pay for itself in the coal it saves.

would

save

Complete
Gas Range

i

attached to
the end of

Coal Range
«* h"*-* —•—■—

/i

Going.

|

of‘rpost

j

j

Children Cry

CASTOR
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_
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j
j

Stop

100,038; March, 161,674.
OAK HILL, swanvme.
The shipping controller said:
“The figures for March constitute a
Warren Seekins of Skowhegan has
record and demonstrate that the workers
and Mrs. F. O.
have taken to heart the anxiety caused visited his parents, Mr.
by the comparatively low output of Jan- Seekins.
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Peavey of Belfast
uary and February. The men in the shipand Mrs. E. C. Peavey
yards are working loyally to maintain were guests of Mr.
March 29th.
this increased output.”
Mr. and Mrs. David Seekins of Monroe
recently visited their daughter, Mrs A. E.
Small and famjjy.
Mr. John Peavey of Citypoint spen ta
day with his mother,. Mrs. W. R. Peavey,
before starting for Canada.
For Infants and Children
Lawrence Damm has returned to Old
In I)m For Over 30Years Town, after spending a week with his
parents, Mr. and Mrs. A. W. Damm.
Mra. Fannie A. Small of Freedom has
returned home after spending two weeks
with her sister, Mrs. Jennie Webb.

CASTOR IA

That

Cold At Once

CASCARAK QUININE
Tire old family remedy—In tablet
form—nfe, tore, nqr to take. No
opiates—no unpleasant after effects.
Cures colds In 24

hours—Gripjn

3

days. Money bach if It fails. Get the

There is more Catarrh in this section
of the country than all other diseases
put together, and for years it was supposed to be incurable. Doctors prescribed local remedies, and by constantly failing to cure with local treatment, pronounced it incurable. Catarrh is a local
disease, greatly influenced by constitutional conditions and therefore requires
constitutional treatment. Hall’s Catarrh
Medicine, manufactured by F. J. Cheney
& Co., Toledo, Ohio, is a constitutional
remedy, is taken internally and acts
thru the Blood on the Mucous Surfaces
of the System. One Hundred Dollars reward is offered for any case that Hall’s
Catarrh medicine fails to cure. Send for

PRESTON’S
State
Sealed

Highway
proposals

Livery, Bearding and Transient Stable.

Construction.

addiessed to the State

Highway Commission, Augusta, Maine, lor
building eight sections of State highway in
the towns of Falmouth, 1.98 miles, IVmthrop, 4 35 miles, Winslow, 3.f 4 miles, all
of bituminous Macadam Surface; Vassalboro, 9.35 miles of bituminons Macadam
or Gravtl Surface; Newcastle, 0.78 miles,
Northport, 1.09 miles, Lincoln, 5.3 miles,
circulars and testimonials.
and Van Huren, 6.91 miles, all of Gravel
O.
F. J. CHENEY & CO., Toledo,
Surface; each endorsed with the name of
Sold by Druggists, 75c.
Hall’s Family Pills for constipation.— the Town, will be nceived by the commission at its office in the State House, Augusta,
Advt._
SEED WHEAT FOR MAINE FARMERS Maine, until 12 o'clock noon, May 1, 1918,
and at that time and place publicly opened
ana read. The work will consist of grading,

The Seed Stocks Committee of the U.
S. Department of Agriculture has arranged with the U. S. Food Administration
Grain Corporation for supplying seed
wheat to the farmers through the above
organization. Maine is to be supplied
from Buffalo, N. Y., where about 500,000
bushels of Canada-grown Marquis wheat
of good quality has been stored. This
wheat was inspected by the representatives of the U, S. Seed Stocks Committee and approved previous to being sold
for seed purposes.
In car lots the price of this wheat is
about $2.35 per bushel, F. O. B. Buffalo.
Orders for car lots should be placed with
Mr. Charles Kennedy, zone agent of the
Grain Corporation, Chamber of ComThe cormeree Rnildintf. Buffalo. N. Y.
poration cannot handle less than car lots.
Arrangements have been made, however,
by the Grain Corporation to make this
wheat available to purchasers who wish
These orders are
less than car lots.
handled by the George Urban Milling Co.
of Buffalo. The price is $2.65 per bushel
The
for sacked wheat, F. O. B. Buffalo.
sacks are included in this price.
In addition to the above, Albert Dickinnave
son and Company, large merchants,
Hoi
supplied spring wheat seed to Oscar
Kendall
way Company, Auburn, Maine,
& Whitney, Portland, Maine, and John
Watson Company, Houlton, Maine.

ON

WASHINGTON STREET, JUST OFF MAIN STREF

if desir
I have single and ion i.e nite-wa, oucrto tard-t, etc. Careful drivers
18-3.
18
—stable.
house,
2;
Vour patronage is solicited. Telephone
W. G. PRESTON,
‘I

The

travelers

insurance

Assets
R**al

»

..

Macadam or Gravel.
Fach proposal must be made upon a blank
form provided by the Commission, for copy
of which one d.llar will be required, and

nous

must be accompanied by a certified check
for 10 per cent of the amount bid, payable

the State of Maine,
The certified check will be returned to the

to ihe Treasurer of

unsuccessful bidder unless forfeited under
the conditions

stipulated.

3.233.491-' 93
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Collateral
loans.

mail mi
5?
Sj? “
»“•lb<

Stocks and bonds...
Cash in ffice and bank
Agents' balan.es.

5‘
b

Interest and

.m’ShHum j»

rente

“Mg#
m or
2o
1.430 oil

Admitted aeeets. $129,311.109
Liabilities December 81. 1917

..

69 3'

*•-

61.88L
568,2.

0

Gross assets.
Deduct items not admitted.

4,422 332
264, m

66

''ll» 816 3S

losres

^‘snt'nM'af “.: Sw
Surplus^iver aii liabilities..:......_8,062,943 09

Liabilities December

Total liabilities and surplus...

contract may be obtained at the office of
the Commission, Augusta, Maine.
to

reject any

or

all

PHILIP j. DEEPING, Chairman,

j

W ILLIAM M. AYEP,

FRANK A- PEABODY,
State Highway Commission.
PAUL D. SAKGE!\T, Chief Engineer.

Dated at Augusta, Me.. April 1, 1918.
3wl5

i

boston, Massachusetts.
*

: :::•

8t0X‘ndto“d":.:::.:::
Cash in office and bank.
Agents’

balances.

Bills receivable.
Interest and rents.
All other easels.

Gross asset....
Deduct iums out admitted.

cows,

492,300 01!

s“*f4«®
«
930,136 tO

84

65

acres

in Sesrsmont. 3

< r..t

comparatively

sleds,
turn.

2 heifers, one 1200 horse, wagons
me
and other things, too numerous to
Inquire
Will sell at a

bargain^

°'p

Route No. 2, Morrill. Mao
Telephone 11-24

_2wl4|>

{*

*TO.4S7«
174,39b

Ba

IS

Net unpaid losses.
M
3 696 919 5t
Unearned premiums. 3.696

Caahtcs"ital..,.,.tle!.
over all liabilities.

$4,167

54
“,97. 6.

Admitted assets.$9,601,041
Liabilities December 31, 1917

Surplus

of

Farming

December 31, 1917.

SSfc.::::"

>•

615,

henhouse connected, barn, carnage houn«’
irehouse, never failing water, 50 apple
new, 3 new m
tools

Boston Insurance Company,

Assets

1,000,000

FOR SALE
F-rm

than one-half the amount of the
Plans may be
contiact, will be required.
examined and copy of specifications and

660.3

1.699,16^
202 4

8 vl6

9m 1R

more

$4,167.

31. 1917.

Net unpaid losses.
Unearned premiums.
All other liabilities.
C »sh capital.'.-.
Surplus over all liabilities

66
Total liabilities and surplus.. $129,311,109
Me.
Fred O. Cunningham, Agent, Prospect,

surety company bond satisfactory to
the Commission, of not less than one-fourth

I he right is reserved
proposals.

<

•.

unpaid

id

ffice and hank.
Agents’ balances...
Interest and rents.
All other assets.

Cash in

Admitted assets.

tiroes assets.

Deduct itemB not admitted.

Net

I'nmil

Assets December 31, 1917.
Mortgage loans. .$ 440,m3
28, l
Collateral loans
3.284.33.
Mocks and bonds

A

nor

ln/iomnilu

Hartford, Conn

December 31, 1917

state

Tritu.llo>c

a

Proprietor

umipij,

Hartford, Connecticut

drainage and surfacing with either bitumi-

The Blood is the Life.
it is the
The blood is the life because
becomes
nutritive fluid. If the blood
the muscles and
very impure, the bones,
of the body are impaired and

SITUATED

IS

*’®®®'®®®

J{

3,101,194 It

other parts
11
variaTotal liabilities and surplus.$9,601,041
finally become diseased. Slightersue has I Sealed proposals will be received on or be3wl5
blood,
the
of
the
st
7
o’clock
the
m„
by
in
quality
p.
tions
April 16, 1M8.
breathing the fore Clerk,
for sprinkling the city streets," for
are often brought about by
have i City
bad air of unventilated rooms, effects the current year, according to the following
ill
specifications:
equally sure though less plain
Church etreet. its entire length; High street
on the nervous system.
Northbeto
BV THE MILKMEN OF BELFAST
from Northport avenue to Field street;
reason
Persons that have any
entrance
«...
avenue, from end of Square to
should
1918. we
not
pure
is
blood
lieve that their
Commencing ihe first day of April,
at once
milk routes in thi
the undersigned, operating
begin to take Hood’s Sarsaparillathan
to
our cusmilk
an)
City of Belfaet, will deliver
This medicine has done more
termer Quarts or more
and revitaltomers on the following
other in cleansing, enriching
11 cents per quart; pint*.
strength an<
izing the Mood and giving
LITTLEFIELD
tone to all the organs and
inreject «, or
ANDWADL1N.
If you want to be entirely satisfied,
& BICKFORD,
no sub
Accept
I gist on having Hood’s.
Belfast, Me., March 27,1918—8wl3
City Clerk.
2W|4
stitute.

announcement

6wc^COMB.

fc.XELlJTOICS NO ITClI haa
/Thebeensubsenr
duly1he
hereby gives notice that
will and tests
executor of the last
pointed

ment of

of Belfast,
JAMES H. CLARK, late
and g
County of Waldo, deceased,
All persuns hav
directs
bonds as
demands against the
the same for Be*'1Bir
are desired to present
to m
thereto are requested
an all indebted

in the

the^law

er
t,-

estate^-nt

payment immed.ately.

raU>H|, M0R,F

Belfast. Me.. March 12, 1918-

*NOT 1CE.she The

ADMIN1STRATRiX’S

sat

nas

notice that
acriber hereby givea
of the estate
appointed administratrix

duly
WILLIAM
in

H.

the Count,

WUIDDEN.
of

late

Winterporb

Waldo,

^
and*1**itmebted'thereto
immediately
demands

payment

are

requested

to

mats

D DURNlNtiWinterport, Me.. Maich 12.1918

T. M. Thompson is getting out
lumbei
to replace his house which was
burned a

keeping eczema

week

Mr. and Mrs. E. A. Foy have
been
visiting in Waldo with Mr. and Mrs.

soon RELIEVED

The school committee have assigned
teachers for the spring as follows JCen
ter, Mrs. Perley C. Aliens Vose, Miss

attack of Weeping
bad that my clothes

an
_0

through
terribly.

Esther Banton; Kingdom, Mrs. Harden !
I
Erskine; White’s Corner, Miss Margene
j
Foy; Carter, Miss Hazel Arno; McFar-

at times,
1 could

get

{

no

land’s corner, Mrs. Lizzie Moore; HallI
dale, Miss Hattie Clark.

I tried ‘Fruit-a-tives (or

Tablets) and ‘Sootha

!

Urst treatment gave me
I have used three

*

ugether,

>ootha Salva’ and two of
and am entirely well”.
G. W. HALL.
: ,-e remedies are sold by
me. a box, 0 lor $2.50, or
,.! IT-A-TIVES Limited,
\>i.i i;g, N.Y.
n s” is
also put up in OS
i.ich sells for 25c.

Most of the farmers are making maple
syrup

this spring.

Mrs. Myra Bryant is helping Mrs. John
Ingraham a few weeks.

1

Iddo Yeaton has sold one of his work
horses to Everett Larrabee.
Mr. W. C. Bowen of Waterville
town calling

VVinterport,

CORNER,

a

j
j

W. Nealey were reand Mrs. Walter

Vav burg.
tney and (laughter Alice
cl W E. Whitney and fam|| h and UOth-

•

Conant returned to Hebron
reh 27th after spending the

the

in

Conant attended the Re's
Convention in Portland
I

accompanied by his

was

West of Belfast

was

called to

March 31st to attend

a

horse

few days beiinimal was found to be in a
ed

bad kick

a

a

Edition.

of the W. Winterport school
Coleman of Brewer has the
The

o.il at White’s Corner.
iooIs

over

town

began April 1st.

Mrs. R C. Neaiey visited at
ns

in Monroe March 31st. Mrs.
ill, is

who has been seriously
• •proved
at this writing.

Mrs.

Winterport is

W.

tleiield of

•

her.

r

my eyes,

I

SWANVILLE.
Ames is ill with grip,
hompson who has employment
has been the guest of his par-

First Danger Period Comes When the
Vines Are Six Inches High.

The Knox Branch

of The Red Cross

of

affecting

combined spray, containing

sewing March 19th.

The Commissioner of Agriculture has
procured the services, as sHfeep special-

Military Necessity.
—

Saving of wheat is now a military necessity and the people of Maine are urged
I to “do their all” toward saving a part of
the wheat needed for our associates in
war and our own soldiers and

the world
sailors.

In his appeal to the American people
Herbert Hoover says, “America effective
at once must reduce its monthly conwneai

oi

sumption

10

uusneis

<:i,uuu,uuu

as

the Federal Food Adminstrator for Maine
than why we send wheat to Europe and
ask

people at home

our

to

wheat

use

Hour substitutes.
The lirst answer is that

we

send wheat

to furnish a foundation for the mixed
cereal bread that the Allies have eaten

bakery loaf.

buckwheat

used

be

can

cakes,

bread and batter

their

eases,

looked

and

prevention

the assistance of local assessors, the Department hopes to get the names of all

sheep

owners

in the State and the

ber of sheep owned by

each,

Leaf
is

their breed,

The Department is urging that all ewe
sheep and lambs available for breeding
be

kept in the State. It will assist, as
it can do so, in placing such as may
be for sale with parties wishing to pur-

far

j

!

as

Many sheep have been brought into the

in baking corn
but these breads

eastern States from the far west and dis-

on as

Joan

Myrick has gone to
where he has employment.

Louis B. Nickerson and Porter
re in Portland to attend the Reunvention.

Searsport is caring for

of

x

ii-Nickerson who is more
il

Cunningham and son BernBrooks have been guests of his
Mr. Emery Cunningham.
nry

M

Nickerson who has been

home of Mr. Colby Ik Nickerson
umber of weeks has returned

id Mrs.

H. M. Chase have

re-

received news of the death of
we, Mrs. Alberta House in Salem,
Mrs. House will be remembered
Alberta Smith, only daughter of
'l

her Chase Smith.

S
;

Strickland returned home
after spending several weeks
father, Mr. Emery Cunningham.
1’

koi

accompanied by Mr. Strickland
M ister Lowell Hardison, who had
tending a few days there.

CINTF.K MONTVILLE.
1

oer

guest of Au-

Sylvester of this town is ill in
with pneumonia.

1

iara Bean
1

i

a

was

home from Pitts-

the week-end.

!

and

Mrs.

Imsetts for
A

Carney Shure
a

are

in

visit.

Luce recently lost
‘Kistered Jersey cow.

an

eight-year-

and Mrs. Perley C. Allen were
'""s in Belfast at R. M. Carter’s.

re-

'■

!
i

and Mrs. Fred Fuller have gone to
miirop to work on a dairy farm,
"|
1

1

Caroline McFarland has been
Ironi Kent’s Hill for a vacation.

's

and

T ’een
3sker.

Mrs. H. S. Banton of Knox
guests of Mr. and. Mrs. W.

DJ

War Service.
The Belfast Free Library reports that

us

see

the hidden symbol

That the river shows to me,
In its fight ’gainst nature’s forces
In its struggles to be free;
So I see the high endeavor
Of

our

brave

Fighting on for world-wide freedom,
Life and Hope and Liberty.
auuvc u»,

There are lessons all may read,
Seen m nature’s fair dominion,

Matter of Fact Youth.

at

bring

forth

Days

or

Here’s good

Money

news

for

Results

in

Few

Refunded.
men

and women

whose hair is falling out, who are growing bald, whose Bcalps are covered with
dandruff, and whose heads itch like mad.
A. A. Howes & Co. will
the

genuine

still

com-

men

will need books

as

long

as

the war

a

supply

you with

Parisian Sage and guarantee

that it will quicKly stop loss or hair, promote anew growth, entirely banishes
every trace of dandruff and itching
scalp, or the cost, small as it is, will be
refunded. Thousands can testify to the
excellent results from its use; some who
feared baldness how have abundant hair,
while others who suffered for years with
dandruff and itching head got a clean,
cool scalp after just a few days’ use of
this splendid treatment.
No matter whether bothered with
falling hair, gray hair, dandruff or itch-

ing scalp, ry Parisian Sage tonight.
There is nothing so good for any form of
hair trouble. It’s easy to use, delicately
perfumed, and^ will not color or streak
the hair.

The genuine Parisian Sage (liquid
"Mie Whitcomb of Waldo was the form) is sold and guaranteed by all good
druggists. Just one application makes
:sl last
week of Mr. and Mrs. Ernest the hair and
scalp look and feel 100 per
A
I'ny
cent better.

*
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LYDIA E. PINKHAM’sl

poi-

I

VEGETABLE COMPOUND
km tk@ §mmU@t r@©or4 for At greatest
LYDIA E.PI’IXHAM MEDICINE CO.

f@®4|

LYNN,MASS.B

Injured by Flea Beetle.

and the supply must be constantly
replenished. All stations which have

is urged to form the habit of turning in
their new books as soon as they have
read

them.
In this way, a constant
stream of fresh books into the camps is

uuu&s receiveu win ue

prepared

lor

in acconiance with the simple rules

laid down by the Library War Service of
the American Library Association, and

shipped to such points as the
Association may designate. The needs
will be

of all camps and stations in this vicinity
will be taken care of first. Most of the
books collected along the Atlantic sea-

needed there at once, and a constant
stream of replacements must be mainare

tained, for the wastage will be great.
Hence the call for books, books and more
books.
The American Library Association has
built up an organization capable of hand-

ling thousands and thousands. That the
books will be forthcoming cannot be
doubted.
NEW BAKING REGULATIONS.
In order that the short supply of wheat
flour may be sufficiently stretched to
meet the demands of the country for
bakers’ bread, the present proportion of
wheat flour substitutes require in bread
and rolls is to be increased.

New baking
regulations calling for an admixture of
at least twenty-five per cent of substitutes with wheat flour in commercial
bread

baking

will go into effect April
14th, with a possibility that a still greater percentage of substitutes may be required later.
All bread and rolls now manufactured
contain at least 20 per cent of wheat substitutes. This percentage was obtained
by gradual stages, finally becoming im-

perative

on

of

harvest

small, unripe, poor

Kill two birds with one stone—spray
as to do away with the ilea beetle,
and prevent blight at the same time.
To be effective, however, this treatment must begin when the vines are
only six inches high and be repeated
from three to six times during the
growing season. This will not only
‘■get” the flea beetle and the early
blight, but will prevent that most destructive of diseases, the late blight or
rot of the potato.
so

“Almost every large farm in Gerhas its alcohol distillery under
government supervision and quite a
portion of the crop is turned into denatured alcohol, which is used Instead
of gasoline, kerosene, etc., for gas enmany

gines and other industrial purposes.
There is no odor in alcohol like gasoline; it is not an explosive, and the
same bulk will go considerably farther
A German farmer
than
gasoline.
would think it as strange to buy gasoline for his power engine or automobile as one of our farmers would to
buy Milk.”—Bulletin Wisconsin Potato
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The price

p8

is

only

$2.00 Per Year, $1.00 far Six Months,

jt

£

50c. for Three Months.
Send your

Growers’ Association.
THE

SAVE

February 24th.

LABOR IN
POTATOES.

Subscription this minute

JpFN

to the

GROWING

There are but two ways of saving
human labor in growing potatoes; one
Is to use more horses per plow, tworow cultivators instead of one-row
cultivators, and the like; the other is
to make labor produce more bushels
per hour, and in this way reduce the
labor cost per bushel.
In certain New York counties some
five years ago it was found that it
took about Go hours of human labor
to grow an acre of potatoes, as follows;
Man Hours Per Acre.

lasts,

board will be shipped to France as rapidly as possible. At least half a million

miss.

Last—Shows

are

It is hoped that week after week they
will continue to come in steadily, for our

use

Life and Hope and Liberty.
—Annie B. Clements, Winterport.

Found

books

ing in.

rtn

Consecrates the season’s greeting,

Tommy—Umbrellas,

of our soldiers and sail-

more

assured, and a most effective barrage
against loneliness and depression.

In the spring the Easter promise,
“Hope and Immortality,”

showers

use

established

Or in man’s most noble deed.

Teacher—April
what, Tommy?

and that

been opened for the receipt of books will
be continued indefinitely, and the public

humanity,

aiuuiiu, ueneaui,

night for the
ors,

A Real Hair Grower

Tibbetts is working in Ban-

frances Fuller is
relatives.

As I

Association

the people of Belfast and vicinity contributed 150 books during the past fort-

This, the glad, symbolic greeting,

Searsport

guest of her sister, Mrs.

V Cunningham.

Ida

In the river, in the springtime,
a symbol all may see,
As it throbs and surges, ever,

In its efforts to be free;
And the message that it brings
Should appeal to you and me,

Library

American
26,

Life and Hope and Liberty.

Annie Wentworth of
-cent

went out March

There’s

com-

this writing.

ice

1918,]

iunond
i,

the

;,V.»w.|

r

A. Roberts,

Commissioner.

when
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quality potatoes.

conditions and other information.

bread must be within their reach.

[Written

week-end at home.

lit-

f^Bf

num-

Corn meal and

senior at the M. C.

a

V~'/, iVf*s*Vt

A*

cure.

LIFE AND HOPE AND LIBERTY

by Gray,

v\

present, Mr. Crawford’s time will be devoted mostly to visiting farms of sheep
owners.
He desires to get. in touch with
the business as it is actually carried on
today. He will also be available as a
speaker at grange meetings.
Through

tributed. Very few of these have been
bakery products ! brought into Maine. And we are advisas they will not stand 24 hours' handling j
ing farmers against taking sheep brought
between the oven and the table. Ameri- in from sections where climate, methods
can women who do their own baking can
of raising, feeding and caring for sheep
make good use of corn meal, rice, and vary greatly from climate and conditions
oatmeal, but wherever women work in in Maine. The true policy for us to purfactories or long hours in the fields, sue is to hold our own ewes and not alwhether in America or Europe, bakery low them to go to the butcher.
cannot be

^

large
farm and has been engaged in the sheep
business many years and has a thorough- ! early ripening.
This blight usually comes shortly
ly practical knowledge of it. He en- !
after the potato is set, and when the
tered upon his work April 1st.
He will
growing tubers cause a great strain on
be in a position to give information to |
Small brown spots appear
the plant.
those desiring it and advise them in the i on the
leaf; these later run together,
best methods of care, feeding and manj the whole leaf turns yellow or brown,
agement of their flocks.
j and the plant dies. The crop is cut
Special attention will be given to dis- | from 10 to 25 per cent, and the result

war has eaten a war bread which
laso, that exact and detailed accounts
contains from 25 to 50 per cent substitute. ! will be kept by those entering the busiThey are asking us for wheat enough to ness, as well as by those now in it. Mr.
make'this war bread.
Crawford will be glad to assist in such
Wheat Hour is the only known founda- work.
n.
a

I
f

n

»

k

In Sack Cns® $

Perhaps you do not know the early
blight, hut the chances are that you
have seen it and thought it was extra

a
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and was in a general run down condition.
so it was hard for me to do my work.
Lydia E. Pinkham’s Vegetable Compound was recommended to me as
the best remedy for my troubles,which it surely proved
to be. I feel better and stronger in every way since
taking it, and the annoying symptoms have disappeared.”—Mrs. hi. Godden, 925 Napoleon St., Fremont,

North Haven, Conn.—“Lydia E. Pinkham’s Vegetable Compound restored my health after everything else
had failed when passing through change of life. There
is nothing like it to overcome the trying symptoms.”
—Mrs. Florence I sell a, Box 197, North Haven, Conn.

way.

for three years and a half, and not to
supply them with a straight wheat bread. chase. We advise farmers to go into the
We are now eating victory bread, a bread business only in a small way.
Limit !
that calls for only 20 per cent w eat sub- purchases at the start to a very small j
stitutes, while Europe since the outbreak number of sheep or lambs. We hope'

tion for

~

pllimlPV

—

fj

The best fungicide for the purpose is
bordeaux mixture, either commercial
As the spores of
or home prepared.
the blight strike the. leaf they are
killed by the copper in the spray covering, and as long ns the vines are
covered the blight cannot gain head-

«

ist, of C. H. Crawford of Dexter.
Mr. Crawford is the owner of

some

Nfer-

nervousness-

stay, and a fungicide to guard against
the blight gives magnificent results.

met at the home of Mrs. Susie Hubbard,
some

(y

I

''

Ml,
J|§||§ fl|viq£>.
11— [Ka
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Preemont, O.—“I was passing through the critical
period of life, being forty-six years of age and had all
heat flashes.
the symptoms incident to that change

for those of the flea beetles that

son

Agriculture.

Sheep Specialist.

ffl

than a cure.
It is difficult to poison the flea beetle,
but for some reason or other he shuns
the vines which have been sprayed,
and becomes so discouraged that little
or no damage is done.
Perhaps he is
starved out, but be this as it may, a

Price 60c. at all dealers. Don’t
simply
ask for a kidney
remedy—get Doan’s
Kidney Pills—the same that Mrs. Durham had.
Foster-Mil burn Co., Mfgrs.,
Buffalo, N. Y.

Department

Are Here Told the Best Remedy
for Their Troubles.

I

When potato vines break through the
ground and reach a height of five or
six inches the flea beetles appear by
the millions. They riddle the leaves,
“shoot them full of holes,” and so
weaken the plants that they fall an
easy victim to early blight. The beetle
can be controlled and at the same operation early blight can be prevented.
Early spraying, however, is necessary,
for spraying is a preventive rather

fijl|g®

Womeiv

B

had to wear glasses.*
s Kidney Pills
gave me relief from
,aJ?
the first and six boxes of this medicine
cured me.*’

Cunningham of Monroe of the

-sie

••

j

|

against our normal consumption of
at her home.
about 42,000,000, reserving a margin for
Clements and distribution to the army and for special
y, Norris
is, students of Winterport cases. The needed saving of wheat
spent last week at. their places the Food Administration wholly
dependent upon the voluntary assistance
of the American people.”
ills who has been at the
No question is more frequently asked
on, K P. Clements, for two

•.'turned to his home

and

“y

IB

Article No. 3

J^bich

thing blurred before

in

!
Mr

of

SPRAY POTATOES EARLY.

have moved to Mr. Gilchrest father’s,
Mr. Jeremiah Gilchrest.

A

Mrs. C.

and

ter

and Tyler Conant returned j and did
Academy after a week's

elltly

!

i1 -1

Mr. and Mrs. Fred Gilchrest anddaugh-

Mrs. Henry Luce in New-

A

was

friends recently.

recently.
j

Conant and Tyler Conant
Severance and family in

on

Mr. and Mrs. Ernest Raven have hired
the Geo. Boulter place and moved there

11.rk visited her brother, E.
family, in Monroe recent-

Nealey recently spent

KNOX.

out

headache; suffer from nervousness,
dizziness, weakness, languor and depression. Perhaps the kidneys ha ve fallen
behind in their work of filtering the blood
that may be the root of the trouble.
?nd
Look to your
kidneys, assist them in
their work—give them the help
they
need- You can use no more
highly recommended remedy than Doan’s Kidney Pills
endorsed by people all over the country
ai,d by your neighbors in Belfast
Mrs. Anne L.
Durham, 16 Park street,
Belfast, says: “I suffered for many years
from kulney trouble and couldn’t find
anything to relieve me until I used Doan’*
Kidney Pills, which I procured at the
^ore- My feet became swollen
a
burned. I bathed them in warm water
ugave me only temporary relief. I
had dizzy spells at
times, when every-

p5^£jj]I

I Middle Aged

Column

There are scores of people who drag
a miserable existence without realizing the cause of their suffering. Day
after day they are racked with backache

Charles L. Abbott and Ernest
Peavey
of Palermo were at P. W. Jaquilh’s
Thursday of last week.

Distressing Complaint
Wasino.
wet

Our Potato

Many Belfast People in Poor Health Without Knowing the Cause.

Frank Whitcomb.

i Perfect Treatment For This
■;a,l

WtlAI’S I HE REASON

;

ago.

M

®

BELFAST, MAINE.

1

trucking

Maine Central R. R.

I am prepared to do all kinds of trucking.
Eurniture and piano moving a specialty
added to mv equipment a 2-ton
Have

in

uui-uvul

ll'qirc

Plfl’filivOP

be used to increase the yields. It
will do this without a particle of extra labor until It coiwes to harvesting.
Even then It takes little more time
to pick up a 200-bushel crop than to
harvest a crop producing only 100
can

bushels per acre.
A poison spray may be used to kill
This adds but
the Colorado beetle.
slightly to the labor cost of growing
the crop, but very greatly to the size
of the crop.
Instead of the poison spray a complete spray or combined insecticide
and fungicide may be used to protect
the crop against bugs, beetles and
blights, and to insure the potato grower against the loss of the time and the
money which he puts into the crop.

Finally, as fully as important as any
of the foregoing, the grower may make
use of better bred seed which will,
with a given amount of labor, produce
more potatoes by far than the mongrel
stock

so

often

planted.
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! Unity. 7 53
Winnecook. 18 03
Burnham, arrive. 8 15
12 05
Clinton. 8 34
Fairfield. c8 44
Waterville. 8 49
Portland. 11 45
Boston, pm. 3 30

Bangor.

ONE STEAM

IN GOOD

TO

Engine

INQUIRE

Buy Thrift Stamps

MAINE CENTRAL RAILROAD
give opportunity to those desiring to
make a change ip location for a new start
in life.

Unity.

Tl orndike.
Knox.
Brooke.

Unlimited Raw Material
AM

3 CO

9(0

BELFAST, MAINE.

8 54
9 02
1910
9 25
|9 35
19 45
9 60

10 10

12 40

10 17
10 27
10 50
til 00
11 30
11 45

til f5
12 25
H2 40
tl 05
1 20

3
1
»3
3
4
4
4
*4
6
*6

I

mi

DENTIST,
Masonic Temple,

Belfast, Me

AWAIT DEVELOPMENT.

33

45
4(.
63
10 I
20
29
37
45
00
10
20
26

I

Male Help

Wanted.

DIAMOND BRAND PIUS, for S&
years known as Best, Safest, Always Reliable

OK. W.

AND

Good Farming Lar.J

Communications
are

SEAMEN
Chance for Advancement—FREE.
at
in

U S. Shipping Board free navigation school
Rockland trains seamen for officers* berths
new Merchant Marine.
Short cut to the

bridge.

Two

years*

sea

experience required,

Native or naturalized citizena only. Course
six weeks.
Military exemption. Apply at
school. Federal Building, Rockland.
tfl4

invited and

when

locations
attentions
of the
agent

regarding

will receive

addressed to any
CENTRAL, or to

j

MAINE

|

INDUSTRIAL BUREAU

MAINE

f5
5
Belfast, arrive.
tFlag station.
c— Stops to leave passengers.
Unlimited tickets for Boston are now sold at
$6.33 from Belfast.
M. L. HARRIS,
General Passenger Agent.
D. C DOUGLASS,
General Manager, Portland Maine.

Citypoint.

REPUBLICAN JOURNAL OFFICE

saw

Water j Power

Undeveloped

AM

Waterville. 7 15
Bangor. 6 50
{•airfield. 7 21
Clinton. 7 31
Burnham, leave. 8 35
Winnecook. f8 45

Waldo.

meUUiSt//
W

Camps

LOCATED ON THE LINE OK THE

AM

7 00

Portland.

AT THE

and Meld
wtth Blue Ribbon.

and

PM
30
36
46
67
t2 09
2 15
2 24
i2 33
2 46
5 35
6 38
6 49
3 19
6 56
9 20

1
1 1
1
1

PM

CONDITION

Pills io Red
boxes, sealed

Farms,Sites

for Summer Hotels

BELFAST

Boston.

AND STEAM PUMP

AND

THORNDIKE MACHINE COMPANY,
Pertland, Maine.

Citypoint. 17 05
Waldo. 17 15
Brooks. 7 27
Knox. 17 39
Thorndike. 7 46

For Sale
4 H. P.

00

Belfast depart.

Waldo Avenue, Belfast.

Locations

BELFAST
AM

W. W. BLAZO,

SOLft BY DRUGGISTS EVERYWHERE

SAW WOOD

frames in stock at reasonable prices.

FROM

Factory

Mill Sites,

j lows:

CHICHESTER S PILLS I

Children Cry

We have engines, wood saws, and

|
u—

On

6.4
Plowing
5.5
Fitting
Planting .12.4
Cultivating .13.8
Harvesting and hauling....27.5 ceive prompt attention.
The average yield of the farms studTelephone connection.

nnnoon/I

-Quarries,

BELFAST AND BURNHAM

and after Jan. 20. 1918, trains connecting
just
trairs
Acme auto true kmade by the Cadillac con' j at Burnnamand Waterville with through
Portland and
Leave orders at the stable, corner oi j for and from Bangor, Waterville,
cern.
Boston, will run daily, except Sunday, as folMain and Cross streets, and they will re

ied was about 103 bushels per acre, so
that every hour a man put in in raising
potatoes brought back a shade more
than one and one-half bushels of potatoes.
This production per hour can be in-

||
Jj|

The Republican Journal Publishing Company

CENTRAL

RAILROAD,

PORTLAND. MAINE.

I

FOR PERSONAL HYGIENE

|

Dissolved in water for douches stops I
pelvic catarrh, ulceration and inflam- f
mation. Recommended by Lydia E.1
Pinkham Med. Co. for ten years.
A healing wonder for nasal catarrh,
sore throat and sore eyes. Economical. I
Hat extraotdinaiydeansina and germicidal Ppwer. I
Sample Free. 50c. all druggist*, or postpaid hr l
mag TTrePaxtoo Toilet Company. Boston.

|

line. This was followed by a character
solo in. costume by Mr. Gerrish, which
was so irresistibly funny that the applause was deafening and he was obliged
to respond to a double encore. The proEthel
gram closed with .a tableau—Miss
Colcord, swathed in the Flag, personating
“Liberty,” with Master Eddie McKeen
in Boy-Scout uniform, standing at one
side as Color Bearer, and Miss Ruth Smith

STOCKTON SPRINGS.
and Mrs. Elden
Mrs. Rufus L. Mudgett

Monday_in Bangor.
for
Roy Wadleigh left last Friday

S. Shute spent
Mrs.

a

with relatives in
visit of several day*

Winterport.
came from BelMrs. Frank B. Jackson
at her home for
fast last Saturday and is

The

Duty of Those at Home to the Men
on

the

Firing

Sudden

Line

Fac-slmlle sheet of the appeal of Secretary M Adoo in behalf of

Liberty

the Third

Loan

Changes

seated at her feet in the costume of a
Fire Girl. The audience were then
was seized Ca mp
Mr. Archie McLaughlin, who
in the singing
attack of requested to rise and join
early last week with a severe
An effective plea was
“America.”
of
street.
the
grip, is now able to be upon
made by Mr. Chas. A. Snow for as many
children of
Mrs. Leroy Perkins and
additional members of the Red Cross as
Mr.
her parents,
who
Brewer are the guests of
possible to be gained since our boys
the present.
the
and Mrs. Fred Hendricks, for
are going “over there” will need all
to Madison
Mr. Alvah C. Treat shipped
surgical dressings that can be provided.
wood, two Ice cream and punch were then enjoyed,
Monday three loads of pulp
one from Prosand
station
and the dance was soon in progress with
Stockton

the

summer.

~

Are to be expected at this season.
There are no terrors for the man whose
lurnace fire runs low or gots out, if he
has an

from

Mr.

pect.

Gerrish,

and

violin,

Miss

Laura

Blanchard at the piano, both generously
giving their services. The members of
the Red Cross desire to extend most ap-

is now steadily
Mrs. Percy Partridge
her severe attack of pneufrom
gaining
Dr. G. A. Stevmonia under the care of

ELECTRIC
RADIATOR

preciative thanks to the entire comens.
which willingly contributed to
munity
Universalist
the
of
The Ladies’ Aid
the
of the evening.
success
on
socially
parish will be entertained
Mrs.
by
18th,
April
Thursday afternoon,
Albert C. Colcord.
arrived home
Mrs. George H. Hopkins
weeks’ visit
last Thursday from her three
Mrs. Catherine H. Walnutt, \ idow of
Mrs. Harry
and
Mr.
with her parents,
the late Capt. Joseph Walnutt, died at
Mass.
the home of her sister, Mrs. Hannah
W. Griffin in Mattapoisett,
informed Webber, at 6 Highland avenue, Beverly,
been
Mrs. Elden S. Shute has
at Jackson- Mass., Wednesday, April 3, at the adof the arrival of Capt. Shute
and he expects to vanced age of 82 years, 11 months and 12
ville, Fla., from Bahia,
days. The deceased was born in Searscome North on the next passage.
April
April 27, 1836, the oldest daughter of
arrived
port
Verrill
Mrs. Annie M.
two children the late Otis and Hannah (Nichols) Black.
2nd accompanied by her
with her par- She accompanied her husband on many
from Camden for a visit
Moulton.
long sea voyages and visited many foreign
S.
ents, Mr. and Mrs. Henry
Most of her life was spent in
at- lands.
to
2nd
left
April
Mr. J. H Gerrisli
Three years ago she sold her
Searsport.
in
tend the Democratic State Convention
ho me and went to Beverly to make her
on to
going
day,
following
Portland the
The funeral serFriday. home with her sister.
Boston and returning to Stockton

SEARSPORT.

vi ces, which were held at her late home
in Beverly Friday afternoon, were attended by a large number of relatives and
friends. Rev. Edward Chase, paster (f

SaturCapt. Charles P. Staples arrived
a week-end visit
for
York
New
from
day
on his rewith his wife. He left Monday
to come
turn to the metropolis, expecting
the Washington Street Congregational
in May to remain for the summer.
Church officiated, and MissEudora Luden
Mr. and Mrs. J. L. Lancaster returned and Miss Maud Burns sang two favorite
with Mr.
nueu
selections oi me aeceaseo,
last Friday from a week’s visit
;
Lancaster’s maternal aunt in Newport, Mists Have Rolled Away” and “Abide j
Mrs.
With Me.” The floral tributes were many j
Maine. They are now the guests of
M.
and beautiful. The body was brought to
L’s parents, Capt. and Mrs. Horace
Searsport and was buried beside Capt.
Griffin, for an indefinite time.
Two
Walnutt in Elmwcod cemetery.
IQe LSWICHCC v/auimiB
j
sad tale to tell, naving suffered consider- nephews, Louis Webber of Beverly, Mass.,
of our and Joseph[ Webber of Lewiston, Maine,
ably from the damaging effects
unusual quantity of ice during the past accompained the remains to Searsport.
the
phenomenal winter. The end of

|
|

placed

Mrs. Isa Couillard has returned to her
C.

Atwood

was

a

recent business

after

Easter

glow

organist.
dozen potted Easter plants were sent to
dozen old or sick people in town.
an

R.

Bennett

was

be

sale during the evening.

on

ments in their hall.

months’stay with their daughter and husband, Prof, and Mrs. Herbert Ringwall of

_

SWANVILLE center.

River and Fort Point Cove are now open
water the mill cove is clear, and a light-

building firm has been using dynamite to
start the ice in the rear of the vessel,
preparatory to laying the way-s for the
launching which is expected to take place
A change of
on Thursday of this week.
ownership has given the name of Helen
Swanzy

to

the vessel

soon

water in Stockton harbor,

to take the
an

event in

which our towns-people are deeply interIt is said that “all roads now lead

ested.

shipyard.”

A large company was
Sunday, and the admiration for
the “Wardwell” symmetery of lines in
her model was openly expressed on all

to the
there

on

ciHoH

The entertainment and dance under the
auspices of our local Red Cross branch
1st was successon the evening of April
ful beyond the expectations of the most

sanguine—clearing $125,
were

almost

as

—

on

negligible, everybody

the

program; Mrs.

Wm.

Mrs. Amy Coleman and Mrs. Rate Richwhich received an encore. The

ards,

next number was a vocal solo by Mrs.
Kate Farris which was exceptionally
as was her response to the en-

pleasing,
core.

was

a

reading

by Mrs. Nita Snow, heartily applauded,
the fourth being a vocal solo by Mrs.
Kate Richards, the applause calling forth
an encore, as was the case in the reading
which followed by Mrs. Harry Hully.
The seventh number was a brilliantly
executed vocal solo by Mrs. E. Lingham,
a
a boarder at Sandypoint, who possesses
voice of exceptional quality, and gratuitously rendered her selections to the delight of the audience as manifested by

|

Ruby Gray has returned to Pittsfield
to attend the last term at the M. C. I, as
she

graduates

this spring.

Annie Wentworth of Searsport was recently the week-end guest of her sister,
Mrs. Emma Cunningham.
Mrs. A. A. Barden of Winterport, who
is the guest of her son and wife, Mr. and
Mrs. Fred Barden, is ill with the grip.
It is with deep regret that the friends
in town of Washington Irving Toothaker
learned of his death, and sympathy is
e

xtended to his family.

The nurse from Bangor who has been
paring for Clarence Grant returned to
her home Monday. Although a serious
:ase. he is gaining finely.

SEARSMONT.

con-

W. H.
Avery, on the decorations; Mrs.
Morrison, on fruit punch, and Mrs. Harry
Hully, on ice cream. The entertainment
a
opened with the Salute to the Flag by
Boy Scout in uniform, Master James
McKeen, followed by a piano duet by

The third number

j

Carroll Knowlton, who has been at
home on a furlough,hasreturned to camp.

expenses

tributing toward home-made ice cream
and fruit punch, which found a ready
sale. Much credit is due to the efficient
chairmen of the various committees and
They were Mrs. John H.
their aids.

Gerrish,

forget the all-day session of
Comet Grange April 20th.

Eugene Littlefield returned Saturday from the Waldo County Hospital,
where she had been for medical treatment.
Mrs.

Helen E. Cobb writes friends
“The weather is
from Littleton, N. H.:
wisquite warm, peach and pear trees,
taria and buttercups are in blossom.”
rhe snow drifts cling to the ditches and
woods here in Maine^ although the morning song of the robin reminds us that
warm weather is coming this way soon.
Miss

branch of the Red Cross
completed during the month of March,
12
garments, 9 patchwork
hospital
spreads, 6 comfort kits, 6 property bags,
7 pairs wristers, 9 mufflers, 1 helmet and
The local

18 pairs socks. Sixty-three dollars has
been raised and gifts of money have been
received from Mrs. J. F. Marden, Mrs.
Harold Cobb, Mrs. M. A. Fowler, Mrs.

Nettie Cushman and Mrs. AbbieOrdway.
The vestry is open every Tuesday afternoon for work and all are urgently requested to come and help even if they
can stay only one or two hours, much
We
can be accomplished in that time.
want to do our part in this important
work.

their vigorous encores. As the eighth number, Mr. and Mrs. John H. Gerrish presented a most amusing sketch, "A Horse

Children Ory

of Another Color,” which quite brought
down the house, both being adepts in this

CASTORIA
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iidiun
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Congregational Circle Tuesday evening.
Three new members were admitted, Mrs.
C. R. Lougee, Mrs. J. H. Thayer and

ton

Mrs. Dora KneelanJ.

future.

Mizpah Rebekah Lodge conferred the
legree on Miss Margaret Thayer at its

lay, April 15th,

raanoney

01

;rs

regular meeting Wednesday evening in
an excellent manner.
A clam stew was

commence

Financial Statement of the

BELFAST PRICE CURRENT.
Corrected Weekly

for The

Journal.

j COLU5

PAID PRODUCER.
PRODUCE MARKET.
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12 0C ;
Ai»plee,pt r bbl.2 00a 300 Hay.
14
7
Hides,
lb.,
dried, per
25
8 50 Lamb,
Beans Dea,
8 50 Lamb Skins,
Beans, Y. E„
8
Mutton.
45a50
Butter,
38 j
12al3 Oats, 32 lb.,
Beef, sides,
1
00
Potatoes,
12
j
Beef, forequarters,
22
00 Round Hog,
Barley, bu,
8 001
32 Straw,

NATIONAL LIFE
SURANCE COMPANY
BIAN

...

to

oans

2,009,117 84
1,029,892 81
393,822 33
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gards policyholders (in-

1,528,581

cluding capital stock),

lhe Millers Mutual Fire
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District of Maine.
Herbert L. Reynolds of Jackson,
bounty of Waldo snd State of Maine.
District, respectfully represents, that
>lh day of April, last past, he was du:
judged bankrupt under the Acts of t
-elating to bankruptcy; that he has du
rendered all his property and rights of
srty. and has fully complied with all
luiremenia of said Acts and of the on'
jourt touching his bankruptcy.
Wherefore he prays. That he may
treed by the Court,to have a fulldischarg
ill debts provable against his estate
laid bankruptcy Acts, except such del
are excepted by law from such discharg
Dated this 28th day of March, A. D. 19!'
HERBERT L. REYNOLD;
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p
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$648,160 20

of the

Ownership, Management,

the matter of
Herbert L. Reynolds,

\
Bankrupt.
I© the Hon. Clarence Hale, Judge
District L ourt of the United States

Circu-

lation, Etc.,
of The Republican Journal, published
weekly at Belfast, Maine, required
1912.
by the Act of August 24,

M
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ORDER OF NOTICE THEREON
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District or Maine. Norihern Division
On thia 6th day of April, A. D. 19
-eading the foregoing petition, it is—
Ordered by the Court, That a heai
o
icd upon the same on the 17th day
k. D. 1918, before said Court at Bangor,
oc
ten
at
Division,
Northern
District,
and that notice thereof be

die forenoon;
iahed in The Republican Journal, a new
blprinted in said District, Northern
ind that all known creditors, and other p*
tu'
said
the
at
in interest, may appear
and show cause, if any they hav
shoulu
e prayer of said petitioner

,ecuritie.-noneKTRUR
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W
^
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it ia further Ordered by the Cour
the Deputy Clerk shall send by mail
R[
known creditors copies of said petition
»rder, addressed to them at their places
denoe as stated,
Witness the Honorable CLARENCE
seal ft
Judge of tne said Court, and the
St Bangor, in the Northern Division
1»
District, onthe 6th day of April, A. D.
WILLIAM M.WARRE
S.lJ
|L
1
Deputy n
thei
A true copy of petition and order
W1LUAM M. WARKt
Attest:
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Notice of foreclosure

deserves
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Statement

PI

^ 62.190 95

$548,160 2o
Admitted assets,
Liabilities December 31, 1917.
*
99
; "Jet UDpaid losses,
167,-4194
Jnearned premiums,
liabilities,
other
Ul
375,368 2b
j surplus over all liabilities,
1’otal liabilities and surplus,

th
pt

Deputy

*,22 ?22 22
21
?7'
22? 23
11,1^4 66
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MOODY-C'OFFIN. In Searsport, March
10, by Rev. T. H. Martin, Florian Moody

>f’Monroe

Gross assets,
Jeduct items not aamitteu,

*

IH

this order addressed to them at their
bf residence as stated,
Witness tl e Honorable Clarence Hale.
if the said Court, and the seal ther.
Llangor, in the Northern Division of sa
:rict, on the 6th day of April, A. 1). 1918
WILLIAM M. WARK1
[L. 9 ]

Insurance Com-

...

go

granted.
Ar.d it is further Order* d by the Cour
the Deputy Clerk shall send by ma
inown creditors copies of said petit

Pa.
pany, Harrisburg,
Assets December 31, 1917.

Mortgage loans,
Stocks and bonds,
2ash in bank,
\11 other assets,

til
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District of Maine, Northern Divisioa. atOn this 6th day of April, A. D. 1918, or
ng the foregoing petition, it is—
Ordered by the C« urt. That a hearing
iron the same on the 17th day of May
1918, before the said Court at Bangor.
District. Northern Division, at ten o’cU
.he forenoon; and thut notice thereof be
ished in The Republican Journal, a new
printed in said District, Northern Di
iiid that ail known creditors, and other ;
tin
n interest,Imay appear at the said
place, and show cause, if any they hav
i.
should
of
he prayer
said petitioner

re-

In Belfast, April 5, Mrs. Irena
BASS.
Elmer Thompson of Dexter is spending I
89
Bass, formerly of Farmington, aged
Publishers—The Republican Journal Puband
Mrs.
Mr.
i week with his parents,
pears and 8 months.
I ishing Company, Belfast, Maine,
In Searsport, April 1, Mrs.
Editor-Arthur I Brown
BLACK.
The funeral services of John H. Eagle- E. W. Thompson.
Owners—Charles A. Pilsfcury estate, Belfast.
lohn B. Black, aged 87 years, 9 months
Beiton who died Wednesday morning of j
Mrs. A. W. Damm was in Old Town
E. KnowUon, Belfast; C O. Poor,
Jharles
ind 10 days.
Johnson, New York, N. Y.,
ast- Ralph M
last week were held at the M. E. church the past week, called there by the illness
In Belfast, April 10, Harriet
BROWN.
Mrs. Louise
Mass.;
Brookline.
tlfrsd Johnson,
Belfast
wife of Arthur I. Brown, aged 73
at 2 p. m. Friday under the direction of of her daughter Bernice.
I Pratt, Belfast; Charles H.Twombly,
rears, 2 months and 23 days.
bondholders, mortgagees and other
Known
to
weni
Howard Lodge, F. & A. M. He had made (
Tootbaker
T.
A.
and
Mrs.
Mr.
or more of
CUSHMAN. In Morrill, April 5, Mrs.
lecurity holders, holding 1 percent
or other
arrangements for the services, wrote his Orrington April 5th, called theie by the Nancy E. Cushman, aged 77 years.
otal amount of bonds, mortgages,
which
own sermon, poem and
prayer
In Belfast, April 3, Harriet
DEAN.
sudden death of their son Irving.
; BR0WN Editor>
61
were read by Ellery Bowden, Esq., and
Dean, formerly of Sedgwick, aged
Mrs. F. O. Seekins and daughter Viola
and 10 months.
pears
Walter A. Cowan, Esq., W. M. of Howreturned from Augusta April 8th after a
DUFFY. In Camden, April 6, Ralph
before me this 1st
Sworn to and subeciibed
ard Lodge in accordance with his request.
Duffy, aged 46 years.
week’s visit with Mr. and Mrs. Wallace
day of April, 1918.
He was a spiritualist. He came here to
Eagleston. In Winterport, April 3,
WUMERJ DORMAN.
i seal t
Seekins.
\
}
Notary Public.
John H. Eagleston.
reside at the close of a successful busiwho
March 1, 1923.)
HIGGINS. In Thorndike, April 2, Mrs.
Rev. E. A. Wright of Pittsfield,
(My commission expires
ness career and was a man of wide inforof the sevJoseph Higgins, aged 84 years.
was appointed superintendent
mation, being especially well read in reMassure. In Winterport, March 31,
eral towns in this district, we understand
and
historical
subjects.
ligious, political
Joseph M. Massure, aged 84 years.
the
position.
not
will
accept
OTIS. In Everett. Mass., April 1, George
He leaves a widow. The bearers were
Grover C. Pease of Detroit, in
Dtis, aged 78 years.
Leslie Mayo, Benjamin Eaton, Edward
and State of
a gold
In Warren. March 31, Lucy
PARKE if.
the County o f Somerset
W.
F.
Haley
deed dated March 27.
Clement and H. L. Clement.
J. Pa rker, widow of the late Harrison
Maine, by his mortgage
THIS
FOR
Waldo
MEDAL
Registry of Deeds,
191E recorded in
was funeral director and the interment
Parker, aged 79 years.
to me, the unIn Searsport, April 4, Book 318. Pege 392. conveyed
RICHARDS.
was in the village cemetery.
lersigmd, s certain lot or parcel of laod and
P. Richards, aged 61 years.
Henry
to dry up any
in Burnham, in
how
situated
tells
the buildings thereon
C incinrati authority
STEVENS. In Shirley, Mass., Edward
off.
County of Waldo and State of Maine,
i
corn or callus so it lifts right
the north
68
J. Stevens, aged
years.
bounded and described as follows: on
owned by Everett Davis,
WARDWELL. In Verona, March 29,
by land formerly
M. Seekins; on the east by
and women Mrs. Rachel Abbott Wardwell, aged 77
Dora Jackson has gone to New Hampnow owned by Lura
You corn-pestered men
now
land formerly owned by Oliver Maloon,
shoes years and 10 months,
shire lor the summer.
Walker; on the south by
need si Her no longer. Wear the
Herbert
In Belfast, April 8, at the owned by
WILEY.
this
owned by D. M. Parka, now
Ernest Bowen ha6 had a telephone in- ! that nearly killed you before, says
Waldo County Hospital, Frank E. Wiley, land formerly
A. H. Greene; on the weat by land
owned
by
a ffew drops
months
and
18
because
days.
third of
stalled in his home recently.
Cincinnati authority,
aged 66 years, 6
of Isaac R. Duuton; being the south
on a tender,
WOOD. In North Searsmont, March lota number one and two in the first abort
etzcne applied directly
Mrs. Hopkins of Portland is stopping of fi
of
Daniel
of
Belfast,
and
formerly
to
survey
plan
at once and 31, George Wood,
range, according
com stops soreness
awhile with Mr. and Mrs. Frank Went- aching
43 years, 1 month and 20 days.
Stewart, Jr., .of Plymouth ciore, containing
aged
be
lifted
can
it
so
or
more
less;
soon the corn loosens
sixty-six and two-thirds acres,
worth.
and excepting to myself and my
a bit of pain.
reserving
without
and
root
all,
out,
heirs all rights which the public have acquired
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Lasselle and baby
freezone costs
whereA quarter of an ounce of
in the highway crossing said land; and
of Burnham were recent guests of his
is
sufbut
said mortgage has been
store,
as the condition of
very little at any drug
reason
and now is broken. Now. therefore, by
soft com
sister, Mrs. Elmer Hartshorn.
I claim
ficient to take off every bard or
of the breach of the condition thereof
«s it is
Ibis should be tried,
Mrs. Lsuts Rankin of Lincolnville, a
or callus.
said
of
mortgage.
forecloenre
of
said not to inflame or
Doted et Pittsfield, Maine, this eighth d.y
candidate for district superintendent of inexpensive and iB
tissue or
MARY L. COX.
1918.
even irritate the surrounding
April.
week.
last
schools, was in town
4C0OUDGE.
heels she will
ycur wife wears high
The funeral of Mrs. Alfred Crockett
Belfast, Me.
Uotonic
(
Sears- be (lad to know of this.—Advt.
was held at her late heme in North
and Ruth Ryder.
n two weeks.

Bank?

473,731 08

holders.

gp<

laid Acts and of the orders of Court t
bis bankruptcy,
Wherefore he prayp that he may be rie
Dy the Court to have a full discharge I
debts provable against his estate und*
bankruptcy Acts, xcept such debts as
;ept* d by law from such discharge.
Dated this 25th day of March, A. D
HOMER B CART.Kk

n

Mon-

sev-

1

premiums

Additional surplus as

#b

Belfast, in the
Maine, in said
respectfully represents, that on the 3(>bf July, last past, he was duly adjudge,
rupt under the Acts of Congress reb
bankruptcy; that he has duly surrendbis property and rights of property, b\
Fully complied with all the requiren.

$11,713,749 09

and intered paid in adawaiting
vance; bills
presentation for payment; reserved for accrued premium taxes,
etc etc.,.
Surplus reserved for future dividends to policy

Bos-

Miss Mary Bowen of Dexter is
juest of Mrs. E. W. Thompson for

Bolan, Jessie Baker, Mabelle NeVille,
Ethel Oonlin, Annie Cook, Nellie Clark

adjustment;

Bankrupt.

Homer B. Carter of
bf Waldo and State of

All other liabilities,including claims in process of

In Belfast, April 1, to Mr.
Weleman
ind Mrs. Austin O. WTellman, a daugh
er, Pauline Ruth

with the following teachfor the spring term: Beach, Mrs.

In

trict of Maine.

458,313 97
209,656 46
1,247 09

...

W’
an

I

)
Clarence Hale, Judge of th
trict Court of the United States for

$13,944,062 15
Policy reserve,

to

Discharg*

Liabilities.

itanwood.

In Warren,
Leonard-Mathews.
March 28, by Rev. J. E. Everingham,
Joseph Leonard and Hattie G. Mathews,

for

Bankrupt,

policyholders

....

nond Danfort h
In Belfast, April 4, to Mr. and
READ.
Mrs. Norman A. Read, a daughter, Helen

!<

j

j

To the I’on

$ 7,836,040 01
2,005,971 64

Bonds and stocks,
on real estate,

Mortgages

25
34
20

iearsport.
SMALL-AREY. In Camden, March 31,
Corner, Georgia Fernald; RacklilTe Dist., leorge Small of Camden and Della Arey
>f Bucksport.
Nina Jones; Hill Dist., Georgia Hall;
committee.
THOMPSON-BOWEN. In Belfast, April
Miller Dist., Jessie Young.
! :, by Rev. David Brackett, Elmer C.
The fifth card party in the Red Cross.
’’hompson and Miss Mary E. Bowen, both
benefit series was held Saturday evening.
OAK HILL, Swanville.
if Swanville"
The captains were Mrs. E. H. Clements,
Mrs. F. E. Dunton and the Misses Alice

In the matter of
Homer R Carter,

IN-

ADMITTED ASSETS.

(policies held as collat26*30I
Turkey,
eral),.
Tallow,
5; Seal estate,.
I6al8
Veal,
"ash in bank and on hand.
10
38lWool, unwashed,
Premium notes and prem7 00
hard,
p0*.j’
22jWood,
iums in process of collec6 0018 Wood, soft,
^ee8ef
tion (net),.
RETAIL MARKET.
RETAIL PRICE
Accrued interest and rents,
110
22a28 Lime.
Beef, Corned,
Miscellaneous,
8
Butter Salt.
18a22|Oat Meal,

Cheese,
Chicken.
ualf Skins,
Duck,

Bankrupt’6 Petition

of Boston, Mass.
For the year ending December 31, 1917.

I.f0a2.00j

Paul Young; Village, Elnora Merrithew;
Youngtown, Mrs. Lena Rankin; Wiley's

served after the close of the meeting by
Capt. Elvin M. Arey and an efficient

Company
““—

have purchased the Churchill resifence[rccently vacated by Mr. and Mrs.
Clarke and will occupy it in the near

Schools in town will

bu

--^—

pleasantly located.

Amos

1
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a

Mrs. Myra Young returned home from
Camden Wednesday, where she received
medical treatment from Dr. Green, and
,s slowly recuperating.

Boston.
1V1IS.

Don’t

Clarks Corner and

Mr. and Mrs. Frank Young and daugha two

ter Ruth returned last week from

Our mild weather continues and is fast
loosening the ice around the shores. The

house tender cut a channel last Friday,
from the harbor mouth to the mill-stream
through the fast rotting ice. The ship-

The pro-

fa

Electric

Penobscot Bay

a

Capt. and Mrs. Stephen McDonough
Mrs. Thomas Cushman, who with her
returned Saturday night from a visit in husband had moved to their daughter’s,
Bangor.
Mrs. Emma Woodbury, just a few weeks
Mrs. Ralph Sanborn left Monday morn- ago, passed away last Friday. The fuSuning for North Jay, where she has accept- neral was held at Mrs. Woodbury’s
day afternoon, April 7th, Rev. Nathan
ed a position.
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Young have resum- j Hunt officiating.
The funeral of Mr. George Wood of
ed housekeeping at their home in the

ceeds will be devoted to making improve-

electricity only

■.»
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Morrison and Mrs. Fletcher and Mr. and
Mrs. B. B. Sanborn, the entire companyreaching home on Saturday.

use

Wl

■

in the tomb in Morrill cemetery.

As

Miss Geneva Grant is assisting Mrs. C.
A. McKenney in her new home.

you money, because with it, you
while you need heat.

PRICE $7.50

for Easter.

visitor in Boston.

save

given a
surprise birthday party last Friday eventine cake,
a
ing by thirty-live friends,
j
j
the
ice cream and fruit punch comprising
been for treatment.
|
cently.
most
LINCOLNVILLE.
The time passed
refreshments.
Howard Lodge, F. A A. M. conferred
5
2 19|Onions,
i CY n
Miss Eva Twitchell who has teen seri- |
;
pleasantly with piano music and grapho16.17 i
on Ray D.
M.
M.
Robinson,
|
the
2 04 Oii, keroaene,
degree
Craca, d Cor..,
for several weeks is slowly re- ]
ill
the
ously
was
11
Bennett
2 04Pollock,
to Rockland
returned
Hurd
Ruth
Miss
phone selections. Mrs.
Horn
Meal,
evening.
|
of
Friday
|
Supt.
schools,
33
covering.
Cheese,
32|Pprk,
school Monday.
recipient of numerous gifts.
1 13
3 15, Plaster.
Miss Vernp Clark, who was the guest High
Cotton Seed,
Miss Ella Greeley and Mrs. Percy Lee- j
Meal,
10| Rye
The assessors are making their annual Codfish, dry.
of her sister, Mrs. C. L. Barrows, has reMrs. Elden H Shute arrived April 2nd
o5
man
spent Saturday and Sunday with
Cranbe.ries,
10; Shorts,
tour through the town taking the valua- Clever seed,
to her heme in Sherman.
37s42;Suear,
turned
from Watertown, Mass., at the home of
friends in Belfast.
T.
I.,
12 00.13 25' alt,
tion.
Flour,
her mother-in-law, Mrs. Elden S. Shute,
A large number of our townspeople
5 OOi Sweet Potatoes,
H C Seed.
Mrs. Bert Bradstreet of Palermo spent
07
Mrs. Dora Moody has gone to Boston Card’
ail Wheat Meal.
leaving the next day accompanied hy her
went by train to Bangor Saturday to see j
with her
little son for her home in South Sebec. a few days in town last week
to select her stock of millinery and fancy
the Liberty Loan parade at 3 p. rn.
She left her mother, Mrs J. A. f’landers, daughter, Mrs. Walter Young.
BORN
Jack Cook returned home Saturday goods.
steadily improving at the home of her
The Red Cross Chapter served one of from Miami,
Mr. Henry Hurd has been in Rockland
w here he had em- j
Florida,
-sister, Mrs. Florence F. Levine.
on a busitheir popular suppers at Grange Hal) |
ploy ment during the winter months in a and Ash Point the past week
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ed by a
ness trip.
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Thursday
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4th,follow
Treat,
evening,
W.
H.
Morrison,
hotel.
Messrs.
Mr. and Mrs. Merle H. Connors, a daughof
sum
The
Mudentertainment.
L.
phonograph
1
George C. Fletcher and Rufus
Piper Knights, who is a guest of his ter.
The band concert Thursday evening at
In Belfast, March 4, to Mr.
DOEGE.
to attend $19.00 was realized,
the opening night of moving pictures, by brother, Mr. Bert Knights, will return to
gett went to Portland April 2nd
a
daughter,
E.
Dodge,
and Mrs. Fred
the Democratic State Convention in that
Beulali Elmira.
George’s River Grange will have a Wilbur Crockett, was much enjoyed. Rumford Falls this week.
|
ThursMarch 21, to
to
In
Bueksport,
Bangor
3rd.
returning
GROSS.
city April
dance in Sanford’s Hall, Thursday even- The pictures were followed by a social
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Clarke have pura son, RayIrving
Gross,
Mrs.
Mrs.
and
Mr.
day, where they were joined by
Ice cream and cake will dance.
hashed the Chester Cross residence at
ing, April 11th.
Albert

Mrs.
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were

The church was very prettily decorated
Special Easter music was
given by seven ladies, Mrs. Bertha Mears,

home.
F.

The remains

Morrill officiating.

It will

Nathan Hurt of

Mrs.

mont recently,
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lower village.
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was
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North Searsmont was held at the churcn
5th, Mrs. Wentworth
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It was an
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of
officiating.
home
in
of Mrs. Fra nk T. Bussey at her
W. J. Greeley attended the Republican
is left
widow
the
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sad
case
especially
West Winterport.
Convention in Portland.
with nine children, the oldest 17, and the.
Mrs. B. R. Chandler has returned home
Walter Murry of Sabattus were a guest j
youngest an infant.
from a Bangor hospital, where she had
of his mother Mrs. Sopronia Murry, re- j
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MRS. E. F. CAR LI
MNo. 17 Main St., Belfast,

FOR SALE
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a

Bargain

An International Haivester Engine
It is in good conditio.
horse power.
sawing wood
on skids, suitable for
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